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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Context and Motivation
Commercial aviation is a huge global industry that is expected to double in size over
the next twenty years [70]. This is despite many challenges faced by the industry, such
as volatile oil prices and legislative pressure to make technology more environmentally
friendly. For jet engine manufacturers, this ultimately translates into an increased
need for quieter and more efficient engines.
The turbofan jet engine has dominated the large passenger aircraft market since
the 1960s, with most of the rest of the market represented by turboprop engines.
Extracting improved performance from these designs has become increasingly diffi-
cult. Hence jet engine manufacturers are looking to novel jet engine technologies to
provide a step change in efficiency. A leading concept is the “open rotor” jet engine,
which has the potential to combine the efficiency of a turboprop with the flight speed
of a turbofan by replacing the fan and nacelle with a set of propellers in the external
flow. This allows significantly higher bypass ratios than conventional turbofans and
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Figure 1.1: Rolls-Royce open rotor design concept from Zachariadis [87].
removes the nacelle drag, which both give significant efficiency improvements.
Early “single rotation” open rotor designs incorporated a single row of blades,
leading to large amounts of energy being wasted in downstream swirl [69]. This led
to “counter-rotating” designs, such as that illustrated in Figure 1.1, with two rows
of counter-rotating blades [67]. The rear row recovers much of the swirl generated
by the front row, giving a significant efficiency improvement. A rough comparison of
the flight speed and associated installed propulsive efficiency for typical turboprop,
turbofan and open rotor designs is given in Figure 1.2. It shows that open rotors have
the potential to offer a 10-20% improvement in propulsive efficiency over a turbofan
design, while being able to fly at Mach numbers around 0.8. This makes open rotors
an extremely attractive technology.
Unfortunately, these benefits come at the cost of noise levels. Because the rotors
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Figure 1.2: Comparison of turboprop, turbofan and open rotor efficiencies from
Zachariadis [87].
are exposed to the external flow, rather than being enclosed by a nacelle, they are
inherently noisier than modern turbofan designs. The presence of two rotating frames
in a counter-rotating open rotor, plus the effect of any non-axisymmetric aspects of
the problem such as nearby wings or pylons, means that the generated noise is highly
tonal and extremely complex. This is confirmed by Figure 1.3, which shows a typical
spectrum at a directivity in the plane of rotation of the open rotors. The accurate
prediction of this noise field has proven extremely challenging.
Hence, a critical milestone in the development of open rotor jet engines is their
design for low noise, and high fidelity methods for predicting open rotor noise are
required. The term “high fidelity” is carefully chosen over “high accuracy”, and it
is important to make this distinction clear in the context of the work presented in
this thesis. The accuracy of a simulation can only be confirmed by comparing it
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Figure 1.3: Frequency spectrum for a counter-rotating open rotor from Czech [20].
to other existing data, typically experimental. In order to take advantage of this
accuracy without having to constantly validate with experimental data and hence
defeating the point of simulation, an engineer must be confident that the method
accurately represents the physics of the problem, rather than achieving its accuracy
via empiricism or “tuning” by the engineer. In other words, a high fidelity method
is a combination of high accuracy in the results and deep understanding of and trust
in how those results are obtained.
While many methods are available to aeroacousticians, this thesis focuses on one
set derived from the so-called Ffowcs Williams-Hawkings (FW-H) equation [84]. The
FW-H equation is typically considered to represent the most realistic description
of aerodynamic noise generation as it is derived directly from the Navier-Stokes
equations without any further assumptions, and hence has the potential to provide
extremely high fidelity methods. Methods based on the FW-H equation can be
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broken down into five key components:
1. Aeroacoustic analogy - An inhomogeneous wave equation is derived that pro-
vides a definition of the source field.
2. Surface discontinuity - A surface discontinuity is introduced into the aeroa-
coustic analogy to allow for the presence of solid surfaces.
3. Formulation of solution - The wave equation is convolved with a Green function
to give a set of integrals that calculate the noise at the observer.
4. Input flow solution - The near field flow solution is calculated using computa-
tional fluid dynamics (CFD) to determine the aeroacoustic source field.
5. Solver methodology - The formulation of solution is solved numerically for the
given flow solution to calculate the noise at the observer.
As will be discussed in Chapter 2, an aeroacoustic analogy is a theoretically
exact rearrangement of the Navier-Stokes equations and the formulation of solution
provides a theoretically exact calculation of the external noise. Unfortunately, this
theoretical exactness cannot be realised in practice, and the errors generated in a
realistic prediction can be split into three types:
1. Discretisation errors - The formulation of solution must be calculated numeri-
cally, leading to errors in resolving the integrands.
2. Neglection errors - For practical reasons, the source field external to the surface
is almost invariably neglected, meaning the results only account for part of the
generated noise.
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3. Input errors - A CFD flow solution has its own inaccuracies both due to the
CFD itself such as turbulence modelling and complexities of the real flow that
are not accounted for such as wind tunnel walls.
It will be shown that there is no clear understanding of the sources of discreti-
sation error, nor a consensus on how best to mitigate them. Neglection errors have
been researched in more depth, but current methods for mitigating them lack a clear
physical basis. Input errors are the most widely researched of the three types of er-
rors, i.e. they are taken most seriously. This thesis challenges this notion, and seeks
to demonstrate that there is no point in spending large amounts of time perfecting
a CFD methodology if the FW-H solver it is being coupled with has not been given
the same level of attention.
Hence, the key motivation of this thesis is to improve the fidelity of open rotor
noise prediction methods based on the FW-H equation by investigating ways of better
understanding and mitigating both discretisation and neglection errors.
1.2 Research Objectives
This section outlines the specific objectives of the research and why they represent
new contributions to the field of high fidelity open rotor noise prediction. The ob-
jectives are as follows:
1. Define the sources of discretisation error and the phenomena that affect them.
2. Use dimensional analysis to develop a standard process for isolating and quan-
tifying discretisation errors.
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3. Compare a range of solver methodologies and select the current best practice
for open rotor noise prediction.
4. Develop new methods of defining aeroacoustic analogies that mitigate neglec-
tion errors in a physically meaningful way.
5. Demonstrate the above method improvements using a realistic open rotor test
case.
As already discussed, discretisation errors have not been investigated in any real
depth by previous research. Several different fundamental approaches have been de-
veloped for numerically solving the FW-H equation. It will be shown that these have
rarely, if ever, been compared quantitatively. This motivates a full investigation of
discretisation errors from basic principles. The sources of discretisation error need to
be defined, dimensional analysis needs to be used to provide a process for quantita-
tively studying discretisation errors, and this process needs to be used to compare a
range of solver methodologies in order to select a best practice methodology for use
in open rotor noise prediction. It is important to acknowledge that the compared
methodologies differed at a very fundamental level, and so only a basic comparison
was necessary to demonstrate their relative strengths. Hence, more formal methods
of comparison such as order of convergence have been left to future work. The pro-
cess developed for comparison would remain the same, it would only be the depth of
analysis of the differences which would change.
Neglection errors have been the subject of more recent research. Various alter-
natives to the standard FW-H equation have been examined, with some promising
results [8, 59, 78]. Despite these promising results, the methods have struggled to
provide a clear physical basis for what the alternatives represent, or how they relate
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to the original FW-H equation. This motivates an investigation of new methods for
mitigating neglection errors in the source terms of aeroacoustic analogies, with the
key requirement that the source terms have a clear physical interpretation.
In undertaking the above work on both discretisation and neglection errors, ana-
lytical flow solutions are used to eliminate input errors and allow the other errors to
be known precisely. This great strength of analytical flow solutions is also a weak-
ness, as the lack of input errors results from the fact that the solutions are not fully
realistic. Hence, it is important that the various method improvements developed in
this thesis are also demonstrated on a realistic open rotor flow solution to confirm
the significance of discretisation and neglection errors and to show that the method
improvements succeed in mitigating them.
1.3 Thesis Structure
This section discusses how the thesis has been structured to meet the above objectives
and place them into sufficient context. It consists of a literature review in Chapter
2, a description of the numerical methods used in Chapter 3, research pertaining to
discretisation errors in Chapter 4, research pertaining to neglection errors in Chapter
5, a demonstration using a realistic open rotor solution in Chapter 6 and a summary
of the key conclusions and future work in Chapter 7.
Relevant previous work is discussed in Chapter 2 to clarify the current state of
the art and the shortcomings addressed by this thesis. An overview of the FW-H
equation and its solution is provided with emphasis on available alternatives and
any work relating to discretisation and neglection errors. As the end application
is to open rotor noise prediction, an summary of open rotor aeroacoustics is given.
Finally, the Rolls Royce Z-08 design is presented as a suitable realistic test case for
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the work developed in this thesis.
In order to carry out the work presented in this thesis, a number of numerical
codes were written to allow several different solver methodologies to be investigated.
Chapter 3 discusses these different codes and presents verification that they work as
expected.
Chapter 4 presents the work carried out to investigate and mitigate discretisa-
tion errors. The chapter begins with a simple classification of different types of
discretisation error and demonstrates each using analytical flow solutions, satisfying
the first objective of this thesis. It then applies dimensional analysis to develop a
standard process for studying discretisation errors in FW-H solvers, satisfying the
second objective of the thesis. Finally, it uses an analytical test case and the above
process to compare several different solver methodologies and select a best practice
methodology for open rotor noise prediction, hence meeting the third objective of
the thesis.
Chapter 5 presents a generic aeroacoustic analogy and uses it to develop a new
method of including a surface discontinuity. This new method allows neglection
errors to be mitigated while retaining a clear, physical interpretation of what the
source terms represent. The new method is compared in a novel fashion with the
FW-H and Kirchhoff methods that further emphasises the new method’s attractive-
ness. Finally, a semi-analytical flow solution is used to compare the results of the
different methods in terms of their susceptibility to neglection errors. This meets the
fourth objective of the thesis.
Chapter 6 presents initial results for the open rotor test case to confirm that they
are plausible and hence that the test case is suitable for examining the above method
improvements in the context of open rotors. Two short studies are presented that
clearly demonstrate that the results of the above work using analytical solutions are
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consistent with the realistic test case, confirming the importance of discretisation
and neglection errors, the ability of the method improvements to mitigate them and
the validity of the novel approaches used to develop these methods. This meets the
final objective of the thesis.
Each chapter finishes with a summary of the key points raised by the work pre-
sented. These summaries are brought together in Chapter 7 to discuss the extent to
which the objectives outlined above have been met, and to highlight important areas
for future work.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
As discussed in the previous chapter, the fundamental aim of the work presented in
this thesis is to understand and mitigate discretisation and neglection errors in FW-H
solvers for open rotor noise prediction. Hence, this chapter reviews relevant previous
work for both the FW-H equation and open rotor aeroacoustics. The previous chapter
split the process for applying the FW-H equation to a realistic problem of interest
into five components: an aeroacoustic analogy, a surface discontinuity, a formulation
of solution, an input flow solution and a solver methodology.
The research presented in this thesis investigates each of the above components,
and hence it is important to give a solid background for all of them. The aeroacoustic
analogy derived by Lighthill [52] is the one used by the original FW-H equation and
is often considered the foundation of modern aeroacoustics, though alternatives do
exist. Section 2.1 gives a derivation of Lighthill’s analogy concentrating on the key
physical concepts involved as well as a discussion of alternative analogies that have
been developed to help mitigate neglection errors.
The FW-H equation represents a method for introducing a surface discontinuity
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into Lighthill’s analogy. As with Lighthill’s analogy, there are also alternatives to the
FW-H method, most notably the method derived by Kirchhoff [29, 49]. Section 2.2
gives a derivation of the FW-H equation and discusses previous work in comparing it
with the Kirchhoff equation. The importance of neglection errors is highlighted, and
recent work to adjust the FW-H equation to mitigate this problem is summarised.
Various formulations of solution for solving the FW-H equation are discussed in
Section 2.3. These formulations are split into two different types, with the so-called
“collapsing sphere” type being discarded in favour of the “emission time” type for
investigation in this thesis. In particular, the formulations of Farassat [25, 26] are
presented as the industry standard formulations of solution, and his Formulation 1A
is selected as the formulation of choice for this thesis.
A formulation of solution provides a set of integrals that need to be solved to
calculate the noise at a given observer. Closed form solutions are not available for
these integrals and hence they need to be discretised and integrated numerically.
This process is described as a “solver methodology”. These solver methodologies are
discussed in Section 2.4 and are categorised in terms of how the propagation from
source to observer is represented, with the key benefits and limitations of each type
discussed.
Section 2.5 presents the acoustic monopole as a useful analytical flow solution for
FW-H solvers, outlines how the required flow properties are derived and discusses
relevant previous work, showing that it is rare for their use in investigating an FW-H
solver to be extended beyond simple verification of the solver. This lack of consensus
on which solver methodology is best either in general or for a given problem of
interest is highlighted as a key area of research in this thesis, in keeping with the
objectives outlined in the previous chapter.
While most of the problems highlighted in the above sections apply to the FW-H
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equation in general, this thesis is specifically aimed at their application to open rotors.
As such, Section 2.6 discusses the main aerodynamic and aeroacoustic characteristics
of open rotors, in order to ensure the work presented in this thesis remains relevant
to this end goal. It also presents the Rolls Royce Z-08 design as a suitable realistic
test case for demonstrating the work developed in this thesis, including a discussion
of the associated CFD provided by Sohoni [76].
2.1 Aeroacoustic Analogies
As already discussed, Lighthill’s analogy [52] is usually considered the foundation of
modern aeroacoustics. Before his work, the fields of acoustics and aerodynamics had
remained relatively separate. Acousticians had understood how sound could propa-
gate through air under the control of a linear wave equation when the perturbations
were small, and aerodynamicists had derived the equations for conservation of mass
and momentum that govern realistic fluids. It had been shown that these “realis-
tic” equations reduced to the “acoustic” ones under certain assumptions, but what
was not understood was how sound could be generated and propagated in regions
of a flow where these assumptions were not valid. Lighthill’s analogy successfully
answered this question, and hence allowed a fully realistic fluid to be discussed in
terms of the acoustic idea of source and propagation.
This section will present a derivation of Lighthill’s analogy that focuses on the
physical understanding of what it represents. A more exhaustive derivation, as well
as an excellent summary of other aspects of early aeroacoustic research, is given
by Goldstein [38]. It is also shown that Lighthill’s analogy is one of a family of
“aeroacoustic analogies” that can be derived as a foundation for understanding noise
generation in a realistic fluid. One important variation, as given by Morfey [58],
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is highlighted as it provides an analogy directly for the pressure, rather than the
density. The reasons for this being important are discussed, and are an important
motivation for the work presented in Chapter 5.
Lighthill’s analogy begins by acknowledging the equations for conservation of
mass and momentum in both realistic and acoustic fluids. A realistic fluid is gov-
erned by the Navier-Stokes equations, as given below where ρ is the mass density, ui
the fluid velocity, p the pressure, eij the viscous stress tensor, δij the Kronecker delta,
xi the position and t the time. Note that gravitational effects are ignored and the
Einstein convention for summation of tensors with repeated suffixes is used through-
out this thesis. Also, a partial time derivative is assumed to hold the corresponding
position constant and vice versa unless explicitly stated.
∂
∂t
(ρ) +
∂
∂xi
(ρui) = 0 (2.1)
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(pδij + eij + ρuiuj) = 0 (2.2)
An acoustic fluid can have the same mass conservation equation as Equation 2.1,
but a different momentum conservation equation is required, as given below where c
is a currently arbitrary constant.
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(
c2ρδij
)
= 0 (2.3)
If the spatial derivative of Equation 2.3 is subtracted from the time derivative of
Equation 2.1, a linear wave equation for c2ρ is obtained, as given below.
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(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)(
c2ρ
)
= 0 (2.4)
The arbitrary constant c is now clearly defined as the speed of sound in the
acoustic fluid. Hence, a realistic fluid can be interpreted as an acoustic fluid if
momentum conservation can be sufficiently approximated by Equation 2.3. Previous
work had sought to understand the conditions under which this is the case. At this
point, it is useful to begin splitting flow properties into their so-called “bulk” and
“perturbation” quantities. The bulk component is the value taken by the fluid in
its undisturbed state, and is denoted using a suffix 0 throughout this thesis. The
perturbation component is the difference between the actual flow property and the
bulk component, and is given a dash (′). The relationship between actual, bulk and
perturbation quantities for a generic flow variable ψ is given below. Note that bulk
components are constant by definition.
ψ(xi, t) = ψ0 + ψ
′(xi, t) (2.5)
It was known that sound (i.e. perturbations) could be incredibly small compared
to their bulk quantities, and that these perturbations were capable of propagating
great distances from the phenomena that created them, which implies that they
propagate very efficiently and do not dissipate energy to the fluid. Hence, it makes
physical sense that acoustic perturbations in a realistic fluid would be small and
isentropic. By making these assumptions for a perturbation from the bulk condition,
the well-known relationship between pressure and density perturbations, and the
associated appropriate definition of c are obtained as given below, where γ is the
ratio of specific heats and s is the entropy of the fluid.
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p
p0
∣∣∣∣
s
=
(
ρ
ρ0
∣∣∣∣
s
)γ
(2.6)
∂p
∂ρ
∣∣∣∣
s
=
γp
ρ
(2.7)
p′ = c2ρ′ (2.8)
c =
√
γp0
ρ0
(2.9)
By applying these assumptions to Equation 2.2, p can be replaced with c2ρ as
per Equation 2.8 (it is inside a derivative and hence the bulk component does not
matter), eij can be neglected as isentropy implies an inviscid flow, and the assumption
of small perturbations means ρuiuj is second order compared to the other terms and
can also be neglected. This reduces Equation 2.2 to Equation 2.3, proving that a
realistic flow can behave like an acoustic one provided the perturbations are small
and isentropic.
This is an important result, as it defines how sound can propagate through a
realistic fluid. However, it is only valid when non-linear effects are negligible and
does not define how a realistic fluid can generate sound, or how sound propagates
through a region of a flow that is non-linear. This is why Lighthill’s analogy was
so important. Instead of reducing Equation 2.2 to Equation 2.3 via assumptions,
Lighthill rearranged it into the form below by moving any terms in the realistic
equation that did not occur in the acoustic equation to the right hand side (RHS).
Note that perturbation terms are used inside derivatives from now on.
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∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(
c2ρ′δij
)
=
∂
∂xj
(
(c2ρ′ − p′)δij − eij − ρuiuj
)
(2.10)
The RHS of the above equation represents a stress field that is the difference
between the acoustic and realistic fluids, and hence represents the “extra” stress that
would have to be artificially applied to an acoustic fluid in order to make it behave
like a realistic one. This is the key step that makes Lighthill’s analogy so powerful.
Instead of neglecting the aspects of the realistic flow that cannot be sustained by the
acoustic flow by making limiting assumptions, they are rephrased as a source term
and kept in the equations. If the manipulation used to derive Equation 2.4 is applied
using the above momentum equation instead, the below equation is obtained.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)(
c2ρ′
)
=
∂2
∂xi∂xj
(
(p′ − c2ρ′)δij + eij + ρuiuj
)
(2.11)
This is an inhomogeneous wave equation that is a direct rearrangement of the
Navier-Stokes equations without any further assumptions being made. The source
term on the RHS is typically referred to as “Lighthill’s stress tensor”, and is denoted
Tij as defined below.
Tij = (p
′ − c2ρ′)δij + eij + ρuiuj (2.12)
Because no further assumptions have been made, Equation 2.11 will be valid
whenever the Navier-Stokes equations are valid. Hence, the equation allowed Lighthill
to provide a basis for defining what aspects of a realistic flow can be considered sound
sources as opposed to pure sound propagation.
It is important to understand that Equation 2.11 is not linear in general. The
wave variable is c2ρ′ and this is present in Tij. However, it is clear from the discussion
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following Equation 2.8 that Tij vanishes for small, isentropic perturbations and hence
the source field is restricted to a certain volume. Outside of the source field, Equation
2.8 is valid and hence c2ρ′ can be replaced with the more desirable p′. If the source
field can be pre-calculated using CFD, then the equation is effectively linearised (as
the source field is known without needing to know c2ρ′ everywhere) and can be solved
using convolution with the appropriate Green function.
This is an incredibly powerful concept, as it paves the way for predicting the sound
of highly complex flows without having to make any assumptions or simplifications
to that flow. The resulting predictions can then be directly linked back to the flow
phenomena causing them, offering excellent insight into how the sound was produced
and ultimately how to mitigate it. It is this lack of assumption and the direct link to
the underlying flow phenomena that make an aeroacoustic analogy such an attractive
tool to aeroacousticians.
Unfortunately, this realism also leads to the analogy’s biggest weakness in terms
of using it to perform aeroacoustic calculations. The key problem is that the source
field cannot be fully calculated in most, if not all, realistic problems of interest,
and certainly in the case of open rotors. Non-linear flow phenomena such as wakes
and vortices persist sufficiently far downstream that it is both computationally im-
practical and numerically infeasible to extend a mesh with enough resolution and
accuracy to capture the entire source field. This inevitably means that at least some
of the source field needs to be neglected, which in turn leads to the neglection errors
identified as a key motivation for the work in this thesis.
While this effect cannot be entirely eliminated, there have been efforts to mitigate
it. The key principle is to search for equivalent formulations of the source field that
vary more stably depending on how much of the source field is included. For example,
a source field that oscillates by 10% around the exact solution as the extent of the
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source field is varied has less fidelity than a source field that oscillates by 1%. This
will be discussed further in the next section, but at this point it is appropriate to
acknowledge that there are alternatives to Lighthill’s analogy that have been shown
to mitigate neglection errors. In particular, it is not necessary to construct the
inhomogeneous wave equation at the heart of the analogy with c2ρ as the wave
variable. As shown by Morfey [58], an alternative is to manipulate both the mass
and momentum equations into the form given below.
∂
∂t
(
p′
c2
)
+
∂
∂xi
(ρui) =
∂
∂t
(
p′
c2
− ρ′
)
(2.13)
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xi
(p′) =
∂
∂xj
(−eij − ρuiuj) (2.14)
By applying the same manipulation to the above equations as to obtain Equation
2.11, the following equation is obtained.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
(p′) =
∂2
∂t2
(
p′
c2
− ρ′
)
+
∂2
∂xi∂xj
(eij + ρuiuj) (2.15)
Comparing the above with Equation 2.11, it is clear that the wave variable has
changed from c2ρ′ to p′, and that this has led to part of the stress source field in
Lighthill’s analogy being replaced with a density source field in Morfey’s analogy.
The reasons why this can be useful are discussed in the next section.
Other alternatives to Lighthill’s analogy have been derived that make other flow
properties the wave variable [39, 46, 54, 85], or allow the base flow from which
perturbations are measured to not be stationary and uniform [40]. These are not
relevant for the work presented in this thesis, and hence are not discussed further.
A second weakness of Lighthill’s analogy is that it does not allow for the presence
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of solid surfaces in the flow, which is clearly important for open rotor problems, and
is typically required for most other problems of interest. This is where the FW-H
equation (or, more properly, the method that extends Lighthill’s analogy to give the
FW-H equation) comes in, and is the subject of the next section.
2.2 Surface Introduction
As discussed above, Lighthill’s aeroacoustic analogy provides a basis for defining
how sound is generated and propagated in a fluid flow. What it lacks is an ability to
handle solid surfaces in the flow, which almost invariably accompany any practical
flow of interest, certainly in the case of open rotors. Lighthill’s analogy outlines an
approach where the non-linear region of the flow is pre-calculated to determine a set
of quadrupole sources that can be used to calculate c2ρ′ anywhere in the flow (and
hence p′ in the linear far-field). However, the effect of surfaces is to add additional
sources into the flow, and hence Lighthill’s analogy needs to be extended to also
allow these sources to be represented.
The FW-H equation [84] provides this extension by using generalised function
theory [53] to derive the conservation equations for a new “discontinuous” flow that
replaces the fluid within an arbitrary surface with fluid at the bulk condition while
maintaining an identical external flow. The resulting surface sources required to
maintain conservation represent the sound generated within the surface, and can be
propagated analytically to any external observer using convolution with the appro-
priate Green function.
The original paper derives its equation under the assumption that the surface is
coincident with a physical surface in the real flow. As acknowledged in the paper,
this assumption is not necessary, and Ffowcs Williams later published a “permeable”
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version of the equation in conjunction with other authors [19, 23]. The permeable
version was also re-derived by di Francescantonio [22], who presented it as a hybrid
of the FW-H equation with the Kirchhoff method (which is discussed later), however
most agree that it should simply be called the permeable FW-H equation. The key
advantage of the permeable version is it allows the surface to be placed to enclose
as much of the source field as possible, rather than just the solid objects in the flow,
mitigating the need for complex and costly volume integrals.
As will be discussed shortly, there have been numerous adaptations and extensions
to the FW-H equation, as well as alternative methods that have many aspects in
common with the FW-H equation. However, this section begins with a derivation
of the permeable version of the original FW-H equation based on the derivation
given by Brentner and Farassat [7] in order to give a firm grounding on the physical
understanding of the method.
The only real difference in the derivation given here is a change in notation that
this author finds more intuitive. In their paper, Brentner and Farassat distinguish
between the original and discontinuous flows by defining differential operators as
either “ordinary” or “generalised”. In addition to the fact that many mathematicians
will find the use of the term “ordinary partial derivative” quite confusing, this author
feels that it is not the differential operators that should be distinguished, but the
flow properties they are operating on. “Ordinary differentiation” can be considered
the same as the generalised equivalent but on a function with no generalised content,
but the original flow is fundamentally different to the discontinuous one, and it is
useful to understand when a flow property is from one or the other.
Hence, this thesis uses a bar above a variable (instead of the bar above a dif-
ferential operator used by Brentner and Farassat) to denote that it refers to the
discontinuous equivalent of the variable. This is consistent with notation used in
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of FW-H surface discontinuity concept.
the original FW-H paper. By defining an arbitrary function, f(xi, t), that is zero
on, negative inside, and positive outside the surface of interest, the continuous and
discontinuous representations of any flow property, ψ, can be related using the below
equation, where H(f) is the Heaviside step function operating on f , and hence equals
zero inside the surface, and unity outside it. This concept is illustrated in Figure
2.1, which shows that any surfaces in the original flow (open rotor blades and hub
in this thesis) can be enclosed by the arbitrary surface, as can as much of the flow
as desired/possible.
ψ = ψ0 + ψ
′H(f) (2.16)
There is still a large amount of flexibility in the choice of f . It is convenient to
assume that the gradient of f is equal to the unit outward normal of the surface,
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which will be denoted ni, though it should be noted that this does not change the
final result, only avoids some slightly trickier manipulation during derivation. Some
people find it helpful to imagine a specific function with this property, in which case
the author suggests imagining f(xi, t) to give the minimum distance to the surface of
any point in space and time, with points inside the surface given a negative distance.
Such a function would have all the desired properties described above.
At this point, it is useful to recognise two simple results from the differentiation
of the surface function, given below. Note that the velocity of the surface at a
given point is vi, and its component in the direction of the outward surface normal
is denoted by vn, with this suffix being used to mean the same component of any
vector in the rest of this thesis.
∂f
∂t
= −vn (2.17)
∂f
∂xi
= ni (2.18)
These results allow time and space derivatives of a discontinuous flow property to
be related to their continuous equivalents, as given in the equations below. Note that
δ(f) is the Dirac delta function representing a unit impulse on the surface boundary,
which is distinct from the Kronecker delta, δij.
∂ψ
∂t
=
∂ψ′
∂t
H(f)− ψ′vnδ(f) (2.19)
∂ψ
∂xi
=
∂ψ′
∂xi
H(f) + ψ′niδ(f) (2.20)
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These two equations underline the fundamental concept behind using generalised
derivatives in this derivation. The derivative of a discontinuous variable is shown to
be constructed from two components, the first being the derivative of the original
variable but restricted to the external flow, and the second representing the required
discontinuous source strength on the surface to enforce the value of the underlying
variable on the surface. In other words, the surface term replaces the variation of the
variable inside the surface with a sudden introduction of the value on the surface,
while the external volume term represents any further variation outside the surface.
If the LHS of Equation 2.1 (mass conservation) is written out with discontinu-
ous flow variables, the above results can be used to expand these derivatives into
continuous equivalents, as below.
∂
∂t
(ρ) +
∂
∂xi
(ρui) =
(
∂
∂t
(ρ) +
∂
∂xi
(ρui)
)
H(f) + (ρun − ρ′vn) δ(f) (2.21)
This equation has expressed conservation of mass in the discontinuous flow regime
in terms of flow properties from its continuous counterpart, i.e. specifying a set of
sources that are required to conserve mass in the discontinuous flow. As would
be expected, the volume term is simply the continuous mass conservation equation
restricted to the external volume, which is zero everywhere by definition and can be
removed. This leaves a term on the surface that represents the mass that needs to
be introduced into the external fluid at the surface in order to preserve conservation.
A similar approach for the momentum equation yields similar results, with the
H(f) term being cancelled due to momentum conservation in the continuous flow,
leaving a specification of the required momentum sources to sustain the external
flow. The resulting mass and momentum equations, with the H(f) source terms
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removed, are given below.
∂
∂t
(ρ) +
∂
∂xi
(ρui) = (ρun − ρ′vn) δ(f) (2.22)
∂
∂t
(ρui) +
∂
∂xj
(pij + ρuiuj) =
(
p′ijnj + ρui (un − vn)
)
δ(f) (2.23)
The terms on the RHS can be split into two groups. The ρun and (pijnj + ρuiun)
terms represent the rates at which mass and momentum would be introduced into
the surrounding fluid if the surface were stationary, while the −ρ′vn and −ρuivn
terms account for the rate at which mass and momentum are being “swallowed up”
by the motion of the surface.
The FW-H equation is constructed from Equations 2.22 and 2.23 using the same
manipulation used to get Equation 2.11. In order to simplify the notation, the source
terms defined above are collated into a mass term, Q, and a momentum term, Fi.
Q = ρun − ρ′vn (2.24)
Fi = p
′
ijnj + ρui (un − vn) (2.25)(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)(
c2ρ′
)
=
∂
∂t
(Qδ(f))− ∂
∂xi
(Fiδ(f)) +
∂2
∂xi∂xj
(TijH(f)) (2.26)
Throughout the rest of this thesis, there will be references to both the “FW-H
equation”, which is the equation above, and the “FW-H method”, which is the
method by which Lighthill’s analogy is extended to include a surface discontinuity
and give the above equation. In summary, this method is to derive the realistic
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equations for conservation of mass and momentum for the discontinuous flow (i.e.
the mass and momentum sources required on the surface discontinuity to satisfy
conservation in the realistic fluid) and then perform the same reorganisation of terms
that Lighthill used to obtain Equation 2.11.
Unsurprisingly, the rearrangement of the equations has led to the appearance of
the same source term as Lighthill’s analogy, albeit for the discontinuous T ′ijH(f).
Instead of the internal half of the Tij source field of Equation 2.11, the mass and
momentum source terms have appeared as monopole and dipole distributions respec-
tively. The power of this alternative formulation is that all source terms have now
been limited to be either on or outside the surface. Any noise sources, non-linear
propagation effects or solid surfaces occurring inside the surface have been replaced
by an analogous set on the surface that preserves the external flow.
If the FW-H surface is placed sufficiently far from the underlying flow disturbance
that all non-linearity is within the surface (i.e. the TijH(f) term can be neglected),
then the entire source field is confined to the FW-H surface, the external c2ρ′ field
is analogous to the pressure field, and it can be calculated using a convolved surface
integral. As discussed in the previous section, it is rare that the entire source field
can be captured by CFD, and hence the surface cannot be extended sufficiently to
achieve the above ideal situation. This typically leads to the TijH(f) term being
neglected entirely, as the surface should be extended as far as the CFD is trusted.
This problem is often described as the effect of non-linear flow phenomena crossing
the FW-H surface and generating “spurious” sound. This author does not like this
description, as none of the source terms are spurious, it is the neglection of other
terms that should accompany the surface terms that generates errors.
Many alternatives to the FW-H equation have been proposed, and much recent
work has focused on trying to eliminate unstable density perturbations from the
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source terms. This was noted as a key problem by Shur et al [74, 75], who found
good improvements by replacing ρ′ with p′/c2 as per Equation 2.8. However, this
replacement is not justified in a physically meaningful way, as it is not made clear
why it is appropriate to use a relationship to replace variables in an equation when
that relationship is expressly not valid. After all, if the relationship were valid it
would not be expected to make any difference to the final result.
A more mathematically robust approach was then developed by both Spalart and
Shur [78] and Morfey and Wright [59]. In a similar manner to Lighthill’s originally
novel step of retaining terms as sources rather than neglecting/replacing them, both
approaches rearranged the FW-H equation such that the surface terms were devoid
of density perturbations, leading to extra terms being “assigned” to the external
volume and neglected.
While these formulations are mathematically robust, i.e. neglected source terms
are clearly identified and no extra assumptions are made, they are still not very
physically intuitive, as the manipulations are rather complex and it is difficult to
retain a clear physical understanding of what the resulting sources represent. Despite
this, these formulations do appear to provide important improvements in stability
and accuracy, as will be demonstrated in a moment.
A popular alternative to the FW-H equation is to use the approach developed
by Kirchhoff [49], which was extended to allow surface motion by Morgans [61] and
applied to aeroacoustics by Farassat and Myers [29]. The Kirchhoff equation is
a general solution to the linear wave equation which, in a similar manner to the
FW-H equation, allows effects within a surface to be replaced with an equivalent set
of surface sources. The fundamental mathematics is very similar, but the surface
discontinuity is applied directly to a linear wave equation rather than to the realistic
mass and momentum conservation equations which underlie it. This approach is
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summarised below for a generic wave variable φ, which is typically taken to be p′ in
aeroacoustics, but any other wave variable can be specified.
1
c2
∂2φ
∂t2
− ∂
2φ
∂x2i
=
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
(φH(f))− ∂
2
∂x2i
(φH(f))
=
1
c2
∂
∂t
(
∂φ
∂t
H(f)− φvnδ(f)
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
∂φ
∂xi
H(f) + φniδ(f)
)
=
(
1
c2
∂2φ
∂t2
− ∂
2φ
∂x2i
)
H(f)−
(
Mn
c
∂φ
∂t
+
∂φ
∂xi
ni
)
δ(f)
− 1
c
∂
∂t
(φMnδ(f))− ∂
∂xi
(φniδ(f)) (2.27)
In the above equation, the external volume source field is the wave operator
on the wave variable. As with the external source field in the FW-H equation, it
is common for this term to be neglected. As a result, the Kirchhoff equation is
often said to assume that the fluid is an acoustic fluid, and the FW-H equation is
described as more “realistic”. This author does not like this description, as both
equations are theoretically exact in a realistic fluid if all source terms are included.
As with the variants of the FW-H equation discussed above, a better question is
which formulation provides the best method of splitting the internal and external
source fields such that neglection errors are mitigated as much as possible.
Probably the most widely referenced comparison of the FW-H and Kirchhoff
methods for aeroacoustic applications is the work by Brentner and Farassat [8].
They attempt an analytical comparison of the two methods, but only really succeed
in showing that they are equivalent if the surface encompasses the entire source field,
i.e. the surface is entirely in the linear region of the flow and Equation 2.8 can be
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assumed to be valid everywhere on and outside the surface, a situation that does
not arise in realistic cases. They also argue that the key limitation of the Kirchhoff
equation is that it assumes linearity, which has already been discussed above as being
incorrect/misleading.
Despite this, they do show convincing results for a helicopter in hover that find
that the integration surface can be placed much closer to the helicopter rotors when
using the FW-H method to get convergence than when using the Kirchhoff method.
Two key plots for these results are reproduced in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. They clearly
show that the Kirchhoff method suffers from significant error when the surface is
placed too close to the blade, whereas the FW-H method does not, i.e. it is more
stable with surface placement.
This would appear to suggest that the FW-H method is a fundamentally more
stable way of introducing a surface discontinuity into an aeroacoustic analogy than
the Kirchhoff method. However, this is contradicted by results of the aforementioned
work of Spalart and Shur [78]. Rather than a helicopter in hover, they used a
stationary hot jet noise problem as their test case, and Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the
opposite effect when using surfaces of different radii. The traditional FW-H method
gives entirely the wrong trend with directivity for all the surfaces considered, whereas
the Kirchhoff method quickly moves towards correlation with the experimental data
as the surface is expanded. Their adjusted FW-H method is even better, providing
correlation of a similar quality to the Kirchhoff method even at the closest surfaces.
It is worth noting that these two pieces of work have applied the methods to
two very different flow problems. Brentner and Farassat have applied the methods
to a helicopter in hover calculated using a full potential flow solver, and hence the
source field is steady in the rotating frame and there is no turbulence in the solution.
The sound generated is entirely due to the motion of the source field relative to the
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Figure 2.2: FW-H surface naming convention from Brentner and Farassat [8].
a) b)
Figure 2.3: Noise results for a) Kirchhoff and b) FW-H methods from Brentner and
Farassat [8].
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Figure 2.4: FW-H surface naming convention from Spalart and Shur [78].
stationary frame. In contrast, Spalart and Shur applied the methods to hot jet noise
calculations using fully turbulent CFD. The sound generated is entirely due to the
unsteady fluctuation of the flow properties on the surface. It is possible that the
methods have different shortcomings that are exposed by these very different flow
problems.
In summary, it has been shown that both the FW-H and Kirchhoff methods can
have severe limitations for different flow problems. It appears that an FW-H method
will converge to a result for smaller integration surfaces than the Kirchhoff method,
but that the density fluctuations in the standard FW-H source terms can cause
significant neglection errors and instability with surface placement for hot jets. What
is lacking is a mathematically robust and physically intuitive method of mitigating
neglection errors, as well as an equally clear understanding of the differences between
this method and the FW-H and Kirchhoff methods. This is the motivation behind
the work in Chapter 5, and is the fourth objective of this thesis.
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Figure 2.5: Noise results for a) adjusted FW-H b) traditional FW-H and c) Kirchhoff
source terms from Spalart and Shur [78].
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2.3 Formulations of Solution
Thus far, the governing FW-H equation has been derived and compared with alter-
native source field definitions. The next step is to discuss how solutions to these
governing equations can be formulated such that they are suitable for numerical in-
tegration. By far the most popular formulations in use today are those given by
Farassat [24]. All formulations begin from the same point, which is the fundamental
convolution through space and time of the source field with the appropriate Green
function. The variation comes from how the sifting of the various generalised func-
tions and any derivatives of them are handled, with two basic types of formulations
being discussed. The so-called “collapsing sphere” formulations are briefly discussed
but discarded in favour of “emission time” formulations which are much easier to
couple to CFD flow solutions. These emission time formulations are briefly derived
in enough detail to understand their physical interpretation.
2.3.1 The Fundamental Convolution
In order to solve for the pressure at a particular observer outside the surface, all
that is required is to integrate the contribution of the source field over its entire
extent. The solution to this in free space is well known and documented [19], and
will be briefly discussed here. It involves use of the free space Green function for the
linear wave equation given below, where x is the magnitude of xi (a convention used
throughout this thesis for all vector terms) and g(xi, t) is an important function that
will be discussed in a moment.
g(xi, t) = t− x
c
(2.28)
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x/c < t
   g > 0
x/c = t
   g = 0
x/c > t
   g < 0
Figure 2.6: Illustration of sifting of δ(g(xi, t)) term.
G (xi, t) =
δ (g(xi, t))
4pix
(2.29)
This Green function can be interpreted as the field that would result from a point
impulse of unit magnitude at the origin. The δ(g) sifts for points in time and space
where the amount of time a wave would take to reach an observer from the origin,
x/c, is equal to the actual time between source and observer, t, i.e. g(xi, t) = 0.
Times and locations that do not satisfy this condition represent points that either
the wave has already passed through (g > 0) or points that the wave has not got to
yet (g < 0). This is illustrated in Figure 2.6.
In performing the convolution, it is necessary to introduce ‘dummy’ integration
variables to sum up the contribution from the entire source field. These variables
can be physically interpreted as the time and location of the source point being
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considered, which will be denoted τ and yi respectively. This distinction between
source and observer times and locations can cause some confusion, and it becomes
very important to keep track of which one a property is being evaluated at, what is
being held constant in a given differentiation, and so on.
An important conceptual step, as explained by Farassat [26], is to introduce a
set of co-ordinates which are fixed to the FW-H surface, denoted ηi, and to integrate
through space using this co-ordinate system to represent volume elements. Note
that all other vectors are still evaluated in the bulk stationary frame, they are just
a function of ηi and τ instead of yi and τ . These “body-fixed” co-ordinates allow a
much simpler handling of terms involving f , although it is a slight abuse of notation
(again see Farassat) to not rename functions like f when technically they are, from
now on, different functions (i.e. f(ηi(xi, t)) instead of f(xi, t)).
The full solution to the FW-H equation as given in Equation 2.26 will be split into
three components, based on the parts of the source field relating to Qδ(f), Fiδ(f)
and TijH(f) respectively. For the sake of clarity, the governing equations for these
components are written out below. Though the three components are denoted p′Q,
p′F and p
′
T , it should be remembered that the solution is really for c
2ρ′, not p′.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
p′Q =
∂
∂t
(Qδ(f)) (2.30)
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
p′F = −
∂
∂xi
(Fiδ(f)) (2.31)
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
p′T =
∂2
∂xi∂xj
(TijH(f)) (2.32)
Writing out the convolutions in full for these terms leads to the integrals given
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(xi,t)
(yi,τ)
(yi,τ)
(yi,τ)
        r/c > t - τ 
g(ri,t-τ) < 0
        r/c = t - τ 
g(ri,t-τ) = 0
        r/c < t - τ 
g(ri,t-τ) > 0
Figure 2.7: Illustration of sifting of δ(g(ri, t− τ)) term.
below, with the derivatives being kept outside of the integrals using standard convo-
lution rules (i.e. L(A) ∗B = L(A ∗B) where L is a linear operator on two functions
A and B). Note that ri = xi−yi, which is often referred to as the “radiation vector”
as it represents the line a wave would travel along from the source to the observer.
Also, care is taken to specify exactly what a property depends on, in particular to
underline that flow properties are evaluated at the source, whereas derivatives are
taken at the observer. The δ(g(ri, t− τ)) terms now sift through time and space for
source points (yi, τ) at which a wave can be emitted to arrive at the desired observer
time (xi, t), as illustrated in Figure 2.7.
p′Q(xi, t) =
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
t∫
−∞
∫
R3
Q(ηi, τ)δ (f (ηi)) δ (g(ri, t− τ))
4pir
dηi dτ (2.33)
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p′F (xi, t) = −
∂
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
t
t∫
−∞
∫
R3
Fi(ηi, τ)δ (f (ηi)) δ (g(ri, t− τ))
4pir
dηi dτ (2.34)
p′T (xi, t) =
∂2
∂xi∂xj
∣∣∣∣
t
t∫
−∞
∫
R3
T ′ij(ηi, τ)H(f (ηi))δ (g(ri, t− τ))
4pir
dηi dτ (2.35)
The approach for solving each of the above integrals is very similar, with the
fundamental theory being given by Farassat [24]. The most important choice is in
how the sifting of the generalised functions δ(f), δ(g) and H(f) are applied. This
leads to two different types of formulation. For reasons discussed below, only the
emission time type of formulation will be investigated in this thesis. Formulations of
this type are almost invariably based on Farassat’s “Formulation 1” and “Formulation
1A” [26], which differ only in how time derivatives of source fields are handled.
Neither formulation includes a solution for pT , but the mathematics is very similar
and solutions for this term are also given from previous work, both by Dowling in
Chapter 14 of Crighton et al [19] and by Farassat and Brentner [27].
2.3.2 Collapsing Sphere Formulations
The first type of formulation is typically referred to as the “collapsing sphere” type.
If the source time is fixed, then the δ(g) term sifts for points on a sphere of radius
c(t − τ) centred at the observer, as illustrated in Figure 2.7. The δ(f) terms sift
through this sphere for points on the intersection with the FW-H surface, leading to
a formulation that is a line integral along this intersection which is then integrated
through source time. The H(f) terms sift through the sphere for the part of the
sphere that is outside the FW-H surface, leading to a formulation that is a surface
integral over the external part of the sphere which is also integrated through source
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time. Establishing the line and surface of intersection can require quite complicated
interpolation and offers very few advantages over the alternative method which will
be discussed in a moment.
Farassat and others have used these types of formulations to handle an FW-H
surface that is moving supersonically [25, 31] which will be seen to be a weakness
of the alternative formulation type discussed in a moment. However, such motion
only arises in open rotor calculations if the surface is rotating with the rotors (as the
forward motion of an open rotor is subsonic). As will be seen later in this thesis,
avoiding a rotating surface is advantageous for a variety of other reasons as well.
This makes collapsing sphere methods unattractive in general for the work in this
thesis, and they are given no more consideration here. However, it is worth noting
that much of the work presented in this thesis is just as applicable to assessing solvers
based on a collapsing sphere formulation as any other FW-H solver.
2.3.3 Emission Time Formulations
The second type of formulation is described as the “emission time” formulation in
this thesis. It is often referred to as the “retarded time” formulation, but this name
is more strongly linked to a particular methodology used to solve the formulation, as
discussed in a moment and for which there are alternatives. Emission time formula-
tions use a change of integration variable from τ to g which allows the sifting of the
δ(f) and δ(g) terms to be applied differently such that they lead to integrals over
the FW-H surface or the volume external to it, with the key task being to calculate
the “emission time” at which a given source point is evaluated.
This technique is more attractive than the collapsing sphere method because
the integrals performed can be over the panels and cells of the original CFD mesh,
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avoiding the need for any complicated interpolation to establish the intersection with
a sphere. It should be noted that any source point is evaluated at the same time and
location in both types of formulation. The advantage of an emission time formulation
is not the locus of source times and locations that are integrated, but the way in
which it is discretised.
The vast majority of modern emission formulations are based on Farassat’s “For-
mulation 1” and “Formulation 1A” [5, 24, 30]. Formulation 1 requires the calculation
of time derivatives at the observer, i.e. the integrals need to be evaluated several times
to get the pressure at a particular point in space and time. This is computationally
inefficient and this formulation was extended to bring any derivatives inside the in-
tegrals (which can be considered as shifting them from observer to source), leading
to Formulation 1A. A good starting point for the derivation of the formulations is
the lecture by Farassat [26], however it should be noted that the expressions de-
rived in this lecture are for an impermeable surface. For a permeable FW-H surface
derivation, most people refer to the work of di Francescantonio [22], though as al-
ready noted above the permeable version of the FW-H equation had already been
suggested by Ffowcs Williams and Hawkings themselves [84], and derived by related
future work [19, 23].
The mathematics for deriving the formulations is not overly lengthy, however it is
very subtle, and none of the steps below are trivial to make. A very brief description
of the derivations of the two formulations taken from the above referenced work will
be given here, with the important conceptual steps explained.
The first step in the derivation is to replace the spatial derivative in the pF
convolution with some terms that are easier to handle. This is achieved by noticing
that only δ(g) and r depend on xi in the convolution, and hence applying the spatial
derivative leads to the expression below. Note that the dependency of variables has
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been dropped for the sake of brevity and that a hat (ˆ) over a vector denotes the
unit vector in the same direction (although ni is already a unit vector).
p′F = −
t∫
−∞
∫
R3
Fiδ(f)
4pi
(
1
r
∂
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
t
(δ(g))− rˆiδ(g)
r2
)
dηi dτ (2.36)
This does not appear overly helpful at first, however a useful identity, given below,
allows the spatial derivative of δ(g) to be replaced with an equivalent time derivative.
∂
∂xi
∣∣∣∣
t
(δ (g)) =
−rˆi
c
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
(δ (g)) (2.37)
Substituting this result into 2.36, and then moving the time derivative outside the
integrals, leads to the new expression for pF given below. Importantly, the validity of
moving the observer time derivative outside the source time integration is more subtle
than it may appear due to t being the upper limit of the integral (hence the “width”
of the integral, as well as the magnitude of the function being integrated, varies with
t). As is well explained by Farassat [26], use of Leibniz’s rule for differentiation under
an integral sign results in an extra term appearing, but this can be shown to be zero,
meaning the time derivative can indeed be simply moved outside. Moving the time
derivative outside the spatial integral is fine because the limits (which are infinite)
are not a function of observer time. In addition, moving observer spatial derivatives
in and out of the integrals, as performed above to derive Equation 2.36, is also fine
because none of the limits depend on xi.
p′F =
∂
∂t
t∫
−∞
∫
R3
Firˆiδ(f)δ(g)
4picr
dηi dτ +
t∫
−∞
∫
R3
Firˆiδ(f)δ(g)
4pir2
dηi dτ (2.38)
Applying the sifting of the δ(f) terms in the convolutions leads to the volume
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integrals reducing to surface integrals. The new convolution integrals for pQ and pF
are then as given below, where S symbolises the FW-H surface.
p′Q =
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
t∫
−∞
∫
S
Qδ(g)
4pir
dS dτ (2.39)
p′F =
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
t∫
−∞
∫
S
Firˆiδ(g)
4picr
dS dτ +
t∫
−∞
∫
S
Firˆiδ(g)
4pir2
dS dτ (2.40)
In order to derive Formulation 1, all that is left to do is apply the sifting of
the δ(g) term. This involves swapping the order of integration and then using the
following relationship to change the inner integration variable from τ to g. Because
this change occurs inside the surface integral, it is for a fixed ηi as well as for a fixed
xi and t, which are still independent of τ and g as no sifting of these variables has
been applied, and they are therefore still dummy variables. Note that Mi is the
Mach number of the surface velocity and Mr is the component in the direction of ri,
known as the radiation Mach number.
dτ =
∂τ
∂g
∣∣∣∣
ηi,xi,t
dg (2.41)
=
1
1−Mr dg (2.42)
This expression can be substituted into the convolutions, and the δ(g) sifting
applied to give Formulation 1 as below.
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p′Q =
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
∫
S
[
Q
4pir(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dS (2.43)
p′F =
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
∫
S
[
Firˆi
4picr(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dS +
∫
S
[
Firˆi
4pir2(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dS (2.44)
The corresponding solution for the pT term is derived using a very similar ap-
proach for handling the spatial derivatives as for the pF contribution, the only dif-
ference being that there is an additional derivative to handle. An equation similar
to Equation 2.37 can be derived as below.
∂2
∂xi∂xj
∣∣∣∣
t
(
δ(g)
r
)
=
3rˆirˆj − δij
r3
δ(g) +
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
(
3rˆirˆj − δij
cr2
δ(g)
)
+
∂2
∂t2
∣∣∣∣
xi
(
rˆirˆj
c2r
δ(g)
)
(2.45)
This can be used to rewrite the the pT contribution defined in Equation 2.35 as
follows, where T ′ij rˆirˆj = T
′
rr and T
′
ijδij = T
′
ii.
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p′T (xi, t) =
t∫
−∞
∫
R3
(3T ′rr − T ′ii)H(f)δ(g)
4pir3
dηi dτ
+
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
t∫
−∞
∫
R3
(3T ′rr − T ′ii)H(f)δ(g)
4picr2
dηi dτ
+
∂2
∂t2
∣∣∣∣
xi
t∫
−∞
∫
R3
T ′rrH(f)δ(g)
4pic2r
dηi dτ (2.46)
The H(f) term sifts for an integral over the volume external to the FW-H surface,
and the δ(g) sifting can be handled as for the pQ and pF terms to give the solution
below.
p′T (xi, t) =
∫
f>0
[
(3T ′rr − T ′ii)
4pir3(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dηi +
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
∫
f>0
[
(3T ′rr − T ′ii)
4picr2(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dηi
+
∂2
∂t2
∣∣∣∣
xi
∫
f>0
[
T ′rr
4pic2r(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dηi (2.47)
Several of the integrals in Equations 2.43, 2.44 and 2.47 need to be differentiated
with respect to observer time for a fixed xi, i.e. for a point that is stationary relative
to the bulk fluid. For an observer that moves with the FW-H surface (e.g. wind
tunnel microphones and passengers on a plane), this means that the time history
at that observer cannot be numerically differentiated for the required result, as that
time history is for a moving point, not a fixed one. This means extra integrals for
other points have to be calculated in order to evaluate the formulation, which signifi-
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cantly slows down computation time. This is the key motivation behind Formulation
1A, which uses a simple relationship to replace the differentiation of the integral with
respect to observer time with an equivalent differentiation of the integrand with re-
spect to source time. Because this source time differentiation is for a point convected
on the surface, the derivatives can be easily taken from the given CFD time history,
making this a much more computationally efficient formulation.
The key step in achieving this is to notice that the source time in the integrands
of Equations 2.43 and 2.44 is linked to the observer time via the g = 0 condition,
i.e. if the observer time is varied, the source time at a particular point on the surface
must vary accordingly to maintain g = 0. Furthermore, there is no direct dependence
of the integrands on the observer time (only on observer position via ri), and so a
simple chain rule can be used to convert the observer time derivative to a source
time derivative. Note that, as with Equation 2.42, being inside the surface integral
implies being at a fixed ηi, meaning that moving a derivative from outside of the
integral to inside implies holding this constant in addition to anything else, leading
to source time derivatives for the point convected with the surface. This process is
summarised below using a generic function ψ which could represent either integrand,
and the notation for the convective source time derivative will be simplified using a
dot ( ˙ ) over a variable.
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
∫
S
[ψ (xi, ηi, τ)]g=0 dS =
∫
S
∂τ
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi,ηi,g=0
∂ψ
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
xi,ηi,g=0
dS
=
∫
S
[
ψ˙
1−Mr
]
g=0
dS (2.48)
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Using the above equation to substitute into Formulation 1, the source time deriva-
tives of kinematic properties can be taken analytically by noting that r˙i = −vi. After
some rearrangement, the following version of Formulation 1A for a permeable FW-H
surface is found. Note that a kinematic property, KM , is defined for ease of notation.
KM = M˙iri + c
(
Mr −M2
)
(2.49)
pQ =
1
4pi
∫
S
[
Q˙
r(1−Mr)2 +
QKM
r2(1−Mr)3
]
g=0
dS (2.50)
pF =
1
4pi
∫
S
[
F˙irˆi
cr(1−Mr)2 +
Fi (rˆi −Mi)
r2(1−Mr)2 +
FirˆiKM
cr2(1−Mr)3
]
g=0
dS (2.51)
A corresponding expression for pT has also been derived by Brentner [6], but is
rather lengthy and unused in this thesis, and hence is not given here. The Formu-
lation 1A method is by far the most popular method in use in modern research,
and hence is the one investigated in this thesis. As already discussed for collapsing
sphere methods, much of the work presented in this thesis around validating and
assessing different solvers is just as applicable to Formulation 1 methods and other
approaches, which is an area for potential future work.
2.4 Solver Methodologies
The formulation of solution that will be used in this thesis is defined by Equations
2.50 and 2.51. This section will discuss how this formulation can be solved, i.e. the
solver methodologies that can be implemented to numerically integrate the formu-
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lation. Three basic types of solver methodology are presented, which differ in how
the g = 0 condition is handled, i.e. how the propagation from source to observer
is represented. This is referred to as the “propagation algorithm” for the solver
methodology.
2.4.1 Observer Dominant Methodologies
As already discussed, emission time formulations are often referred to as “retarded
time” formulations. This name really refers to a particular type of propagation al-
gorithm for these formulations. In addition, this author prefers the term “observer
dominant” to “retarded time”, as it more directly describes the difference between
this type of algorithm and those that will be discussed in a moment. The key char-
acteristic of an observer dominant methodology is how it represents the propagation
from source to observer, i.e. applies the g = 0 condition in evaluating the integrals.
Observer dominant methodologies were the standard methodology for emission time
formulations until Casalino presented his “source dominant” or “advanced time”
methodology which will be discussed in the next section [12].
Each of the integrals in Equations 2.50 and 2.51 has an integrand that must be
evaluated such that g = 0, i.e. the source and observer times are consistent with a
wave being emitted by the source at the source time and received by the observer at
the observer time. If the observer time is fixed, then the relevant emission time for
each point on the surface needs to be calculated, the corresponding integrands can
then be constructed, and a surface integral performed to calculate the noise at the
observer at the given time. The fact that it is the observer time that is fixed and
the corresponding source time calculated to account for propagation is the reason for
describing the methodology as “observer dominant”.
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How the emission time is calculated depends on the motion of the surface. In-
specting Equation 2.28, it is clear that the g(ri, t− τ) = 0 condition corresponds to
the following requirement.
t− τ − r(xi, ηi, τ)
c
= 0 (2.52)
The dependence of r on τ means that there is no general closed form solution to
the above equation for τ . However, there are some special cases which are relevant to
this thesis, and are discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. For a stationary surface, r
does not depend on τ and the emission time is trivially calculated as τ = t−r/c. For
a surface with a constant velocity, the Garrick triangle [28] provides a slightly more
complicated but still exact solution. The other type of motion investigated in this
thesis is helicoidal, i.e. a constant forward velocity plus a rotation. Unfortunately,
there is no known closed form solution for rotating source motion, and hence such
surfaces require an iterative solution to the above equation.
As will be discussed in Chapter 3, this iterative solution is significantly slower than
the closed form solutions, meaning that avoiding the need for it is very advantageous
in terms of computational speed. If the surface is axisymmetric, then it can be
interpolated onto a non-rotating surface, allowing a closed form solution to be used.
An alternative is to change the propagation algorithm, as discussed below.
2.4.2 Source Dominant Methodologies
In observer dominant methodologies, the observer time and location are fixed, and
then the emission time of each panel on the FW-H surface is calculated. The flow
properties are interpolated from the times known in the CFD solution, and the
relevant surface integral applied.
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Using an observer dominant algorithm has two important consequences in the
context of open rotors. Firstly, it is the motion of the source which has to be
accounted for in evaluating the correct source time. As discussed above, this can
introduce significant computational cost if the surface is rotating, due to the need
to use an iterative solution for the retarded time. Secondly, different points on the
integration surface will need to be evaluated at different source times, and hence
require use of different time steps from the original CFD solution. This can lead to
significant memory usage due to needing to hold large amounts of the flow solution
in memory at one time [37].
A useful alteration to the standard observer dominant algorithm was proposed by
Casalino [12] that helps to alleviate these two issues. Instead of fixing observer time
and finding the appropriate source time, Casalino fixed the source time and then
calculated the appropriate observer time. Casalino refers to this as an “advanced
time” algorithm as opposed to the retarded time algorithm, but this author prefers
the term “source dominant”.
In such an algorithm, it is the observer’s motion that needs to be accounted
for in calculating propagation time. Because this is rarely a rotating motion (most
observers are either stationary on the ground or a passenger/wind tunnel microphone
flying with the open rotor) the analytical solution for rectilinear motion can be
used instead, which can make a source dominant methodology much faster than an
observer dominant one if the surface rotates.
Also, because each timestep of the underlying CFD is handled independently,
only one timestep (or a few depending on how time derivatives are handled) needs to
be kept in memory at a time, which gives a significant memory saving over observer
dominant algorithms if the code implementing the solver is written to take advantage
of it [37].
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Another consequence of switching to a source dominant algorithm is that different
advanced times are calculated at the observer for each panel, and hence interpolation
is required to find a common time history for the surface as a whole. This essen-
tially swaps interpolation through the source flow history in an observer dominant
algorithm for interpolation through the calculated panel pressure signal in a source
dominant algorithm. Whether there is any notable penalty or advantage in doing so
in terms of discretisation error will be investigated by this thesis in Chapter 4.
2.4.3 Frequency Domain Methodologies
Both observer and source dominant methodologies propagate effects from source to
observer in the time domain. However, it is possible to perform this propagation in
the frequency domain, as shown by Shur et al [75]. A brief overview of the derivation
and its implications will be given here.
In their paper, Shur et al make a far field approximation, however it is reasonably
trivial to extend the derivation to include all terms contributing to pQ and pF . This
will be done here using Formulation 1A as given in Equations 2.50 and 2.51 as an
example, but the same method can be used to find frequency domain formulations
for any emission time formulation, provided the restrictions on source and observer
motion applied below are met.
Also, Shur et al assume the frequency content is given as a Fourier transform. A
significant aspect of the work presented in this thesis will revolve around the fact that
this is often not a good way to characterise the frequency content of a counter-rotating
open rotor and that a more flexible set of frequencies can be useful (see Chapter 3).
Hence, this limitation will not be made here, however this only demands a slightly
more general (and unfortunately less concise) notation to that used by Shur et al,
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there is no new mathematics. It will be assumed that the source time history of any
flow property at a given point on the FW-H surface, ψ(ηi, τ), has been broken down
into cosine and sine components for Nω frequencies, as described below, with the
constant component denoted ψω=0(ηi). The cosine and sine components for a given
frequency ωk are denoted ψc and ψs respectively.
ψ(ηi, τ) = ψω=0(ηi) +
Nω∑
k=1
(ψc(ηi, ωk)cos(ωkτ) + ψs(ηi, ωk)sin(ωkτ)) (2.53)
If the observer moves coincidentally with the FW-H surface at a constant velocity
(this assumption is only true for non-rotating surfaces with “fly-along” observers),
then the propagation time, and hence the radiation vector are constant. This means
that the cosine and sine components of pQ and pF for a given frequency are only a
function of the corresponding components of Q, Q˙, Fi and F˙i, with a phase shift of
αk = −ωk(t− τ) applied for each frequency. This leads to the equations below for a
frequency domain implementation of Farassat’s Formulation 1A with KQ, etc. being
defined and the dependency of each variable left out for ease of notation.
KQ =
KM
r2(1−Mr)3 (2.54)
KQ˙ =
1
r(1−Mr)2 (2.55)
KF,i =
rˆi −Mi
r2(1−Mr)2 +
rˆiKM
cr2(1−Mr)3 (2.56)
KF˙ ,i =
rˆi
cr(1−Mr)2 (2.57)
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pQ,s

k
=
∫
S
 cosαk −sinαk
sinαk cosαk
 Q˙c Qc
Q˙s Qs
 KQ˙
KQ

g=0
dS (2.58)
 pF,c
pF,s

k
=
∫
S
 cosαk −sinαk
sinαk cosαk
 F˙c,i Fc,i
F˙s,i Fs,i
 KF˙ ,i
KF,i

g=0
dS (2.59)
The first matrix on the RHS of each of the above equations applies the required
phase shift, while the second and third matrices assemble the cosine and sine com-
ponents based on the source time from the underlying components of Q and Fi.
Remember that a repeated i suffix in any product implies a summation.
It should also be reiterated that the equations are fundamentally the same as
those given by Shur et al, the only distinctions being that this author has used
explicit sine and cosine components, rather than expressing magnitude and phase
using eiωt, and that no far-field assumption has been made.
Other work on frequency domain FW-H solvers appears to be quite sparse and
immature compared to the extensive use of time domain methods. Farassat and
Casper [28] have recently derived their so-called Formulation 2B which is intended
for broadband turbulence noise prediction. The development of the formulation
appears to be in its early stages, with no numerical results given in the paper, but the
formulation’s apparent ability to derive a velocity potential is certainly interesting.
Sharma and Chen [72] have applied Shur et al’s work to open rotor tonal noise
prediction, as will be done in this thesis. Their results were based on a flow solu-
tion derived using steady RANS calculations for rotor alone tones and a linearised
frequency domain method for extracting interaction frequencies in the blade gap,
whereas this thesis will use unsteady RANS calculations. Differences between these
two approaches would be an investigation into input errors, and as already discussed
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these are outside the scope of this thesis.
Also, Tang et al [81] appear to have duplicated the derivation of Shur et al with
the extension of deriving a frequency domain formulation for pT , although it does
not appear to be used in the paper. The pQ and pF terms are then validated against
some basic analytical solutions.
Another frequency domain approach has been developed by Gennaretti et al [35].
This implementation allows for rotating source motion, and results in using several
matrices to account for the additional frequency content of the radiation vector, ri,
and its dependent terms. This means that a single frequency in the underlying flow
solution is distributed to several frequencies in the output. This has its merits in
terms of identifying the rotating properties responsible for a given tone, but it greatly
increases the computational complexity of the program. Also, their derivation is
for single rotation applications such as isolated helicopter rotor discs and marine
propellers, meaning that all frequency content appears as harmonics of the rotation
speed. Extending this analysis to a counter-rotating open rotor, with different front
and rear rotational speeds, such as is investigated in this thesis, is expected to be far
from trivial and is not covered by this thesis.
2.5 Verification and Validation
Thus far, the FW-H equation and similar alternatives have been discussed, as have
the various formulations of solution for solving such problems and the solver method-
ologies used to calculate the associated integrals. The integrals are quite complex,
and have subtle aspects that need to be handled carefully, particularly in terms of
handling frames of reference and observer/source interaction correctly. Hence it is
essential that the solver is thoroughly checked to ensure it is working as intended,
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and that no mistakes have been made in its development.
It is common for analytical flow solutions to be used for this purpose. Input errors
are eliminated because the flow solution is known exactly and the same solution can
be used to evaluate the expected noise at the observer. In addition, these solutions
are directly for an acoustic fluid (i.e. satisfy Equations 2.1 and 2.3), hence Tij = 0
and there are no neglection errors. This means that only discretisation errors are
present, and the noise can be calculated almost exactly provided a detailed enough
surface is used. These solutions are an excellent tool in verifying a particular solver,
and in investigating/validating improvements made to discretisation error sensitivity.
This thesis uses one particular type of analytical solution, referred to as an “acous-
tic monopole”. As will be seen shortly, it can be conceived as a point mass source
that can move relative to the bulk flow and emits a varying amount of mass into the
surrounding fluid. Because the flow solutions are linear, it is easy to create quite
complex flow solutions by superposing several acoustic monopoles, and varying the
motion and fluctuation frequency of each source. This section will present a brief
derivation of the flow solution and also discuss previous work that has used such
solutions in assessing FW-H solvers.
One of the first derivations of the monopole in an acoustic context, and utilising
the generalised functions which are prevalent today, is that of Lowson [55], however
the derivation begins in the stationary frame and applies a conversion to derive the
field of a source in motion. A more direct derivation, and the one that will be used
here, is given by Crighton et al [19] and is well summarised by Morgans [60]. It is
similar to the derivation of the pQ components of Formulations 1 and 1A above.
Beginning with mass and momentum conservation as defined in Equations 2.1
and 2.2, the first step is to apply the necessary assumptions to linearise the problem,
namely to assume small and isentropic (and therefore inviscid) perturbations from
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an otherwise stationary, uniform bulk fluid. The new mass and momentum equations
are then as given below, and can be recognised as the well-known linearised Euler
equations for a stationary bulk fluid.
∂ρ′
∂t
+ ρ0
∂ui
∂xi
= 0 (2.60)
ρ0
∂ui
∂t
+
∂p′
∂xi
= 0 (2.61)
Clearly, to model a point mass source involves adding source terms to the RHS of
Equation 2.60. As the equation is phrased in terms of creation of mass per unit vol-
ume, it is unsurprising that the required term can be expressed as QM(t)δ(xi−Yi(t))
where QM(t) represents the strength of the source and Yi(t) is the location of the
source at a given time (note that this is intentionally defined differently from the
dummy convolution variable yi). This gives the following new equation for conser-
vation of mass in the presence of a point mass source.
∂ρ′
∂t
+ ρ0
∂ui
∂xi
= QM(t)δ(xi − Yi(t)) (2.62)
These two equations can then be manipulated in the same way as for construct-
ing Equations 2.11 and 2.26 from their mass and momentum equations to give the
following result.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
(c2ρ′) =
∂
∂t
(QM(t)δ(xi − Yi(t))) + ∂
2
∂x2i
(
p′ − c2ρ′) (2.63)
The second term on the RHS of the above equation is the equivalent of the
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Lighthill stress tensor for the linearised Euler equations (i.e. eij and the ρuiuj have
been neglected). At this point, the assumption of isentropic perturbations allows the
currently arbitrary constant c to be defined such that p′ = c2ρ′ (see Equation 2.9 and
the surrounding discussion for details). This removes the Lighthill-type term from
the RHS of the equation and leaves the LHS as a linear wave operator on p′ instead
of c2ρ′, as given below.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
p′ =
∂
∂t
(QM(t)δ(xi − Yi(t))) (2.64)
The derivation continues almost identically to that for pQ, with the source term
being convolved with the free space Green function and the sifting of the delta
functions applied to give a form of solution reminiscent of Formulation 1. Note that
the delta function in the source will sift for the single location of the source at a given
τ , so the volume integral reduces to a single point, rather than a surface integral.
A form similar to Formulation 1A is then obtained by using Equation 2.48. The
resulting expressions are given below, where the need to set the source location to Yi
is given alongside the g = 0 condition, underlining why it was mathematically useful
to define Yi in the first place. All other terms are exactly as defined for Equation
2.50.
p′(xi, t) =
∂
∂t
[
QM
r(1−Mr)
]
g=0,yi=Yi
(2.65)
=
[
Q˙M
r(1−Mr)2 +
QMKM
r2(1−Mr)3
]
g=0,yi=Yi
(2.66)
This solution for the pressure field is widely known, and allows the exact signal at
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an observer to be calculated. This means the error in the results of an FW-H solver
can be measured exactly. However, in order to be able to also calculate the exact flow
solution used as input to an FW-H solver, it is clear from Equations 2.24 and 2.25
that the density and velocity fields are also required. In addition, the appearance of
convective derivatives of Q and Fi in Equations 2.50 and 2.44 mean that both time
and spatial derivatives of pressure, density and velocity are required to evaluate Q˙
and F˙i analytically in Formulation 1A.
The density field is trivially established from use of p′ = c2ρ′. The velocity field
can be established using the well-known relationship between its time derivative and
the gradient of pressure in the linearised Euler equations, as given below.
∂ui
∂t
=
−1
ρ0
∂p′
∂xi
(2.67)
Noting the form of Equation 2.64, it is clear the corresponding governing equation
for ui is as follows.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
ui =
−1
ρ0
∂
∂xi
(QM(t)δ(xi − Yi(t))) (2.68)
This is of a similar form to that for the Fi term in the FW-H equation, and hence
the Formulation 1- and 1A-esque solutions are very similar to the pF solutions given
in Equations 2.44 and 2.51, and lead to the following equivalent solutions for the
monopole velocity field.
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ui =
1
4piρ0
∂
∂t
∣∣∣∣
xi
[
QM rˆi
cr(1−Mr)
]
g=0,yi=Yi
+
1
4piρ0
[
QM rˆi
r2(1−Mr)
]
g=0,yi=Yi
(2.69)
=
−1
4piρ0
[
Q˙M rˆi
cr(1−Mr)2 +
QM (rˆi −Mi)
r2(1−Mr)2 +
QM rˆiKM
cr2(1−Mr)3
]
g=0,y=Yi
(2.70)
As with Formulations 1 and 1A, the above solutions also struggle to handle tran-
sonic motion. Derivations of monopole solutions for transonic and supersonic motion
do exist [48], however only in the frequency domain, and are not used in this thesis.
Many researchers have used analytical flow solutions to check their formulations,
and the most comprehensive use of them known to this author is that of Casalino [12].
The paper presented the first use of a source dominant methodology, and analytical
solutions were used to verify that the solver correctly predicted various different
analytical test cases while also performing some basic investigation of discretisation
error. Specifically, the variation of error with time step of the input flow solution
was investigated. Part of the study is reproduced in Figures 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10. The
test case consists of a set of monopoles rotating about two different axes and with a
sinusoidal strength fluctuation, and it demonstrates that even a simple case like this
can require significant resolution in time to provide an accurate answer. Even at 200
steps per acoustic period the error is close to 10%.
While this study is sufficient to verify that the advanced time formulation can
work and produce accurate results, it does not look to validate that this solver
provides an improvement over an equivalent observer dominant methodology or make
any other comparisons or conclusions using the solutions. The study itself is also
quite simplistic, as it only varies the time step of the given solution, and does not
investigate other important effects such as spatial discretisation and surface motion.
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of analytical test case from Casalino [12].
Figure 2.9: Calculated time signal for the test case from Casalino [12].
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Figure 2.10: Plot of RMS error vs. step size from Casalino [12].
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Other notable uses of analytical solutions have been by Morgans [60], Najafi-
Yazdi [62], Ghorbaniasl and Hirsch [36] and Tang et al [81]. The extent of their use
of the solutions, and of the use made by other research, appears to be in justifying
that their formulations are correct, with often some small investigation of effects
such as speed of motion or resolution on the FW-H surface. However, these studies
are invariably basic and do not appear to be used in directly guiding choices made
when developing solver methodologies. In other words, solvers are typically verified,
but there are still a wide range of different solver methodologies in current use, and
very little effort appears to have been devoted to comparing or understanding these
different methodologies in terms of their sensitivity to discretisation error.
This lack of detailed research presents an opportunity to greatly improve the
understanding of discretisation errors and the use of analytical flow solutions in as-
sessing FW-H solvers. This is the fundamental motivation behind the work presented
in Chapter 4, and the associated objectives defined at the start of this thesis.
2.6 Open Rotors
Open rotor noise sources are normally split based on two fundamental characteristics.
Firstly, the terms “tonal” and “broadband” are used to differentiate between noise
that is restricted to discrete sets of frequencies (or tones) and noise that is spread over
a range of frequencies respectively. Secondly, the terms “rotor alone”, “interaction”
and “installation” are used to separate effects that can be considered a direct product
of a single row of rotors, effects due to the interaction of two rows of rotors, and effects
due to the surrounding environment respectively.
Broadband noise prediction using an FW-H based approach would require a de-
tailed solution for the random turbulent effects ingested and created by an open
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rotor. The computational requirements of such research is beyond the reach of this
author and hence not considered further in this thesis. Hence, only tonal rotor alone,
interaction and installation effects are investigated here.
2.6.1 Rotor Alone Effects
At low speeds typical of a take-off condition, the rotor alone noise is dominated by
so-called “thickness” and “loading” noise sources, caused by volume displacement
and rotating blade forces respectively. These can also be thought of as the effect of
the potential field of the rotors. Early work on thickness noise was carried out in the
context of conventional propellers by Lynam and Webb [56] and Bryan [10], while
the first work on loading noise is normally accredited to Gutin [42].
Gutin represented a propeller as a stack of airfoils with a certain thickness, as
illustrated in Figure 2.11. A frequency domain approach was used to extract results
for each harmonic of the blade passing frequency, and it is clear from Figures 2.12
and 2.13 that this approach produced remarkably realistic directivity plots given the
simplicity of the model. In particular, it clearly mimics the expected vanishing of
the tones close to the rotation axis of the propeller.
Open rotor research began in earnest in the eighties, and built heavily on the work
that had been done for traditional propellers. In particular, NASA undertook a wide-
ranging program covering aerodynamic, aeroacoustic and aeroelastic considerations.
The initial research focused mainly on single rotation configurations, as these were
the simplest to evaluate and least commercially sensitive. Some good early studies
are those of Jeracki et al [47], Rohrbach et al [69] and Barton et al [2]. Figures 2.14
and 2.15 show the predicted noise of the NASA SR-3 blade design from Rohrbach et
al’s work compared with experimental results. This again demonstrates the ability
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Figure 2.11: Representation of a propeller blade as a stack of airfoils from Gutin
[42].
of simplified analytical models to produce plausible trends.
By definition, rotor alone effects must be steady in the frame of reference rotating
with the relevant blade row. Hence, the frequency content of the generated noise field
is purely a product of its rotation. Assuming a uniform tangential distribution of
identical blades, such as is investigated in this thesis, means that all rotor alone
frequency content must occur at integer harmonics of the so-called “blade passing
frequency” (BPF) for that row, which is equal to the number of blades multiplied by
the rotational speed.
In the context of the FW-H equation, the pQ and pF components of the solution
are often described as the thickness and loading noise, however it is important to
note that this is only applicable if the FW-H surface is coincident with the actual
blade surface, and hence impermeable. As this thesis will exclusively use a permeable
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Figure 2.12: Calculated variation of noise with directivity from Gutin [42].
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Figure 2.13: Experimental variation of noise with directivity from Gutin [42].
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Figure 2.14: Predicted variation of noise with axial location from Rohrbach et al
[69].
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Figure 2.15: Experimental variation of sound with axial location from Rohrbach et
al [69].
FW-H surface not coincident with the blade surface, the pQ and pF components will
not be labelled as thickness and loading noise.
2.6.2 Interaction Effects
The interaction noise generated by an open rotor falls into two main categories.
Firstly, the potential field of one set of rotors influences the flow over the other,
leading to fluctuation of loading and hence extra frequency content. Secondly, the
wakes and vortices shed by the front rotors can interact strongly with the rear rotor,
and hence cause further fluctuation of the loading and the noise generated by the
rear rotors.
Work on counter-rotating open rotors began to gather speed in the late eighties
and early nineties, with some good aerodynamic studies being those of Celestina et
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al [13], Podboy and Krupa [67] and Shin et al [73]. Also at this time, Magliozzi et
al released an excellent summary of propeller aeroacoustics in general, with good
discussion of the sources and relative importance of different aspects of propeller
noise, both tonal and broadband [57]. Computational resources meant that use of
the FW-H equation for noise prediction of these effects was quite impractical, and
most prediction methods relied on the work of Hanson [44] and Parry and Crighton
[65].
A good example of an early experimental study of the noise of counter-rotating
open rotors is that of Woodward [86]. An open rotor with eleven and nine blades on
the front and rear rows respectively was tested at a take-off condition for a range of
configurations. The experimental set up is pictured in Figure 2.16. The measured
frequency content for a microphone at a directivity of 90° is shown in Figure 2.17,
with many of the rotor alone and interaction tones highlighted. It is clear that
the frequency content is extremely complex and highly tonal. In addition to the
harmonics of the blade passing frequencies, a large number of interaction tones are
present and significant.
The variation of the two fundamental rotor alone tones and the simplest interac-
tion tone with directivity are plotted in Figure 2.18. It shows the expected vanishing
of the rotor alone tones towards the rotation axis, while the interaction tone is signif-
icant at all directivities. Woodward also showed results that found that interaction
tones were heavily affected by the spacing of the blade rows, which is as expected as a
larger gap would weaken the interaction of one blade row with the other. Conversely,
rotor alone tones were less affected by the gap.
It is clear that the frequency content of counter-rotating open rotors is signifi-
cantly more complicated than for single rotation. A single rotation problem is steady
in the frame rotating with the blades, but the addition of a second blade row with a
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Figure 2.16: Experimental set up from Woodward [86].
Figure 2.17: Typical open rotor frequency content from Woodward [86].
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Figure 2.18: Directivity of rotor alone and interaction tones from Woodward [86].
different rotational speed means this is not the case for counter-rotation. However,
provided the open rotor is uninstalled (see below) the flow will still be periodic in the
rotating frame of reference, with the period being the time taken for a point on the
second blade row to do one full rotation relative to the first blade row, i.e. the time
for the relative alignment of the two blade rows to repeat itself. If the numbers of
blades on the two blade rows have a common factor, then the period will be reduced
by this factor, i.e. the flow solution will have spatial periodicity. This is summarised
by the equation below, where TP is the period of the flow solution in the relative
frame, ΩF and ΩR are the front and rear rotational speeds (assumed to have the
same sense), and NHCF is the highest common factor of the front and rear blade
numbers.
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TP =
2pi
NHCF |ΩF − ΩR| (2.71)
Hence, in the rotating frame, the frequency content will be harmonics of the
fundamental periodicity frequency. Unfortunately, this is not true in the non-rotating
frame in general. This is illustrated in Figure 2.19, which shows the rotation of an
8/6 bladed open rotor with different front and rear rotational speeds. The (1,1) and
(5,4) blade pairs are initially aligned and the front and rear blade numbers have a
common factor of 2 (i.e. NHCF = 2), so the flow solution will repeat twice around
the rotation axis. In a frame rotating with the rear row, the above equation shows
that the relative rotation of the front row during a period of TP is 180° and leads
to the (1,4) and (5,1) blade pairs being aligned, at which point the flow solution is
identical to its initial state. In the absolute frame, the front and rear blade rows
rotate by ΩFTP and ΩRTP respectively.
If ΩF = −ΩR, then the above equation shows that each blade row would rotate
by 90° in opposite directions in the absolute frame, so after 2TP the flow solution will
be identical in the absolute frame as well. However, it is common for the front and
rear rotational speeds to be different, and this means that the amounts that each
blade row rotates after TP are different and the absolute orientation of the blades
may never repeat itself.
As a result, the rotating harmonic frequency content is far more complex in
the absolute frame, and is composed of sum and difference combinations of the
harmonics of the relative periodic frequency, NHCF |ΩF − ΩR|, and harmonics of
the rotation frequency, which is either ΩF or ΩR. This can also be represented in
terms of integer combinations of ΩF and ΩR. The rotor alone tones are a subset
of this frequency content, corresponding to the sum and difference combinations
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Figure 2.19: Blade row rotations for an 8/6 bladed open rotor in the a) rotating and
b) absolute frames.
of the constant component of the relative frequency harmonics with the rotation
harmonics that correspond to the blade passing frequencies. It should be noted that
other harmonics of either rotation frequency can also be present, but are generally
small compared to the rotor alone tones, i.e. the fluctuations caused by each passing
blade are significantly stronger than the variation of this effect from one blade to the
next.
For the same reason, the loudest interaction tones tend to be integer combinations
of the two blade passing frequencies, i.e. interactions of the rotor alone tones. Hence
a common notation that is used in this thesis for referring to different tones is (M,N)
where M and N are the harmonics of the front and rear blade passing frequencies
respectively.
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2.6.3 Installation Effects
The previous two sections have considered effects of so-called “isolated” or “unin-
stalled” open rotors, i.e. open rotors that exist entirely by themselves in a flow and
no angle of attack. Clearly this is never true in a realistic situation.
When installed on a plane, effects such as ingestion of wakes from upstream
wings and pylons and the induced incidence on the open rotor from nearby wings,
as well as the potential field and scattering effects of the fuselage and the engine
centrebody, can all have significant effects on the generated noise. When installed in
a wind tunnel, extra interaction effects (aside from any that are being modelled in
the experiment) can include wind tunnel walls and shear layers, the potential field of
the mounting of the model, any instrumentation in the flow and upstream turbulence
creation. As many of these effects are not axisymmetric and do not rotate with either
set of blade rows, they can introduce entirely new sets of frequencies.
Work on installation effects using FW-H methodologies appears somewhat sparse
at the moment. Stuermer and Yin [80] have done some work looking at pylon in-
teraction and the effect of open rotors on each other (in terms of sense of rotation).
Also, Brandvik et al [3] and Sohoni et al [77] have demonstrated the aerodynamic
effects of angle of attack and highlighted its potential impact on conventional meth-
ods of controlling tip vortex interaction (i.e. requiring more cropping or smaller rotor
row spacing to avoid such interaction than for a zero incidence case), however the
resulting effects on the actual noise prediction have not been calculated.
The frequency content for a pressure transducer on a rear blade for zero and
12° angle of attack are reproduced from Sohoni et al in Figure 2.20. The plots
clearly show that the frequency content of the zero angle of attack flow solution in
the rotating frame is composed of strong tones at harmonics of the relative blade
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passing frequency of the front blades plus some broadband background noise, while
the 12° angle of attack case also contains a large number of side bands to these
tones representing the once per rotation effects. Investigation of installation effects
is beyond the scope of this thesis, but it is an important area of study that the work
in this thesis can be extended to investigate.
2.6.4 Modern Research
Open rotor research tapered somewhat during the nineties, but interest has been
gradually increasing over the last decade or so as oil prices continue to rise. With
the increased computational capabilities available today, many researchers are using
unsteady CFD with an FW-H solver to predict the resulting noise. As the objectives
of this thesis are around developing better solvers for open rotor noise, rather than
directly researching open rotor noise itself, this section will concentrate on work that
has examined how best to use FW-H solvers for this purpose.
One of the best recent end to end studies including examination of different CFD
methodologies is that of Colin et al [14, 15, 16]. The first paper in the series compared
the FW-H approach to one based on the semi-analytical theories of Sears [71] and
Hanson [44]. Figure 2.21 shows the resulting predictions, with the chorochronic
approach being shown to give good agreement with test data away from the rotation
axis. However, all methods struggled to accurately predict the location of a “bump”
at downstream directivities, giving good evidence of the importance of neglection
errors in realistic calculations.
The second paper in the series moved on to examine the importance of accurate
propagation of the front rotor wakes for predicting the resulting unsteady loading of
the rear rotor blades. Various different mesh topologies were examined, as were sev-
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b)
Figure 2.20: Pressure frequency content on a rear blade for a) zero and b) 12° angle
of attack from Sohoni et al [77].
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Figure 2.21: Experimental and calculated data for the (1,1) interaction tone from
Colin et al [15].
eral different mesh resolutions. Figure 2.22 reproduces results for two different tones
and three different mesh resolutions. Clearly, the (1,0) tone is far more consistently
predicted as the mesh resolution is worsened than the (2,2) tone. What is less clear
from the research is how much of this inconsistency is as a result of the input errors
caused by inaccurate wake propagation as opposed to discretisation error within the
FW-H solver itself due to the worse resolution on the integration surface.
This would have been an excellent opportunity to make use of analytical flow
solutions to isolate discretisation error and decide whether this was the limiting
factor or not. This understanding could feed back guidance on whether a fine CFD
mesh could be coarsened on the integration surface to speed up the FW-H solver, or
conversely if a coarse CFD mesh could provide accurate enough input but needed to
be interpolated to a finer mesh in the FW-H solver to mitigate discretisation error.
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Figure 2.22: Experimental and calculated results for different mesh densities from
Colin et al [14].
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Among other things, the final paper in the series did some work on comparing
different FW-H surface placements for noise prediction. In particular, a hypothesis
for the cause of the misplacement of the downstream “bump” shown in Figure 2.21
was investigated by comparing a closed surface wrapped tightly around the open
rotor blades with a cylindrical surface that extended much further downstream but
was open at that end. The hypothesis was that the neglection of the downstream
source field in the original results, in particular the effects of refraction through the
tip vortices, was the cause of the misplaced bump and that extending the FW-H
surface further downstream could mitigate this.
This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.23, Figure 2.24 shows the two different
surfaces and Figure 2.25 shows the associated results for the (1,1) interaction tone.
Clearly, the longer open surface predicts a better “location” for the bump, but un-
derestimates its magnitude and has some oscillation with directivity, implying insta-
bility. The closed short surface gives a smoother, more accurate bump but at the
wrong directivity. This seems to imply that the longer surface is correctly accounting
for refraction, but the decision to leave it open at the downstream end, i.e. neglect
this part of the source field, may have introduced other errors.
Other than this, the vast majority of current research predicting the noise of open
rotors using an FW-H based approach simply couples a CFD result to an FW-H solver
and looks at the results. As already discussed in general for FW-H solvers, it is very
rare for the underlying methodology to be investigated in any depth, or for different
methodologies to be compared. When comparisons are made, it is almost always
for different CFD methodologies, i.e. investigating input errors, not neglection or
discretisation errors. This underlines the need to investigate these errors, which has
been identified as the fundamental motivation of the work in this thesis.
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Figure 2.23: Illustration of refraction concept from Colin et al [16].
Figure 2.24: Open and closed surface placements from Colin et al [16].
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Figure 2.25: Experimental and calculated data for different surface placements from
Colin et al [16].
2.6.5 Z-08 Test Case
This thesis develops a variety of methods for improving the fidelity of predicting
open rotor noise using an FW-H based approach. The majority of the thesis uses
analytical and semi-analytical solutions to quantify the improvements offered by
these methods. However, it is still important to demonstrate these improvements
on a more realistic flow solution, to give confidence that the conclusions drawn and
any benefits extracted will translate to these cases. The test case selected for this
purpose uses the Rolls Royce Z-08 design at an uninstalled take-off condition.
In the late eighties, Rolls Royce contributed to the aforementioned initial research
on open rotors through the development of a design named Rig-140 [50]. By today’s
standards, it was a relatively primitive design, with seven blades on both front and
rear rows. Two different builds, Build A and Build B, incorporated straight and
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swept blade designs respectively. Very little of the original research is in the public
eye, with the in house Rolls-Royce reports of Newman [63] and Hammerton and
Knighton [43] being the main references of note, both of which suggested there was
significant scope for improvement to the design.
As in other research centres, work on open rotors in Rolls Royce waned through
the nineties and until recently, when a new design, Rig-145, was developed, based
on the original Rig-140. The design went through two iterations, named Build 1 and
Build 2. Unfortunately, these builds suffer from the same lack of information in the
public eye as Rig-140, though brief overviews are given by Ricouard et al [68] and
Parry et al [66]. Rig-145 Build 2 was also the subject of the studies by Colin et al
described above [14, 15, 16, 17].
Further recent development and collaboration with Airbus has led to the Z-08
design used in this thesis, as described by Paquet et al [64]. A photograph of the
experimental setup for an installed test case is reproduced from Paquet et al in Figure
2.26 and Figure 2.27 shows experimental results for the variation with directivity of
the (2,1) and (2,2) interaction tones.
The test case used in this thesis is the zero angle of attack take-off case considered
by Sohoni et al [77] and from which Sohoni kindly provided the CFD solution [76].
The CFD methodology used by Sohoni was based on that developed by Brandvik
et al [3] who ran similar predictions for Rig-145 designs. The CFD solver used is
the Turbostream solver developed by Brandvik and Pullan [4], which is a redevel-
opment of the TBLOCK solver developed by Denton [21] that takes advantage of
GPU architectures to highly parallelise the solver and hence allow significantly faster
calculation times. Turbostream is a URANS solver that is second order in both time
and space.
Some key operating parameters are reproduced from Sohoni et al in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.26: Experimental setup for an installed Z-08 case from Paquet et al [64].
Figure 2.27: Experimental data for the (2,1) and (2,2) interaction tones for the Z-08
test case from Paquet et al [64].
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Front Row Rear Row
Diameter (m) 0.610 0.518
Blade Count 12 9
Stagger at 70% span (°) 46.9 37.8
Advance Ratio 1.09 1.49
Forward Mach Number 0.219
Upstream Stagnation Pressure (Pa) 104470
Upstream Stagnation Temperature (K) 304.3
Table 2.1: Key characteristics of Z-08 test case, reproduced from Sohoni et al [76, 77].
Some details of the meshing strategy and boundary conditions are given in Figure
2.28. The use of a non-rotating upstream mesh zone allowed a simpler boundary
condition to be specified there (otherwise the required stagnation profile at the inlet
would vary with radius), but this was not necessary downstream due to the static
boundary condition there. The mesh itself was the finer of the two grids used by
Sohoni et al, with approximately 170 million nodes for the full annulus case. A more
detailed discussion of the particular CFD solution used is given in Chapter 6.
2.7 Summary
This chapter has described relevant previous work with respect to the development,
understanding and use of the FW-H equation as well as the specific application of
FW-H solvers to open rotors. In discussing the derivation and physical understand-
ing of the FW-H equation, it has been shown that a significant problem with the
method is the need to neglect the source field external to the surface discontinuity.
These neglection errors have been seen to make FW-H calculations very sensitive to
surface placement, with instability of the prediction persisting further downstream
than it is practical to extend a CFD mesh. An alternative is provided by the Kirch-
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Figure 2.28: Meshing strategy and boundary conditions for Z-08 test case from
Sohoni et al [77].
hoff equation, but it has been shown that there are conflicting opinions over which
is better, and the differences between them are not clearly understood. Previous at-
tempts to adjust the FW-H source terms to behave more stably have given promising
results but the methods used are not physically meaningful and hence are also poorly
understood. This justifies the associated objective defined at the start of this thesis,
which is addressed by the work in Chapter 5.
Regardless of which particular governing equation is used, it has been shown
that there are a variety of different ways of formulating a solution, with Farassat’s
Formulation 1A being selected as the formulation to be used in this thesis. Even
having specified this formulation, there are still a wide range of solver methodologies
that can be employed to perform the calculations. It has been shown that there
has been almost no research directly comparing different solver methodologies and
quantifying their relative performance. The discretisation errors that solvers generate
regardless of the accuracy of their input are poorly understood and there are no clear
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guidelines on how much resolution is required in an input solution to get acceptable
accuracy in the output. Understanding discretisation errors, developing a standard
process for comparing different solver methodologies and identifying a best practice
methodology for open rotor noise prediction have all been identified as key objectives
for this thesis, and they are addressed by the work in Chapter 4.
The key characteristics of open rotors in terms of how they generate noise have
been discussed. In particular, it is important to acknowledge that the time history of
a counter-rotating, uninstalled open rotor will be periodic in a frame rotating with
either blade row, but non-periodic in the absolute frame. Finally, the Rolls Royce
Z-08 design has been presented as an appropriate modern open rotor design to be
used as a realistic test case for demonstrating the various improvements developed
in this thesis, which is the final objective of the thesis. The history of the design
has been discussed, as has the CFD methodology used to generate flow solutions,
with specifics of the particular solution used and the associated operating point given
alongside the actual demonstrations in Chapter 6.
Chapter 3
Numerical Methods
This chapter will describe and validate the numerical methods used in the rest of this
thesis. The objectives of this thesis require a range of different solver methodologies,
source term constructions and input flows to be available, and hence the methods
and the various file formats they use can be configured in a variety of ways. The
names of the codes developed, and a brief description of their purposes are given in
Table 3.1.
This chapter discusses some key concepts behind how the codes work before dis-
cussing each code in turn and presenting basic validation that they work as expected.
In particular, the validation of the solvers themselves is particularly important, be-
cause this also provides end to end validation of the other codes.
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Code Name Description
fwh input Acoustic monopole input generation.
fwh ts2fwh Turbostream file conversion.
fwh interp Surface interpolation.
fwh p2q Source term construction.
fwh t2freq Frequency domain conversion.
fwh ret Observer dominant (retarded time) solver.
fwh adv Source dominant (advanced time) solver.
fwh freq Frequency domain solver.
Table 3.1: Description of FW-H solver codes.
3.1 Key Concepts
3.1.1 Periodicity
In the absence of installation effects, it was shown in Chapter 2 that the flow solution
for a counter-rotating open rotor will be periodic in time in the rotating frame (see
Equation 2.71), and that if the front and rear blade numbers share a common factor,
the solution will also be rotationally periodic. All the codes in this thesis assume
that provided flow solutions are periodic in time, hence care must be taken when
using a non-periodic flow solution that sufficient time history is provided. The codes
can also take advantage of any rotational periodicity in the flow solution. This allows
significant savings in disc space and computation time.
3.1.2 Panel Averaging
In order to perform the surface integrals of Formulation 1A, a necessary step is to av-
erage the given node data to get representative values for each panel, in order to then
multiply the resulting integrands by the panel area to perform the surface integral.
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The solvers support two different types of panel averaging: “raw” averaging which
averages the quantities directly read in by the solver, e.g. p′ or ni and “integrand”
averaging which constructs the required integrands at each node and then averages
these integrands for each panel. These two options form part of the solver study
conducted in Chapter 4.
3.1.3 Propagation Time Calculation
As discussed in Chapter 2, an important part of the FW-H solvers is the calculation
of the propagation time for the given source and observer pair. If the source does
not rotate, there is an analytical solution for the propagation time called the Garrick
triangle [28]. The triangle can be used both to calculate an emission time (observer
dominant) or a reception time (source dominant), with some slight adjustments. For
an observer dominant calculation, this triangle is illustrated in Figure 3.1, where A
represents the location of the observer at the given time, B is the location of the
source at the observer time, and C is the location of the source at the emission time.
The distance AB (denoted R0) and the angle θ are known a priori because the
current time and the kinematics of both source and observer are known. The dis-
tances AC and BC are a function of the propagation time ∆t, with BC representing
the distance travelled by the source point during the propagation time, and AC
representing the true propagation distance. Normalising the sides of the triangle by
c∆t leaves AB, BC and AC equal to R0/(c∆t), M and 1 respectively, with only ∆t
unknown. Applying the cosine rule to the normalised triangle leads to the following
equation.
∆t =
c
AB
(−M cos θ ±√M2 cos2 θ + 1−M2) (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the Garrick triangle.
Clearly, there are two solutions to this equation. The positive solution corre-
sponds to the propagation time for a wave leaving the observer and arriving at the
source, whereas the negative solution is the opposite way round, and is clearly the
desired solution in this case.
In a source dominant solution, it is the source point whose time is fixed, and the
observer time which is calculated as a result. Hence, the advanced time solution can
be understood by reinterpreting Figure 3.1, with A representing the source location
and B and C representing the locations of the observer at the source and reception
times respectively. It should be clear that the positive solution represents a wave
travelling from A to C, i.e. from source to observer, and is the correct solution in
this case.
When the source is rotating, the observer dominant case of the above equation
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cannot be applied, and there is no known, closed form solution to the problem.
An iterative solution must be used, and it has been found that a damped Newton-
Raphson approach based on the g = 0 condition discussed in Chapter 2 is sufficient.
Having fixed the observer location at time t, the problem becomes purely a function
of the source time, and a given guess of the source time, τn, can be used to find an
improved guess, τn+1, using the equations below. The damping factor of 0.25 was
found to be sufficient to give robust behaviour for all cases considered in this thesis,
with the only exception being cases that involved transonic motion, which cannot be
handled by this approach as there are several valid emission times for a given source
point.
g(τ) = τ − t+ r(τ)
c
(3.2)
g′(τ) = 1−Mr(τ) (3.3)
τn+1 = τn − 0.25 g(τn)
g′(τn)
(3.4)
Due to the need to re-evaluate the source location for each iteration and the fact
that each source time calculation requires several iterations, this iterative formula
is much slower than using the Garrick triangle for a non-rotating point. Hence,
interpolating a rotating surface to a non-rotating equivalent leads to much faster
computation times in the FW-H solver. An important question to answer, which this
thesis investigates in Chapter 4, is how this affects the accuracy of the calculation.
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3.1.4 Surface Files
The geometry and kinematics of the FW-H surface can be specified in two formats.
Inspection of Equations 2.50 and 2.51 should be sufficient to convince the reader that
three things need to be known about the surface: the absolute frame position of the
surface point and its associated time derivatives, the outward normal of the surface
point and the area of a given panel of the surface.
For simple surface geometries, such as the spherical and cylindrical ones used
in this thesis, all of these properties can be evaluated analytically for a given node
distribution. Hence, the “full” format gives a list of nodes on each patch, giving
body-fixed co-ordinates and outward normals for each one, as well as a list of panel
areas. The codes can read this data in and calculate the effects of any surface motion
(i.e. velocity, acceleration, etc.).
However, it is not possible to know normals and areas analytically in general,
and this thesis briefly investigates the drawbacks of using complex FW-H surface
shapes that require numerical evaluation of these properties in Chapter 4. Hence,
the “simple” format gives just the node co-ordinates, and the codes use cross products
of panel diagonals and/or mesh lines to calculate the associated normals and areas.
3.1.5 Flow Files
The format of the flow files is governed by two choices: whether the solution is time
or frequency domain and whether the flow terms given are p′, ρ′ and ui or Q and Fi.
Each flow file specifies what combination of the above options it uses. The fwh freq
solver has specific requirements on the type of flow solution it can accept which are
discussed later, but fwh ret and fwh adv can accept any combination of the above
options.
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3.2 Codes
Having defined the key concepts which underpin the structure and functionality of the
different codes, this section now discusses each code in turn. The basic architecture
of each code and any topics which are specific to its functionality are discussed
first, before some validation that the code works as expected is presented. The
FW-H solvers themselves are discussed as a group, as they have very similar basic
architectures, and it is useful to validate all three at the same time.
3.2.1 Acoustic Monopole Input
The primary task of fwh input is to generate flow solutions for acoustic monopole
cases, but it can also generate its own surface and observer files as well. A broad
overview of the resulting structure of the code is given in Figure 3.2.
The most important validation of the output of fwh input is to confirm that
the FW-H solvers can predict the generated noise to near perfection, i.e. to confirm
that they have eliminated input and neglection errors. The checks presented here
are intended to demonstrate two things that are important for this to be the case:
that the relationship p′ = c2ρ′ is valid and that the linearised mass and momentum
equations in Equations 2.60 and 2.61 are satisfied. A test case involving a single
rotating, fluctuating monopole source and a rotating surface was created, as this
represents the most complex motion required for both source and surface points.
The resulting pressure field on the (x, y) plane at τ = 0 is plotted in Figure
3.3, with the intersection with the surface patch also plotted. In order to examine
convective derivatives and mass and momentum conservation, a single point on the
surface, which is also marked in Figure 3.3, was selected.
Figure 3.4 plots p′ and c2ρ′, confirming that the p′ = c2ρ′ condition is satisfied
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Figure 3.2: Basic schematic of fwh input functionality.
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Figure 3.3: Pressure field, surface intersection (black line) and comparison point (red
cross) for a rotating monopole.
with excellent accuracy. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 plot the time derivatives in Equations
2.60 and 2.61 against the negative spatial derivatives, and again the accuracy is
excellent. This validates that the flow solutions output by fwh input satisfy the
p′ = c2ρ′ condition and the linearised Euler equations, as desired.
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Figure 3.5: Mass conservation for a rotating monopole.
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3.2.2 Turbostream Input
In addition to generating input files from acoustic monopole cases, the codes also
have to deal with flow solutions extracted from Turbostream runs. This was achieved
using the fwh ts2fwh code and some supporting MatLab scripts that are discussed
below. The data output by Turbostream differed from the format required by the
programs used in this thesis in two respects. Firstly, the extracted cut planes were
specified in terms of an unstructured set of triangles, whereas data was required to be
in a structured, quadrilateral format. Secondly, the flow solution at a given node was
specified in a different form to the one required. How fwh ts2fwh handles these two
tasks is discussed, followed by a brief validation that the flow variables are correctly
converted.
The basic architecture of fwh ts2fwh is illustrated in Figure 3.7. It was possible
to find a set of unstructured nodes to take from the input cuts to create structured
surface patches because the meshes in Turbostream were structured, and the cut
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data had been constructed from intersections of mesh lines with the cut surface. By
isolating the nodes corresponding to two dimensions of the mesh lines, not the third,
a structured grid could be recovered. An example of this is given in Figures 3.8 and
3.9, showing how some nodes corresponding to unwanted mesh lines are removed,
and triangles in the input cut are amalgamated to create quadrilateral panels in the
structured output.
In order to be consistent with the output of fwh input, flow solutions need to be
provided to the FW-H solvers in terms of p′, ρ′ and ui and with vector terms evaluated
in body-fixed, right-handed, Cartesian co-ordinates. However, Turbostream cut data
is given in terms of the conserved properties ρ, ρui and ρe, where e represents the
total internal and kinetic energy of the fluid per unit mass. Additionally, ρui is given
in the frame of reference that convects with the surface but does not rotate, and in
terms of left-handed cylindrical co-ordinates.
The density and velocity are trivially obtained from ρ and ρui, however the
pressure requires a little more effort. As air is treated as an ideal gas throughout
this thesis, the appropriate expression for e, and the resulting required conversion
for p (in terms of the conserved properties), are given in the below equations.
e =
p
(γ − 1)ρ +
1
2
u2i (3.5)
p = (γ − 1)
(
ρe− 1
2
(ρui)
2
ρ
)
(3.6)
Having calculated p′, ρ′ and ui from the input data, all that is needed is to convert
ui to the correct Cartesian reference frame. In order to check these conversions, one
of the cuts from the zero angle of attack take-off CFD case that is investigated
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Figure 3.7: Basic schematic of fwh ts2fwh functionality.
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Figure 3.9: Structured cut output by mesh conversion algorithm.
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Figure 3.10: Pressure and density variation in output of fwh ts2fwh.
in Chapter 6 was used. A single line of nodes running roughly radially and just
downstream of the rear blade row was considered, and its flow solution was extracted
for a single time step of the solution. The variation of p′ and c2ρ′ along the node line
is plotted in Figure 3.10. The results are encouraging because the p′ = c2ρ′ condition
appears well satisfied outside the source region. The velocity components are plotted
in Figure 3.11, and the fact that these tend to zero away from the open rotor is good
evidence that the conversion of reference frame is being performed correctly.
3.2.3 Surface Interpolation
As will be demonstrated in Chapter 4, the rotation of an FW-H surface introduces
significant extra computational demand on an FW-H solver. Hence, it can be useful
to interpolate a rotating flow solution onto a non-rotating one. Also, the surface
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Figure 3.11: Velocity variation in output of fwh ts2fwh.
patches created from Turbostream data extend through the entirety of the original
CFD mesh domain, and hence a different set of structured patches need to be ob-
tained which can be cropped at the relevant radius or axial position to construct a
contiguous FW-H surface. These interpolations were performed using fwh interp.
The basic architecture of the code is illustrated in Figure 3.12.
A key assumption made by fwh interp is that the surface is axisymmetric. This
assumption is necessary to be able to interpolate a surface onto an equivalent one
that is rotating at a different speed. As a result, the basic shape of the surface,
rather than the specific locations of nodes on that surface, can be parametrised as
a function of axial and radial co-ordinates, denoted (ηX , ηR). The three-dimensional
node co-ordinates are then parametrised in two dimensions, using the tangential
angle, θ, and the distance along the shape profile, which will be referred to as s.
Hence, rotation of a given surface patch was trivially handled by incrementing the
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value of θ for each point.
The main task of fwh interp is to establish the location of each desired output
point on the input surface and interpolate the flow solution onto that point. The
algorithm used to perform this search is illustrated in Figure 3.13, showing how the
algorithm would treat two input patches, A and B, when looking for overlap with
an output patch, C. The algorithm uses a “divide and conquer” approach to first
examine whether an entire input and output patch have any overlap, before recursing
into smaller pieces of each patch. Patch A is immediately disregarded because its
θ range does not overlap with that of patch C. However, the θ and s ranges of
patch B are within the ranges of patch C, and hence the code would recurse into this
combination. At this point, B and C are split into smaller pieces that are individually
compared, and the only pair of pieces which do not fail the range tests are B4 and
C3. The code would then further recurse into this combination and so on until the
individual input panels which the overlapping output nodes are in are found. Bicubic
Hermite interpolation is then used to find the flow solution at each output node.
As with fwh input, the most important validation of fwh interp is that the
flow solutions it gives lead to accurate results from the FW-H solvers, which will be
demonstrated later. For now, it will simply be shown that an analytical flow solution
derived on a rotating surface can be interpolated to a non-rotating surface, and that
the output flow solution is consistent with the flow solution for the non-rotating
surface as derived directly by fwh input.
The input flow solution used was the same as that used in the validation of
fwh input above. This flow solution was interpolated onto an output surface identi-
cal to the input surface in every respect except that it did not rotate, and the exact
flow solution on this output surface was also calculated directly using fwh input. The
time histories of p′ for the same point as used in the fwh input validation for the
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three different surfaces are compared in Figures 3.14. It is clear that the interpolated
solution is almost identical to the analytical equivalent even though the equivalent
point on the rotating surface has an entirely different solution. This confirms that
the interpolation algorithm has successfully tracked the motion of the non-rotating
point across the rotating surface, and calculated the correct corresponding solution.
3.2.4 Source Term Construction
The flow solutions output by fwh input and fwh interp are given in terms of p′, ρ′
and ui. In order to be able to use fwh freq, it is useful to be able to specify the flow
solution in terms of Q and Fi. The code used to perform this conversion is called
fwh p2q. It reads in a surface and flow solution, converts that flow solution to the
desired format, and writes it out to a set of output files. The way in which Q and
Fi are formed depends on the conservation equations being used and the method for
constructing acoustic source terms from them, as discussed in Chapter 5. This leads
to six different possible outputs for a given input flow solution. The easiest way to
validate the output of this code is to demonstrate its accuracy when used as input
to the FW-H solvers, and so the validation of the solvers given later acts as implicit
validation of fwh p2q.
3.2.5 Frequency Domain Conversion
Frequency domain flow solutions are used extensively throughout this thesis, and
the most common method for extracting the frequency content of a signal is the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). However, an FFT assumes that the given signal is
periodic over the sampling period, and hence that the signal is formed from a set of
integer harmonics of the periodic frequency. As discussed in Chapter 2, this is often
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not true for time histories in open rotor flow solutions, due to the different front and
rear rotational speeds as well as installation effects.
The consequences of this problem are demonstrated in Figures 3.15 and 3.16,
which show the results of using an FFT on a sinusoid of unit magnitude and frequency
1Hz. The signal is sampled at 40Hz for periods of 1s (periodic) and 1.5s (non-
periodic). The resulting frequency content gives the desired single tone at 1Hz for
the periodic case, but the non-periodic case gives a range of frequency components.
Plotting the signals given by the inverse FFT from each case against the original
time signal shows how the FFT has forced the frequency content to reflect a periodic
signal, creating a step discontinuity for the 1.5 s case that explains the unwanted
frequency content.
Hence, a different method for extracting frequency content is used in fwh t2freq.
The method will be referred to as Least Squares Spectral Analysis (LSSA), but has
also been referred to as the Vanicek method [83] in other research. The methodology
requires prior knowledge of the expected frequency components, and calculates a set
of discrete mode shapes at the given sample times, before finding a least squares fit
of the modes to the data.
If the frequencies which compose the signal are known or assumed in advance,
then the original signal must be composed of a sum of pairs of cosine and sine
components for each frequency, plus a constant offset. If the original sample set
of points from the signal is denoted by the vector qi, the sample times ti and the
required magnitudes of each mode shape kj, qi and kj must be related by a matrix of
the mode shapes, denoted Aij. This relationship is defined below, as well as defining
how the mode shapes are constructed from the given vector of angular frequencies,
ωi.
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qi = Aijkj (3.7)
Ai,1 = 1 (3.8)
Ai,2j = cos(ωjti) (3.9)
Ai,2j+1 = sin(ωjti) (3.10)
Unlike the FFT, Equation 3.7 cannot always be solved exactly for kj, i.e. Aij is
rarely square, let alone invertible. Instead, a least squares solution can be used to
get the “best guess” for the solution, i.e. the solution for kj which gives an estimate
of qi which is as close as possible to the original qi.
The least squares solution can be found using Q-R factorisation [33, 34], which
itself can use Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation [32] for establishing a set of orthogonal
basis vectors. Having found the least squares fit for kj, the resulting estimate of the
original qi can be found, and hence the “residual” signal, i.e. the part of the original
signal which is unaccounted for, can be calculated and investigated to check it is
suitably negligible. If a tone is found in the residual at a frequency that was not
included in the least squares fit, it can be added to the fit and the analysis rerun.
In order to check the implementation of the LSSA algorithm in fwh t2freq and
demonstrate its worth, the periodic and non-periodic sample sets used in Figures 3.15
and 3.16 were analysed using LSSA with the exact same frequency components as
used by their respective FFT’s. The resulting frequency component magnitudes are
plotted in Figure 3.17. As expected, the results are identical to those obtained from
the corresponding FFT, validating that LSSA can reproduce an FFT if used with
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the same sample set and frequency content. The LSSA for the non-periodic sample
set was then re-run with only the 1Hz tone specified. Clearly, this still correctly
calculates the magnitude of tone, without needing the extra tones in the frequency
set or a periodic signal. This demonstrates the key advantage of LSSA over the FFT,
that it can recover accurate frequency information even with a sparse, non-periodic
frequency content.
As a more onerous test, Figure 3.18 shows how the residual signals can be used to
identify missed frequency content. A signal composed of a unit cosine of frequency
1.5 Hz and a cosine of frequency 2.3 Hz and magnitude of 0.1 was sampled at 20 Hz
over a period of 1 s. Initially, an FFT is performed to give a rough idea of the
frequency content, and clearly shows a peak near 1.5 Hz, but the spreading of this
tone by the FFT has “drowned out” the 2.3 Hz tone to a large extent. Imagining
that the physics of the problem is understood well enough to know that a tone at
1.5 Hz is plausible, the LSSA method was run with just this frequency component
specified.
Even without specifying the 2.3 Hz tone, it is clear from Figure 3.18 that the LSSA
method has still resolved the 1.5 Hz tone better than the FFT. Also, inspection of
the FFT of the residual of this run highlights a tone at around 2.3 Hz. Including
this in the LSSA method leads to accurate prediction of both frequency components
and a negligible residual signal, as expected and desired. This process of identifying
which tones are important in a given flow solution is useful because it allows the
minimum set to be extracted, which both saves disk space taken up by flow solutions
and minimises calculation time in the FW-H solvers.
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3.2.6 Solvers
Three different solvers of Farassat’s Formulation 1A have been developed, with the
key difference between each being their use of observer dominant (fwh ret), source
dominant (fwh adv) and frequency domain (fwh freq) propagation algorithms. The
basic architecture of all three solvers is illustrated in Figure 3.19.
Both the time domain codes can use either time or frequency domain flow so-
lutions. If a time domain flow solution is used, all interpolation and calculation of
time derivatives not specified in the input files is performed using cubic Hermite
interpolation. For frequency domain flow solutions and the frequency domain solver,
properties are evaluated analytically from the given frequency components.
As discussed in Section 2.3, the frequency domain approach relies on only one
element in each of the Formulation 1A integrands containing frequency content. The
two important limitations this places on fwh freq is that both the FW-H surface
and the observer must move at the same constant velocity (i.e. no surface rotation),
such that propagation times and kinematic terms do not vary with source or observer
time, and that the flow solution provided must be a frequency domain solution in
(Q,Fi) format. For a rotating input surface, this requires all three pre-processing
codes, fwh interp, fwh p2q and fwh t2freq, to be used.
It should be noted that fwh freq requires no interpolation through a time history,
whereas fwh ret needs to interpolate through the source time history, and fwh adv
needs to interpolate through the observer time history. While this seems like a
big advantage over these other codes, the steps required to produce a non-rotating,
frequency domain flow solution have their own numerical methods attached to them
(i.e. the need to use fwh interp and fwh t2freq). Hence it is important to examine
which approach is better, as will be the subject of Chapter 4.
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As has been discussed in the preceding sections, many of the codes, and the file
formats they can accept, can be configured and run in different ways. These different
possibilities are listed as follows:
 Simple or full surface file formats can be used.
 The flow solution can be interpolated onto a non-rotating surface.
 The flow solution can be converted to the frequency domain.
 Q and Fi can be constructed in six different ways.
 Panel averaging can be performed in two different ways.
 Three different propagation algorithms can be used.
In theory, all of the above options can be picked in any combination and the codes
will still run, giving 288 combinations that could be used. This section will only seek
to demonstrate that the three solvers can each predict the frequency content of a
given source distribution accurately from the same rotating input flow solution. Solv-
ing this using fwh freq necessitates the use of fwh interp, fwh p2q and fwh t2freq,
and hence these codes are implicitly validated by these results. In addition, the ro-
tating solution requires use of the iterative propagation time solution, whereas the
interpolated solution uses the Garrick triangle method, validating that both of these
are capable of producing accurate results. All methodologies use a simple surface
format, no analytical time derivatives, the original FW-H method of constructing
acoustic source terms and raw panel averaging. More advanced methodologies using
the other options are examined in Chapter 4, and the results act as validation of
those approaches.
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The surfaces and time domain flow solutions are the same as used in validating
fwh interp. The observer moves at the same forward speed as the surface, and is
initially located at xi = (1, 1, 0). The flow solution, and hence the observer pressure
signal, is periodic in the non-rotating frame with a period of 0.01 s. Observer time
histories are calculated at a rate of 20 kHz, or 200 points per period. The original,
rotating flow solution was first interpolated onto an equivalent, non-rotating surface.
Then, it was passed through fwh p2q before being converted to a frequency domain
flow solution using fwh t2freq, which looked for a set of harmonics of the funda-
mental 100 Hz tone up to 1.8 kHz. Note that the Nyquist limit for the given sampling
rate of 20 kHz is 10 kHz, and therefore the frequency set used represents a heavily
cropped set compared to the theoretically complete set that would be calculated
by an FFT. The accurate results presented below demonstrate that the decompo-
sition is perfectly valid for this application, and it is worth noting that it replaces
200 snapshots in a time domain flow solution with just 37 in the frequency domain
solution.
The original flow solution, as well as the interpolated output of fwh interp and
the final frequency domain flow solution, were all run through both fwh ret and
fwh adv, and the frequency domain solution was also run through fwh freq. The
time domain results are split between fwh ret and fwh adv and are compared with
the analytical solution in Figures 3.20 and 3.21. Note that only every fourth sample of
the observer time histories is plotted for the sake of clarity. The associated frequency
content and the results for the fwh freq run are plotted in Figure 3.22.
It is clear that all of the results give highly accurate predictions, with accu-
racy only failing at high frequencies and several orders of magnitude below the
loudest tones. This is excellent validation that all the solvers and the associated
pre-processing codes are working as expected.
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3.3 Summary
This chapter has presented the main numerical methods used in this thesis. It has
been shown that a wide range of solver methodologies can be investigated using
these methods, and that a flow solution based on a set of acoustic monopoles can be
extremely accurately predicted by the methods if resolution on the surface is high
enough. In other words, acoustic monopoles have no input or neglection errors and
hence are a useful way of isolating the discretisation errors generated by a given solver
methodology. It has also been shown that the CFD flow solutions obtained from
Turbostream on an unstructured grid can be accurately converted to the required
format.
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Figure 3.12: Basic schematic of fwh interp functionality.
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Figure 3.14: Pressure signals for rotating, non-rotating and interpolated surfaces.
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Figure 3.17: Frequency components calculated by a) FFT and periodic sample, b)
FFT and non-periodic sample, c) LSSA with periodic sample and all tones, d) LSSA
with non-periodic sample set and all tones, and e) LSSA with non-periodic sample
set and the 1 Hz tones.
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Figure 3.18: Results of LSSA method refinement, showing a) original FFT, b) LSSA
using one tone, c) FFT of the corresponding residual, d) LSSA using both tones, and
e) FFT of the corresponding residual.
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Figure 3.19: Basic schematic of FW-H solver functionality.
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Figure 3.20: Time domain validation results for fwh ret.
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Figure 3.21: Time domain validation results for fwh adv.
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Figure 3.22: Frequency domain validation results for all codes.
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Chapter 4
Discretisation Errors
This chapter presents research into understanding and mitigating discretisation er-
rors. It has been shown in Chapter 2 that there has been very little previous work
investigating discretisation errors, which underlines the need for a detailed approach
to the problem from first principles.
In particular, three key objectives have been defined in Chapter 1 relating to
discretisation errors. Firstly, a proper understanding of the causes of discretisation
errors needs to be given, as well as any phenomena which affect a problem’s sensitivity
to these errors. Secondly, dimensional analysis needs to be used to develop a rigorous
process for parametrising and investigating discretisation errors in FW-H solvers.
Finally, this process needs to be used to investigate the various solver methodologies
presented in the Chapter 3 in order to select a best practice methodology for open
rotor noise prediction.
In line with these objectives, this chapter defines a categorisation of discretisation
errors and presents simple demonstrations of each type that lead to the definition of
key non-dimensional metrics. It also demonstrates the significant effect that surface
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motion has on a problem’s sensitivity to discretisation error, in particular surface
rotation. Having established a clear understanding of discretisation errors, it is
acknowledged that there are two subtly different types of investigation that engineers
may want to undertake, and it is shown that dimensional analysis should be applied
slightly differently depending on which type of study is being undertaken.
In order to apply this analysis to open rotor noise prediction, an analytical test
case that is more representative of an open rotor than any known previous work is
presented. The above dimensional analysis is performed on the test case, leading
to a rigorous definition of the non-dimensional groups governing the problem. As
acknowledged in the previous chapter, the number of options available in configuring
a particular solver methodology is large, and hence some intuition is used in selecting
a progression of methodologies that begin with an industry standard methodology,
gradually introducing improvements until a best practice methodology is established.
Thus, all three objectives are fully satisfied by the work presented in this chapter.
4.1 Basic Principles
The first objective of this thesis is to develop a clear understanding of the sources
of discretisation error. This section addresses this objective by assuming that the
problem is composed of a flow solution, a discretised surface placed in that flow
solution and an observer placed outside of that surface. It is further assumed that
only the flow solution is discretised in time, whereas the variation of any geometric
and observer parameters in time is known analytically. This allows discretisation
errors to be categorised in terms of “geometric”, “flow” and “observer” resolution, i.e.
how well terms in the formulation of solution pertaining to each of these components
are resolved in the surface integral being solved, with an accurate answer only being
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possible if all resolutions are good enough. This section presents discussion and
simple demonstrations of each type of discretisation error, as well as the effect of
surface motion on a problem’s sensitivity to discretisation error.
4.1.1 Geometric Resolution
Geometric resolution describes how accurately the shape of the surface is defined by
its discretised form. The terms in the formulations of solution that this will affect
are the panel normals and areas. A simple test case to demonstrate the importance
of this is defined in Table 4.1 and illustrated in Figure 4.1. The surface had the
same number of panels in the latitudinal and longitudinal directions, denoted NP ,
which was varied and the corresponding observer signals compared to the analytical
solution.
As discussed in Chapter 3, two different surface formats can be used. The “full”
surface format contains the node co-ordinates as well as the analytical solution for
the normals and panel areas for a spherical surface, whereas the “simple” surface
only gives the node co-ordinates, requiring the solvers to calculate the normals and
panel areas numerically. Both surface formats were tested using fwh ret.
The symmetry of the source terms and the low frequency (and hence long wave-
length) of the source fluctuation meant that the flow resolution in space was ex-
tremely good. The high sampling frequency meant the same was true of the flow
resolution in time, and the large distance to the observer meant the observer resolu-
tion was also excellent. All components of the problem were stationary, and hence
the only thing significantly affected by varying NP was the accuracy or the panel
area calculation for the simple surface geometry. The error metric used was the root
mean squared (RMS) of the error between the calculated and analytical observer
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Variable Description Units Value
c Bulk speed of sound m s−1 340
ρ0 Bulk density kg m
−3 1.2
QM Magnitude of source strength fluctuation kg s
−1 1
ω Frequency of source strength fluctuation rad s−1 pi
vX Forward velocity of source/surface/observer m s
−1 0
R Radius of surface m 0.3
Ω Rotational velocity of surface rad s−1 0
L Source/observer separation m 100
θ Directivity of observer (in x-z plane) ° 0
NP Number of latitudinal/longitudinal panels - 2 - 40
∆t Flow solution time step s 0.01
Table 4.1: Parameters for geometric resolution test case.
R
L
QM,ω
vx
Ω
θ
c,ρ0
Figure 4.1: Illustration of simple acoustic monopole test case.
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pressure signals, normalised by the RMS of the analytical signal, denoted RMS and
defined below.
RMS =
(
p′calculated − p′analytical
)
RMS
p′analytical,RMS
(4.1)
The effect of varying NP on RMS for the two different surface types is given in
Figure 4.2. Clearly, the full surface geometry (including analytically calculated panel
areas) remains accurate regardless of the value of NP , whereas the simple surface
is heavily affected at low NP due to its inability to accurately calculate the panel
normals and areas. This demonstrates that geometric resolution can cause significant
errors in an acoustic integral solver. It also shows that a full surface format using the
analytical solutions for geometric quantities can greatly mitigate these errors. All the
integration surfaces considered in this thesis are either spherical or cylindrical, and
hence a full surface format can be used. Hence, geometric resolution is not expected
to be important for the work presented in this thesis. This is likely to be the case
for many problems of interest, where the integration surface is a reasonably simple
shape with a large number of panels (NP  40). It is possible that cases where the
integration surface is made coincident with a real physical surface with a complex
shape, e.g. an open rotor blade, would be more susceptible to these errors.
4.1.2 Observer Resolution
Observer resolution describes the ability of the discretisation of the surface to ac-
curately resolve the variation of the relative observer position (i.e. the magnitude
and direction of ri) on the surface. This can also be thought of as describing the
resolution of the propagation of the sources on the surface to the observer. If the
magnitude and/or direction of ri varies strongly from one panel to another (i.e. if the
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Figure 4.2: Variation of RMS with NP .
observer is close to a part of the surface), the surface integral will be poorly resolved
compared to a more distant observer.
A test case similar to that used for demonstrating geometric resolution was used
to demonstrate observer resolution, the only differences being that L was varied for
NP = 5 and NP = 40, and that only the full surface specification was used, so
that the geometric resolution was excellent in all cases. The key cause of observer
resolution error is the distance to the observer becoming too small relative to the size
of the panels on the surface, and hence the minimum distance from the surface to
the observer, L−R, was normalised by a panel length scale, λP , defined below. This
length scale represents the square root of the average panel area. The normalised
parameter is denoted NL and represents the minimum number of panel length scales
between the surface and the observer.
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Figure 4.3: Variation of RMS with NL.
λP =
√
4piR2
N2P
(4.2)
NL =
L−R
λP
(4.3)
The variation of RMS against NL is shown in Figure 4.3 for the two values of NP .
It is clear that the observer only needs to be a few panel length scales away from the
surface for observer resolution to be very good. As with geometric resolution, this
means that observer resolution is unlikely to be significant in this thesis and many
other problems of interest. This is because it is rare to want to calculate the noise
very close to the integration surface, as this can usually be extracted directly from
the underlying CFD.
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4.1.3 Flow Resolution
As already discussed, the resolution of the flow solution differs from the other two
types of resolution in that it is discretised in both space and time. As for the observer
resolution demonstrations, the number of panels corresponding to a particular length
scale is a useful metric for flow resolution in space. The obvious choice for the length
scale is the wavelength of the flow perturbations, and the resulting non-dimensional
parameter is defined as Nλ below. The observer resolution test case was used with
L = 100 and with ω set to the value defined below, such that NP = Nλ. As a result,
varying NP was equivalent to varying Nλ (a full surface specification was used so
that geometric errors were negligible). Finally, the discretisation in time can be
parametrised in a similar way, by defining NT as the number of time steps per period
of the flow fluctuations, as below.
ω =
2pic√
4piR2
(4.4)
Nλ =
2pic
ωλP
(4.5)
NT =
2pi
ω∆t
(4.6)
The variation of RMS with Nλ and NT is given in the contour plot of Figure
4.4. As expected, bad resolution of the flow solution in either space or time leads to
significant discretisation errors, i.e. the size of the panels relative to the wavelength
of the flow solution and the size of the time step relative to the period of the flow
solution both need to be sufficiently small. The flow solutions of interest in this thesis
are comprised of an infinite spectrum of discrete tones, and hence there will always
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Figure 4.4: Variation of RMS with Nλ and NT , and contour for RMS = 0.1.
be a limit to the tone that can be predicted accurately by a given CFD solution,
even if inaccuracies in the CFD itself are disregarded.
Plots such as Figure 4.4 are an excellent way to guide the resolution requirements
for a given problem of interest. As an example, the contour for RMS = 0.1 has been
plotted. If an error level of 10% were considered acceptable, the plot could be used to
decide how fine a mesh was required to predict the noise to that level of accuracy. It is
important to note that this is only in terms of the mitigation of discretisation error,
it says nothing about whether the input CFD is accurate enough or if neglection
errors are significant. It would also require an analytical test case to be used that
sufficiently represents the complexity of the realistic flow field.
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4.1.4 Surface Motion
The three types of resolution above are sufficient to categorise the errors generated
by an FW-H solver, however surface motion can have a significant effect on the
sensitivity of a given problem to discretisation errors. Because the emission time
varies across the surface, the locus of surface points at their emission time for a given
observer time is not the same as the instantaneous shape of the surface. In other
words, surface motion has the effect of distorting the surface shape being integrated.
This distorted surface is commonly known as the “influence surface”. This in turn
affects the resolution on the surface, and hence affects the discretisation errors. In
other words, while a stationary surface with a given amount of discretisation error
may be able to give an accurate answer, if that same surface is given motion it can
become extremely inaccurate, as will be demonstrated shortly.
All the surfaces investigated in this thesis will be axisymmetric, and any surface
motion will be a combination of constant forward motion and constant rotation about
the forward motion direction (i.e. helicoidal motion). The motion was characterised
by the “forward Mach number”, MX = vX/c, and a “rotational Mach number”,
MΩ = ΩR/c. In order to illustrate the effect of these parameters, the case used for
demonstrating flow resolution was altered such that MX = 0.5, MΩ = 0.5, NP = 10,
L = 1 and θ = pi/2.
The resulting influence surface, and the distribution of p′ on it is shown in Figure
4.5. Clearly the forward motion has caused distortion of the overall surface shape
(both a stretch along the axis of motion and a shear effect due to the observer
directivity) while the rotation has caused the distribution of nodes around a given
annulus to cluster and spread out on either side of the surface, depending on whether
the rotation has induced motion away from or towards the observer respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of influence surface distortion for MX = 0.5 and MΩ = 0.5.
These effects harm the surface’s ability to accurately represent the integrands of
the given formulation, making it more susceptible to discretisation error than its
stationary equivalent.
The two Mach number parameters were investigated by varying vX and Ω, with
the resulting effect on RMS given in Figure 4.6. The inaccuracy of the solution
rapidly increases as either parameter increases, and as noted in Chapter 3 the propa-
gation time algorithm fails to converge at all for cases which lead to transonic motion
in the direction of the observer. It is clear that rotation of the surface can signifi-
cantly impair the ability of an FW-H solver to accurately predict a given solution,
even if the underlying flow solution is axisymmetric. Hence, interpolating a flow
solution from a rotating surface onto a stationary one could give significant benefits
in handling discretisation error, however the interpolation will also introduce errors
and it is important to understand the trade off between these two effects. This will
be investigated later in this chapter.
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Figure 4.6: Variation of RMS with MX and MΩ.
4.2 Error Study Framework
The second objective of this thesis is to use dimensional analysis to develop a rigor-
ous process for investigating discretisation errors. The previous section has provided
a solid understanding of discretisation errors and four key parameters (NP , N L,
Nλ and NT ) that quantify them, but it is important to make sure all aspects of a
given problem of interest are being controlled when performing error studies. Dimen-
sional analysis, as pioneered by Buckingham [11], provides an excellent framework
for deriving such a set of non-dimensional groups.
Before defining this process, it is important to recognise that there are two fun-
damental types of study that might be undertaken when investigating discretisation
errors. The first will be referred to as a “method study”, where the objective is to
compare different methods to assess their accuracy and suitability for a given type
of problem. In a method study, the four different resolution parameters need to be
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varied independently, and the results of the different methods compared for relative
accuracy. The second will be referred to as a “problem study”, where there is a
very specific problem that needs to be predicted, and the objective is to assess what
resolution should be set on the surface in order to achieve a desired level of accuracy,
i.e. minimise discretisation errors below a certain threshold. In a problem study, the
underlying problem is held constant and the resolution of the surface is varied in
order to establish the required resolution.
In an ideal situation, a single dimensional analysis would derive a set of non-
dimensional groups which would allow both types of study to be undertaken by fixing
and varying different groups. Unfortunately, it will be seen that this is not possible
in practice as the number of independent parameters that govern the discretisation
of the problem (NP and ∆t) is fewer than the number of groups governing the dif-
ferent types of resolution (NP , NL, Nλ and NT ). If all the resolution parameters
are to be included in the set of non-dimensional groups, some parameters governing
the underlying problem being solved have to be neglected. In other words, indepen-
dently controlling the individual sources of discretisation error is not possible without
varying the underlying problem being solved, and vice versa.
This can be demonstrated using the examples from the previous section. A helpful
technique when performing dimensional analysis is to try to break the problem down
into its constituent parts and incorporate each in turn. In this case, a good starting
point is to write down the parameters affecting just the analytical solution, i.e. with
no concept of an integration surface. This is given below.
p′ = f1(c, ρ0, A, ω, vX , L, θ) (4.7)
This equation has eight parameters and three dimensions (mass, length and time)
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and hence Buckingham’s Π theorem dictates five independent groups need to be
formed. A suitable set is given below.
p′L
ωA
= f2(
ωA
c2ρ0L
,
2pic
ωL
,MX , θ) (4.8)
If the concept of an integration surface is introduced, but without any discreti-
sation (i.e. assuming it can be solved perfectly), R and Ω need to be introduced,
leading to two further non-dimensional groups. Because the integration surface is
now a “middle man” between the source and observer, the uses of L on the RHS of
the above equation are replaced with R (this can be thought of as parametrising the
flow solution on the surface rather than at the observer), and the two new groups
L/R and MΩ are introduced to fully specify the problem, as given below.
p′L
ωA
= f3(
ωA
c2ρ0R
,
2pic
ωR
,MX ,MΩ,
L
R
, θ) (4.9)
Finally, discretisation can be introduced. Two more parameters, NP and ∆t,
now need to be incorporated. This only allows for two extra non-dimensional groups
to be defined, whereas four resolution parameters are expected (NP , NL, Nλ and
NT ). Hence, there is a choice in how to complete the dimensional analysis, and this
is where the concepts of method and problem studies is important. In a problem
study, the underlying problem needs to be held constant, meaning that only two of
the resolution parameters can be formed. As discussed in the previous section, it
is expected that Nλ and NT , i.e. the flow resolution, are the significant sources of
discretisation error in the problems investigated in this thesis, and hence they are
retained at the expense of NP and NL as below.
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p′L
ωA
= f4(
ωA
c2ρ0R
,
2pic
ωR
,MX ,MΩ,
L
R
, θ,Nλ, NT ) (4.10)
In a method study, all four resolution parameters need to be retained, but it is
acceptable for the underlying problem to vary (in fact, it is useful to compare different
solvers across a range of different problems). Hence, two groups from Equation 4.9
need to be neglected. There is actually no choice over which two are neglected, as
there is only one combination that still gives an independent set of groups, as given
below.
p′L
ωA
= f5(
ωA
c2ρ0R
,MX ,MΩ, θ, NP , NL, Nλ, NT ) (4.11)
It is important to understand that Equations 4.10 and 4.11 have been derived for
a specific type of problem, i.e. an acoustic monopole moving at a constant velocity
and wrapped in a spherical FW-H surface. However, the basic process used to
derive them of forming groups without any surface terms, then including the surface
shape and finally including discretisation terms differently depending on whether a
method or problem study is being undertaken is applicable to any FW-H solver and
underlying flow problem. As such, a general framework for performing such studies
has been defined, and the second objective of the thesis has been satisfied.
4.3 Analytical Test Case
The third objective of this thesis is to compare a range of different solver methodolo-
gies in order to select a best practice methodology for open rotor noise prediction.
In order to use the error study framework presented in the previous section to do
so, an analytical test case that is representative of an open rotor is required. This
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section presents a test case designed to have many characteristics in common with an
uninstalled open rotor at a typical take off condition. The “datum” configuration for
the test case (which is based on the realistic test case used in Chapter 6) is described
and the required dimensional analysis is performed to give the set of non-dimensional
parameters used in the method study of the next section.
4.3.1 Description
In order to have a test case that could be considered representative of an uninstalled
open rotor at take-off, and bearing in mind the discussion of open rotor noise sources
in Chapter 2, five key characteristics were identified that needed to be present in the
solution:
1. The source kinematics should represent the counter-rotation of the two blade
rows.
2. The test case should generate rotor alone tones for each blade row that vanish
close to axial directivities.
3. The test case should generate interaction tones that are present at all directiv-
ities.
4. The test case should be periodic in time in the rotating reference frame, and
also have rotational periodicity in space.
5. The test case should involve a rotating integration surface to emulate the CFD
domain.
The test case modelled each blade of an open rotor using a single acoustic
monopole at the tip radius, giving two counter-rotating “blade rows” which were
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rotated in opposite directions about a common axis. Each monopole had the same
strength fluctuation composed of constant and harmonic components. The constant
component modelled rotor alone tones, while the harmonic component (whose fre-
quency was the (1,1) interaction tone) modelled interaction tones, as defined below.
Choosing this interaction tone guaranteed periodicity in time in the rotating frame
of reference.
QM(t) = A0 + A1 cos ((NFΩF −NRΩR)t) (4.12)
A spherical surface was wrapped around the sources and centred around the
midpoint between the two centres of rotation. As will be seen in the next section,
surface rotation presented significant problems and hence the surface was initially
non-rotating, i.e. it was assumed the flow had been precisely interpolated to the
non-rotating frame. The variables defining the test case, and their datum values, are
described in Table 4.2. The geometric and kinematic terms are illustrated in Figure
4.7. Note that MX is considered positive in the negative x-direction while the sense
of rotation for both blade rows is right-handed based on the positive x-direction.
The pressure field at t = 0 on the x = 0 plane for the datum case is plotted in
Figure 4.8. The pressure fluctuation for the observer defined in Table 4.2 is plotted
in Figure 4.9. The resulting FFT is plotted in Figure 4.10 as well as the tones given
by LSSA on the same time domain signal. The residual time signal from the LSSA
is plotted against the original signal in Figure 4.9 and is clearly negligible. Finally,
the variation of some of these tones with directivity is then plotted in Figure 4.11.
These plots show the other required characteristics of an open rotor flow solution.
The contour plot shows that the flow field is periodic in space as expected from the
blade numbers. The time domain plot shows that the time history at an observer is
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Variable Description Datum
Value
c Bulk speed of sound 340 m s−1
ρ0 Bulk density 1.2 kg m
−3
A0 Magnitude of constant component of source strength fluc-
tuation
1 kg s−1
A1 Magnitude of harmonic component of source strength fluc-
tuation
0.01 kg s−1
RS Radius of sources 0.3 m
XS Gap between front and rear source rows 0.2 m
NF Number of sources in front row 12
NR Number of sources in rear row 9
MX Forward Mach number of source/surface/observer 0.2
ΩF Rotational velocity of front sources 700 rad s
−1
ΩR Rotational velocity of rear sources -600 rad s
−1
R Radius of surface 0.5 m
L Distance from centre of surface to observer 100 m
θ Directivity of observer (in x-z plane) pi/2 rad
NP Number of latitudinal/longitudinal panels on surface 240
∆t Flow solution time step 2pi
500ΩR
s
Table 4.2: Variables and datum values for solver methodology test case.
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of analytical open rotor test case kinematics.
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Figure 4.8: Instantaneous pressure perturbation for datum test case on the x = 0
plane.
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Figure 4.9: Time domain variation of pressure fluctuation and LSSA residual for the
datum test case.
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case.
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Figure 4.11: Variation of the (1,0), (0,1) and (1,1) tones with directivity for the
datum case.
very complex and not periodic, as expected for a non-rotating point. Comparing the
frequency content to Figure 2.17, it is clear that there is less frequency content than
a realistic open rotor, but there are still a range of both rotor alone and interaction
tones. Finally, the directivity plot confirms that the rotor alone and interaction tones
vary as expected, with both rotor alone tones vanishing near the rotation axis while
the interaction tone remains comparatively constant with directivity (compare with
Figure 2.22). Hence, this test case is well suited for use in assessing different FW-H
solvers for open rotor noise prediction.
In addition, the time and frequency domain plots show how effective the LSSA
approach is at establishing frequency content. While the FFT has exhibited similar
“drowning out” of quiet tones to that seen in Figure 3.18, the LSSA has very ac-
curately resolved the frequency content using only a few tones, as evidenced by the
negligible residual signal. Even extremely quiet tones such as the (0,5) tone have
been resolved well compared to the residual signal. This is excellent evidence of the
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improvements possible when LSSA is used in place of an FFT.
4.3.2 Dimensional Analysis
Having developed the datum test case and demonstrated that it is a good represen-
tation of an open rotor, this section performs the dimensional analysis to establish
the parameter set for use in the method study of the next section. For the sake of
brevity, the first two steps of the process defined in the previous section are combined
to give the list of parameters affecting the underlying problem without discretisation
(i.e. everything except NP and ∆t), as given below.
p′ = f0 (c, ρ0, A0, A1, RS, XS, NF , NR,MX ,ΩF ,ΩR, R, L, θ) (4.13)
The above equation contains fifteen variables in three dimensions, and hence
Buckingham’s Π theorem dictates twelve independent non-dimensional groups can
be formed. The equation below provides a suitable set of groups.
p′L
ΩRA1
= f1
(
A0
cρ0L2
,
ΩRA1
c2ρ0L
,
RS
XS
, NF , NR,MX ,
ΩF
ΩR
,
2pic
ΩRR
,
R
RS
,
L
R
, θ
)
(4.14)
The above equation describes the terms which affect the exact solution for p′.
Once the discretisation parameters are introduced the calculated answer can be
parametrised as well and hence the error. Because the intention is to use the param-
eter set in a method study, independent control over NP , NL, Nλ and NT needs to be
maintained and two of the above groups need to be neglected. As with the deriva-
tion of Equation 4.11, the neglected terms are prescribed by the need to maintain
independence of the different terms. The rear blade passing frequency is used for
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Variable Description Datum Value
A0
cρ0L2
Rotor alone source component 0.00245
ΩRA1
c2ρ0L
Interaction source component 4.505× 10−5
RS
XS
Ratio of source radius and gap 1.5
NF Front blade number 12
NR Rear blade number 9
MX Forward Mach number 0.2
ΩF
ΩR
Ratio of front and rear rotational speeds 1.152
R
RS
Ratio of source and FW-H surface radii 1.67
NP Geometric resolution 240
NL Observer resolution 67.70
Nλ Flow resolution in space 51.42
NT Flow resolution in time 60
Table 4.3: Values of non-dimensional groups for datum test case.
Nλ and NT . These are defined below, as is the final set of non-dimensional groups.
The values of each group for the datum case and a brief description of their physical
interpretation are given in Table 4.3.
Nλ =
2pic
NRΩRλP
(4.15)
NT =
2pi
NRΩR∆t
(4.16)
 = f2
(
A0
cρ0L2
,
ΩRA1
c2ρ0L
,
RS
XS
, NF , NR,MX ,
ΩF
ΩR
,
R
RS
, θ, NP , NL, Nλ, NT
)
(4.17)
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4.4 Method Study
This section addresses the third objective of this thesis, which is to compare a range of
different solver methodologies in order to select a best practice methodology for open
rotor noise prediction. The range of options available for configuring a particular
solver methodology have already been presented in Chapter 3. Of these options, the
benefits of using a full surface specification have already been demonstrated earlier
in this chapter, and the choice of source term construction is investigated separately
in Chapter 5. Hence, the remaining options that need to be investigated are:
 Whether to use “raw” or “integrand” averaging.
 Whether to use a time or frequency domain flow solution.
 Which propagation algorithm (and hence solver) to use.
 Whether to interpolate onto a non-rotating surface or not.
A set of methodologies were developed to investigate each of these effects in turn,
as summarised in Table 4.4. The dimensional analysis given in the previous section
was used to independently vary the four resolution parameters from the datum point,
and the error for each methodology was calculated and compared. Methodology A
represents an industry standard methodology, with each subsequent methodology
changing one aspect at a time and hence allowing the improvement offered by each
alteration to be quantified. This author is not aware of any other study that com-
pares a range of different FW-H solver methodologies using analytical flow solutions,
particularly for an open rotor application. The initial methodology will be discussed
first, and then the different improvements made in the various methodologies are in-
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vestigated in turn. This leads to a final “best practice” methodology being selected
that satisfies the third objective of this thesis.
Name Propagation Averaging Flow Domain Motion
A Observer dominant Raw Time Non-rotating
B Observer dominant Integral Time Non-rotating
C Source dominant Integral Time Non-rotating
D Source dominant Integral Frequency Non-rotating
E Frequency domain Integral Frequency Non-rotating
F Frequency domain Integral Frequency Interpolated
G Source dominant Integral Time Rotating
Table 4.4: Definition of solver methodology options.
4.4.1 Initial Methodology
The initial methodology is essentially that used in Chapter 4. The flow solution is
calculated on a non-rotating surface using fwh input and a full surface specification.
The sound at the observer is then calculated using fwh ret with raw averaging
of panel data and source terms formed using the FW-H method with linear Euler
governing equations (see Chapter 5 for discussion of this).
The flow solution on the surface at t = 0 for the datum test case is plotted in
Figure 4.12, again showing the complex interference pattern already seen in Figure
4.8. The resulting prediction for θ = pi/2 is then plotted in time and frequency do-
mains in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 respectively, showing that the datum case is predicted
well but not perfectly. In particular, it is clear from the frequency domain plot that
some of the higher frequency tones are being under-predicted, as would be expected
due to these tones not being well enough resolved on the surface to be propagated
accurately. The variation of RMS with θ is plotted in Figure 4.15, showing that
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Figure 4.12: Instantaneous pressure perturbation on datum test case integration
surface.
θ = pi/2 is the most onerous case for the solver to predict. At this point, a new error
metric is defined below that is the maximum value of RMS seen in a sweep through
θ. This is a useful metric when running error studies as it is assumed that a given
solver methodology needs to be accurate at all directivities, and hence it is the most
onerous case encountered for each methodology that should be compared.
θ = max
0≤θ≤pi
(RMS) (4.18)
The variation of θ for each methodology and each resolution parameter is given
in Figure 4.19, found at the end of this chapter.
4.4.2 Panel Averaging
Methodology A used “raw” averaging, where each quantity defined in the input to the
solver is averaged immediately, whereas Methodology B used “integrand” averaging,
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Figure 4.13: Calculated and exact observer signals for datum test case.
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Figure 4.14: FFT, LSSA and residual FFT for calculated and exact datum test cases.
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Figure 4.15: Variation of RMS error with directivity for datum test case.
which uses node values throughout the solver and only averages the final integrands
in order to calculate the surface integrals. A general principle of numerical solutions
is that averaging introduces errors, and hence it would be expected that integrand
averaging would give better accuracy.
It is clear from all four plots in Figure 4.19 that this change gives a sizeable
benefit. The error roughly halves for variations of NP , NL and Nλ but is slightly less
effective for variations of NT . This is to be expected as the first three parameters deal
with the resolution of quantities in space, which would be directly affected by how
they were averaged across the surface, whereas variation of NT deals with resolution
in time, which should be less affected by spatial averaging. Integrand averaging does
not appear to have been investigated by any previous study, certainly not to the
same level of detail.
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4.4.3 Observer and Source Dominant Propagation
Methodologies A and B use fwh ret as their FW-H solver, which uses an observer
dominant propagation algorithm that fixes the desired observer time, finds the asso-
ciated emission time on the surface, and interpolates through the given flow solution
for the desired flow properties. Also available is fwh adv which uses a source domi-
nant propagation algorithm that fixes the emission time based on the available flow
solution, builds the received signal at the observer and then interpolates onto the
desired observer time history.
In terms of accuracy, there are two important differences between the solvers.
Firstly, an observer dominant methodology has to account for source motion when
calculating propagation time whereas a source dominant methodology has to account
for observer motion. As already discussed in Chapter 3, finding an accurate propa-
gation time when rotating motion is involved requires an iterative solution, whereas
rectilinear motion has an analytical solution. Hence fwh ret could theoretically suf-
fer from errors caused by inaccurate propagation time calculation when a rotating
surface is used, whereas fwh adv would resolve the propagation exactly.
Secondly, the two solvers interpolate through two different time histories. In
fwh ret, the time history of the flow solution is regularly spaced, and is interpolated
to calculate the flow solution at the desired retarded time. In fwh adv, it is the
calculated observer time history that is interpolated to find the desired observer
time history.
Methodology C was identical to Methodology B except that fwh adv was used
instead of fwh ret. It is clear from the plots of Figure 4.19 that neither of the above
differences are having any noticeable effect on θ as the results appear identical
between the two solvers. It will be seen later that fwh adv handles rotating surface
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motion better than fwh ret, and hence it is selected as the better choice for now.
4.4.4 Flow Solution Domain
Methodologies A to C all use a time domain flow solution. However, both fwh ret
and fwh adv can also use a frequency domain flow solution as produced by fwh t2freq
using LSSA. For harmonic flow solutions that can be well described by a set of individ-
ual tones this has the potential to allow near perfect interpolation and extrapolation
of the signal with the added benefit of reducing a long, detailed time history to a
much smaller set of frequency components.
Methodology D was identical to methodology C except that the flow solution
was converted to the frequency domain. It is clear from Figure 4.19 that this offers
another significant improvement over the previous methodologies, with the error
mostly being reduced by more than an order of magnitude compared to methodology
C. Most impressively, using a frequency domain methodology appears to all but
eliminate errors due to flow resolution in time, as shown by the variation with NT . An
important consequence of this behaviour is that FW-H solvers could be run using flow
solutions with much larger time steps than the underlying CFD without any effect
on the accuracy of prediction, greatly reducing the disk space and computational
effort required for such runs.
The only place where the frequency domain flow solution does not appear to
behave as well is for low values of Nλ, where the error actually exceeds the original
methodology. In order to understand this problem, the frequency content for the
edge cases Nλ = 40 and Nλ = 50 at θ = pi/2 are compared in Figure 4.16, which
normalises the tone frequency by the rear blade row rotational speed and normalises
the pressure perturbation by the magnitude of the (1,0) tone (i.e. the front blade
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of frequency content for Nλ = 40 and Nλ = 50.
passing frequency), denoted p10.
The unexpected behaviour is an interesting demonstration of the inherent draw-
back of method studies, i.e. that it is impossible to isolate the different resolution
parameters without also varying the underlying problem. The study varied Nλ while
keeping R, c and ρ0 constant, meaning ΩR and hence MΩ had to change in order
to produce the required change in characteristic wavelength. It is clear from Figure
4.16 that this led to louder high frequency tones (particularly the (4,1) and (1,4)
interaction tones) for Nλ = 40. However, the LSSA has not captured these tones,
leading to large amounts of high frequency content being “missed” for this case.
Figure 4.17 shows that Methodologies C and D are inaccurate for Nλ = 40 for
two different reasons. For Methodology C, it is clear that the full frequency content
present in the exact signal is being predicted to some extent, but several tones
are predicted inaccurately, particular at high frequency. In contrast, tones that
were not included in the LSSA when creating the frequency domain flow solution
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of frequency content for methodologies C and D at Nλ = 40
and θ = pi/2.
for Methodology D are entirely absent from the calculated signal, and the residual
is negligible. The tones that are present are more accurately predicted than for
Methodology C, and the missing tones are the source of the errors. Including higher
frequency tones in the LSSA would have mitigated this problem and confirmed the
superiority of frequency domain flow solutions obtained using LSSA.
4.4.5 Frequency Domain Propagation
In addition to the two time domain solvers discussed above, fwh freq offers the abil-
ity to perform the propagation from source to observer in the frequency domain. As
discussed in Chapter 3, an important limitation of this solver is that the surface and
observer must have the same non-rotating motion so that the geometric and prop-
agation terms in the integrands are constant. In addition, the flow solution must
be converted to a (Q,Fi) format using fwh p2q before being converted to the fre-
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quency domain so that each term in the integrand has a single harmonic component
multiplied by constant terms.
Methodology E only differed from methodology D in that fwh freq was used
instead of fwh adv, and it is clear from Figure 4.19 that it gives similarly excellent
accuracy. The key advantage of frequency domain propagation over time domain
propagation is that the calculation scales with the number of frequency components
in the flow solution, rather than the number of time steps in the flow solution (source
dominant) or observer time history (observer dominant). Because the number of
frequency components is over an order of magnitude smaller than the number of
time steps (the datum test case uses 739 flow time steps and 536 observer time
steps, but only 27 frequency components), fwh freq is typically faster than the time
domain solvers by roughly the same amount. In addition, the output solution is also
in the frequency domain, meaning that any time signal of any length or resolution
can be easily generated for comparison from the output.
4.4.6 Surface Rotation
All of the methodologies investigated so far have calculated the flow solution on a
non-rotating sphere directly from fwh input. One of the required characteristics
defined at the start of this section was that the input flow solution needed to be
specified on a rotating surface. Figure 4.6 has already demonstrated that surface
rotation can introduce significant discretisation error and even cause solvers to fail.
The surface can be interpolated to the non-rotating frame of reference, but this will
also introduce errors. As a result, it has been left until last to enable the other effects
to be investigated first.
Chapter 3 showed that fwh interp allowed a rotating flow solution to be inter-
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polated to a non-rotating frame of reference. An obvious caveat for this process is
that the surface must be axisymmetric, and this is the case for all surfaces considered
in this thesis. For the current test case, the rotational speeds of the blade rows were
such that both front and rear sources moved subsonically, allowing fwh input to
correctly calculate the flow solution. If the test case were to fully mimic a CFD test
case, then part of the surface would rotate with the front blade row, while the other
half would rotate with the rear.
As a slightly simpler but similarly onerous test, the entire surface was rotated at
the front blade row rotational speed and the corresponding flow solution calculated.
Methodology F then interpolated this flow solution onto the original, non-rotating
surface and ran the same pre-processing and solver options as methodology E. It is
clear from Figure 4.19 that this interpolation introduces a small amount of extra error
(less than 0.5%) compared to using an exact input flow solution, but still represents
a massive improvement over methodology A.
By contrast, trying to directly use the original flow solution in the solvers was
very difficult. For the datum test case, the rotation of the surface gave a rotational
Mach number of MΩ = 1.066, meaning that transonic motion of the sources towards
the observer would occur at directivities close to θ = pi/2. The iterative solution for
the propagation time in fwh ret was unable to handle this motion and hence the
solver failed at these points. However, fwh adv did complete and hence was used in
Methodology G, but the presence of 1 −Mr in the denominator of the integrands,
which would oscillate around zero at these directivities, generated huge errors where
RMS ≈ 107. This meant extracting a meaningful value of θ was impossible, hence
methodology G does not feature in Figure 4.19. Nevertheless, it was still possible
to get meaningful calculations at more axial directivities, and these are compared
to methodology A in Figure 4.18. Until the directivity becomes unmanageable,
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of methodologies A and G for datum test case.
methodology G produces results that are roughly as accurate as methodology A, and
hence significantly worse than methodology F. This shows that the errors introduced
by interpolating to a non-rotating surface are negligible compared to the errors caused
by surface rotation, and hence methodology F is selected as the best practice solver
methodology for prediction of open rotor tonal noise at take-off.
4.5 Summary
This chapter has addressed the first three objectives of this thesis. The first objective
has been addressed by giving a detailed understanding of the sources of discretisa-
tion error, in particular introducing the concepts of geometric, observer and flow
resolution and the non-dimensional parameters NP , NL, Nλ and NT as useful met-
rics for these effects. These different types of error have been demonstrated using
acoustic monopole test cases, and surface motion has been shown to greatly affect
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Figure 4.19: Variation of discretisation error with resolution parameters for different
solver methodologies.
the sensitivity of a problem to discretisation error.
The second objective has been addressed by using dimensional analysis to develop
a clear framework for establishing an appropriate set of groups to use in running
error studies. Two different types of study have been identified that require different
pragmatic choices to be made in how the dimensional analysis is conducted. So-called
“method” studies compare different FW-H solvers in order to select the best approach
for a given class of problem. In the case of this thesis that class of problem is open
rotor noise prediction. All the resolution parameters are retained and controlled
so that the different methods can be compared in terms of their susceptibility to
different types of error. An engineer can then vary the different resolution parameters
independently, compare the results for different solver methodologies, and select the
best one.
In order to enable this independent variation of discretisation parameters, other
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parameters governing the underlying problem have to be ignored, meaning that vary-
ing the discretisation parameters also varies the underlying problem being investi-
gated. This is fine in a method study as it is useful to compare results from across the
design space. However, the second type of study, referred to as a “problem” study,
is aimed at understanding what level of resolution is required for an accurate answer
for a particular problem, and hence the associated parameters need to be fixed. This
means only two resolution parameters can be retained, and it has been argued that
Nλ and NT are the appropriate choice as they are likely to be the most significant in
realistic problems. Plots similar to Figure 4.4 can then be used to decide how much
resolution in space and time to have on the surface in order to get a desired level of
accuracy.
The third objective has been addressed by investigating a range of solver method-
ologies using an analytical test case that represents a counter-rotating open rotor at
take-off. In particular, a “best practice” methodology that interpolates the rotating
flow solution to the non-rotating frame, converts this non-rotating flow solution to
the frequency domain, performs the propagation in the frequency domain using in-
tegrand averaging has been shown to offer over an order of magnitude improvement
in accuracy over an industry standard approach. This also demonstrates the impor-
tance of discretisation errors in FW-H solvers, as even for the simplified analytical
test case the industry standard methodology gave errors of up to 10%.
The detailed understanding of discretisation errors, the categorisation of the dif-
ferent types of error, the four key resolution parameters, the concept of method and
problem studies, the error study framework and the best practice methodology are
all novel contributions provided by this thesis. This is also the first time that acous-
tic monopoles have been used to represent an open rotor in such a detailed fashion
in an FW-H solver methodology study. It is also the first time that analytical flow
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solutions have been used to compare a range of different solver methodologies. The
error study framework and the distinction between method and problem studies has
allowed a wide range of techniques to be compared clearly and quantitatively. It is
strongly recommended that such a process is used in any future work to develop new
and improved FW-H solver methodologies.
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Chapter 5
Neglection Errors
This chapter presents work on understanding and mitigating neglection errors in
FW-H solvers, as per the fourth objective defined in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 has
shown that avoiding density perturbations in the surface source terms has given
promising results, but that there is no clear physical understanding of what these
adjustments represent. It has also been shown that the Kirchhoff equation presents
an alternative to the FW-H equation, but that the differences between the two are
also not well understood, and contrasting results have been seen for their relative
susceptibility to neglection errors.
As a result, this chapter investigates new methods for defining aeroacoustic analo-
gies that mitigate neglection errors in a physically meaningful way. In particular, it
is expected that such a method would enable density perturbations to be avoided
in the surface source terms while retaining a clear physical interpretation of what
those source terms represent. Also, there should be a mathematically rigorous and
physically informed comparison of any new method with the FW-H and Kirchhoff
equations, and the results for all three should be compared for different surface lo-
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cations to assess their ability to mitigate neglection errors.
This chapter begins by presenting a generic aeroacoustic analogy that is agnostic
of the exact form of the realistic and acoustic fluids being analogised. This provides
a much clearer picture of the relationship between the realistic and acoustic fluids,
and makes it easier to discuss the physical understanding of what an aeroacoustic
analogy represents. This physical understanding is then used to derive a new method
for incorporating a surface discontinuity into an aeroacoustic analogy. This method is
compared with the FW-H and Kirchhoff methods, and a semi-analytical flow solution
is used to compare results for the different methods.
5.1 Generic Aeroacoustic Analogy
As discussed in Chapter 2, an aeroacoustic analogy provides a definition of what
aspects of a realistic flow can be considered sound propagation, and what must be
considered a source term. Lighthill’s “density” analogy [52] is the original analogy,
but there are others such as Morfey’s “pressure” analogy [58]. These analogies are all
derived using the same basic process, and this section presents a generic aeroacoustic
analogy that allows any realistic and acoustic conservation equations to be chosen
to get a specific aeroacoustic analogy. Both Lighthill’s and Morfey’s analogies are
specific examples of this generic analogy. While the mathematics has already been
presented in Chapter 2, the generic notation and the physical arguments highlighted
during the derivation are important in supporting the rest of the work in this chapter.
The derivation begins with generic versions of the mass and momentum conserva-
tions equations in a realistic fluid. These are as given below, where the mass density
is still denoted ρ, the momentum density (which is assumed to be the same as the
mass flux) is mi and the stress field is sij.
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∂ρ
∂t
+
∂mi
∂xi
= 0 (5.1)
∂mi
∂t
+
∂sij
∂xj
= 0 (5.2)
Using this generic notation of ρ, mi and sij means the results derived from this
equation can be applied for any form of realistic conservation equations, such as the
Euler or Navier-Stokes momentum equations. For clarity, the necessary substitutions
to recover the Navier-Stokes equations (with no gravity field) are as given below.
mi = ρui (5.3)
sij = pij + ρuiuj (5.4)
Next, we define generic versions of the corresponding mass and momentum con-
servation equations in an acoustic fluid. These are as given below, where φ is the
desired wave variable, µi is the momentum density/mass flux in the acoustic fluid,
and c is a constant.
1
c2
∂φ
∂t
+
∂µi
∂xi
= 0 (5.5)
∂µi
∂t
+
∂φ
∂xi
= 0 (5.6)
The divergence of Equation 5.6 can be subtracted from the time derivative of
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Equation 5.5 (thus eliminating terms involving µi) to give a linear wave equation for
φ, as given below. The physical significance of c is now clearly defined as the speed
of sound in the acoustic fluid.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ = 0 (5.7)
The key conceptual step in establishing an aeroacoustic analogy is to reorgan-
ise the realistic Equations 5.1 and 5.2 into inhomogeneous forms of the acoustic
Equations 5.5 and 5.6. This leads to the following set of equations, which are math-
ematically equivalent to the original realistic equations, with no further assumptions
whatsoever made. For ease of notation, three quantities α, γi and βij are intro-
duced to represent the source terms arising from the differences in mass density,
mass flux/momentum density and stress fields respectively between the realistic and
acoustic fluids.
α =
φ′
c2
− ρ′ (5.8)
βij = φ
′δij − s′ij (5.9)
γi = µ
′
i −m′i (5.10)
1
c2
∂φ
∂t
+
∂µi
∂xi
=
∂α
∂t
+
∂γi
∂xi
(5.11)
∂µi
∂t
+
∂φ
∂xi
=
∂γi
∂t
+
∂βij
∂xj
(5.12)
The equations show that the realistic fluid can be thought of as an ideal acoustic
fluid with appropriate source terms added to make it behave like the realistic one.
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The physical interpretation of these source terms is important. Mathematically, it is
clear that it is the time and spatial derivatives of α, γi and βij that affect φ and µi,
not their values, i.e. there are a range of choices of α, γi and βij that would satisfy
Equations 5.11 and 5.12. Physically, there are two ways of interpreting this fact that
will both be important later.
Firstly, the fact that only the derivatives matter implies that the equation should
be understood in terms of addition of extra mass and momentum to the acoustic
fluid, which is what the derivatives represent, rather than the imposition of extra
density and stress fields, which is what the underlying variables represent. This
makes physical sense, as it is easier to conceive of adding mass and momentum to
a fluid than directly imposing a density or stress field. Secondly, the values of the
underlying terms serve to link the properties of the acoustic fluid to the properties
of the realistic fluid. The fact that these values do not matter to the acoustic fluid
can be understood as representing the fact that the acoustic fluid does not care what
physical laws govern the realistic fluid, and that any physical understanding of the
above equations and hence an aeroacoustic analogy in general needs to be in the
context of the acoustic fluid.
With these points in mind, the above equations can be manipulated in the normal
way to eliminate µi and construct an inhomogeneous wave equation for φ, as given
below.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ =
∂2α
∂t2
− ∂
2βij
∂xi∂xj
(5.13)
Because βij is a tensor, the corresponding term in the above equation is often
referred to as a quadrupole source field. However, keeping the above discussion in
mind, this author argues it is more intuitive to describe it as a dipole source field as
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it is not the underlying extra stress field that matters, but the resulting momentum
source field. Similarly, the term involving α should be thought of as a monopole
term as it is not the underlying extra density field that matters but the resulting
mass source field.
The derivation has outlined a generic process for establishing sources of sound
in a fluid that is abstracted from the choices of realistic and acoustic conservation
equations. By defining φ = c2ρ and using the Navier-Stokes equations defined in
Equations 5.3 and 5.4, Lighthill’s density analogy can be recovered by defining α
and βij as given below.
α = 0 (5.14)
βij = −(p− c2ρ)δij − eij − ρuiuj (5.15)
Clearly, βij is the negative of Tij, and is the only sound source under Lighthill’s
analogy. There is no need to select c2ρ as the wave variable, when it is actually p
that is of interest. If φ is set directly to p, a different set of α and βij are derived, as
given below. This is the same result as given by Morfey’s pressure analogy [58].
α =
p
c2
− ρ (5.16)
βij = −eij − ρuiuj (5.17)
Obviously, it is important to understand the differences between the two analo-
gies. They give two different source fields, even though the result is the same in the
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far field (where p′ = c2ρ′) if the full source field is convolved. If only part of the
source region is convolved, the resulting prediction is inaccurate in general, causing
neglection errors. Furthermore, the pressure and density analogies will give different
answers to each other, as the source fields are different. This raises the question of
which analogy should be used in such situations.
In summary, this section has derived a more generic aeroacoustic analogy than
has been given previously. It has also been argued that the source terms in the
analogy should be thought of in terms of addition of mass and momentum rather
than addition of density and stress. Finally, it has been noted that different analogies
will give different solutions when part of the source field is neglected, raising the
possibility that one analogy may be better suited to mitigating neglection errors
than another.
5.2 New Surface Discontinuity Method
Having derived the generic aeroacoustic analogy, this section will present a new
method for incorporating a surface discontinuity into an aeroacoustic analogy. It is
shown that this method provides a simple and physically intuitive means of avoiding
density perturbations in surface source terms. The new method is then compared
to the FW-H and Kirchhoff methods using the physical arguments presented in the
previous section, and the new method is shown to have some conceptual advantages
over both the traditional methods.
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5.2.1 Derivation
The derivation given here will start with the generic mass and momentum conserva-
tion equations for a realistic fluid, and the process applied will be as per the FW-H
method described in Chapter 2 except for a small but important difference which
leads to the new method. The comparison of this new method with the FW-H and
Kirchhoff methods will be handled later, but the physical interpretation of the new
method will be discussed in detail during the derivation.
As discussed in the previous section, the basic concept of an aeroacoustic analogy
is the idea of adding mass and momentum sources to an acoustic fluid in order
to make it behave like a realistic one. Generic versions of these inhomogeneous
mass and momentum conservation equations for an acoustic fluid have been defined
in Equations 5.11 and 5.12. The task now is to introduce a surface discontinuity
in order to replace the internal part of the source field with an equivalent set of
surface source terms that preserve the external flow solution. As also discussed in
the previous section, the analogy should have a clear physical interpretation in the
acoustic fluid. Hence, the discontinuity is applied to the acoustic fluid, with the
resulting equations given below.
1
c2
∂φ
∂t
+
∂µi
∂xi
=
(
φ′
c2
∂H
∂t
+ µ′i
∂H
∂xi
)
+
(
1
c2
∂φ
∂t
+
∂µi
∂xi
)
H (5.18)
∂µi
∂t
+
∂φ
∂xi
=
(
µ′i
∂H
∂t
+ φ′
∂H
∂xi
)
+
(
∂µi
∂t
+
∂φ
∂xi
)
H (5.19)
Note that the derivatives of H(f) have not been replaced using Equations 2.17
and 2.18 as it helps retain understanding of the origin of resulting terms. The
volume terms are the LHS of the continuous conservation equations, and hence can
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be replaced with the corresponding source terms from the RHS, as below.
1
c2
∂φ
∂t
+
∂µi
∂xi
=
(
φ′
c2
∂H
∂t
+ µ′i
∂H
∂xi
)
+
(
∂α
∂t
+
∂γi
∂xi
)
H (5.20)
∂µi
∂t
+
∂φ
∂xi
=
(
µ′i
∂H
∂t
+ φ′
∂H
∂xi
)
+
(
∂γi
∂t
+
∂βij
∂xj
)
H (5.21)
The surface terms in the above equations define the mass and momentum sources
that must be introduced at the surface discontinuity in order to represent the effect
of the internal source field on the external fluid, while the volume terms define the
extra mass and momentum that must be added in the external volume to force the
acoustic fluid to behave like the realistic one. Put another way, neglecting the volume
terms is akin to neglecting any mass or momentum added to the acoustic fluid in the
external volume. If the same manipulation used to derive Equation 5.13 is applied
to the above equations, the following result is obtained.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ =
∂
∂t
(
φ′
c2
∂H
∂t
+ µ′i
∂H
∂xi
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
µ′i
∂H
∂t
+ φ′
∂H
∂xi
)
+
∂
∂t
((
∂α
∂t
+
∂γi
∂xi
)
H
)
− ∂
∂xi
((
∂γi
∂t
+
∂βij
∂xj
)
H
)
(5.22)
As expected, the mass and momentum sources have manifested as monopole and
dipole source terms. As already discussed, the volume terms on the second line of the
above equation represent the external mass and momentum that need to be added to
the acoustic fluid to make it behave like the original non-linear one. Hence the surface
terms must represent the effect of the mass and momentum added to the acoustic
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fluid inside the surface. This is an important point in the context of this paper,
so the source terms in Equations 5.11 and 5.12 are split into internal and external
contributions using H(−f) and H(f) to demonstrate this clearly. The resulting
conservation equations, and the associated wave equation are as given below.
1
c2
∂φ
∂t
+
∂µi
∂xi
=
(
∂α
∂t
+
∂γi
∂xi
)
H(−f) +
(
∂α
∂t
+
∂γi
∂xi
)
H(f) (5.23)
∂µi
∂t
+
∂φ
∂xi
=
(
∂γi
∂t
+
∂βij
∂xj
)
H(−f) +
(
∂γi
∂t
+
∂βij
∂xj
)
H(f) (5.24)
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ =
∂
∂t
((
∂α
∂t
+
∂γi
∂xi
)
H(−f)
)
− ∂
∂xi
((
∂γi
∂t
+
∂βij
∂xj
)
H(−f)
)
+
∂
∂t
((
∂α
∂t
+
∂γi
∂xi
)
H(f)
)
− ∂
∂xi
((
∂γi
∂t
+
∂βij
∂xj
)
H(f)
)
(5.25)
The above equation clearly splits the source field into the internal and exter-
nal parts of the mass and momentum source field. Comparing Equation 5.25 with
Equation 5.22 shows that the external terms are identical, with the internal terms
of Equation 5.25 being replaced by the surface terms in Equation 5.22 that give an
identical external flow. Hence, those surface terms predict the sound generated by
the internal mass and momentum sources, and neglecting the external terms repre-
sents neglecting any mass and momentum added to the acoustic fluid outside the
surface. As discussed in the derivation of Equation 5.13, it is physically intuitive to
understand aeroacoustic analogies in terms of addition of extra mass and momen-
tum to the acoustic fluid, and hence this new method is a physically intuitive way
of splitting the internal and external source fields.
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Introducing the discontinuity has also led to source terms that depend on µi
and γi. Isolating the external volume terms, the following equation shows that they
reduce to a set of surface terms. In other words, the choice of µi only affects how the
internal and external parts of the source field are split, it does not have an overall
effect on the noise, as already seen in Equation 5.13.
∂
∂t
(
∂γi
∂xi
H
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
∂γi
∂t
H
)
=
(
∂γi
∂xi
∂H
∂t
+
∂2γi
∂t∂xi
H
)
−
(
∂γi
∂t
∂H
∂xi
+
∂2γi
∂xi∂t
H
)
=
∂γi
∂xi
∂H
∂t
− ∂γi
∂t
∂H
∂xi
(5.26)
While the choice of µi does not affect the overall source field, the fact that it
affects the split means that when the external source field is neglected, the choice of
µi does affect the calculated answer. This is clear from the surface terms of Equation
5.22, which only depend on φ and µi. Selecting the definition of these two variables
defines the acoustic fluid being used in the analogy. Hence, density perturbations can
be avoided by setting these variables appropriately, for example φ = p and µi = ρ0ui.
The choice of φ represents what realistic flow property is being analogised as sound,
and the choice of µi represents how momentum is being defined in the acoustic fluid,
which affects how the internal and external parts of the source field are split at the
discontinuity. This is a far simpler and more physically intuitive method of avoiding
density perturbations in surface source terms than the adjusted FW-H methods of
previous work [59, 78].
In summary, this section has derived a new method for incorporating a surface
discontinuity into an aeroacoustic analogy. Its physical interpretation is in keeping
with the principles of an aeroacoustic analogy in that the source terms are split
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based on the extra mass and momentum that need to be added to the acoustic fluid
in order for it to behave like the realistic fluid. It has also been shown that density
perturbations can be avoided in surface source terms with a clearer, simpler physical
interpretation than in previous work.
5.2.2 Comparison with FW-H and Kirchhoff Methods
Having derived the new surface discontinuity method, this section will compare it
with the FW-H and Kirchhoff methods. The generic notation used in this chapter
allows these different methods to be shown to be mathematically identical, with
the only difference being how the internal and external source fields are split. The
physical implications of neglecting the external source terms for each method are
discussed, and it is argued that both the FW-H and Kirchhoff methods neglect
external effects in a less physically intuitive way than the new method.
The standard FW-H equation has already been derived as given in Equation 2.26.
However, it is useful to derive it using the generic notation of this chapter. The
key difference to the derivation of the new method above is that the discontinuity
is applied to the realistic conservation equations defined in Equations 5.1 and 5.2,
rather than their inhomogeneous acoustic equivalents. Because the RHS of these
equations are zero, the external volume source term is zero, hence only surface terms
are required, as given below.
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂mi
∂xi
= ρ′
∂H
∂t
+m′i
∂H
∂xi
(5.27)
∂mi
∂t
+
∂sij
∂xj
= m′i
∂H
∂t
+ s′ij
∂H
∂xj
(5.28)
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Similarly to other analogies, the mi terms are eliminated and a wave equation
assembled, leading to a generic equivalent of the original FW-H equation as below.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ =
∂
∂t
(
ρ′
∂H
∂t
+m′i
∂H
∂xi
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
m′i
∂H
∂t
+ s′ij
∂H
∂xj
)
+
∂2
∂t2
(αH)− ∂
2
∂xi∂xj
(βijH) (5.29)
This equation and the new method defined by Equation 5.22 have both been de-
rived without assumption from the same realistic mass and momentum conservation
equations. Hence they should be mathematically identical. This is not immediately
obvious by comparing the two equations, but the equivalence can be demonstrated
by using Equations 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 to substitute for ρ′, s′ij and m
′
i in the surface
terms of the above equation and expanding the inner derivative of each volume term,
as given below.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ =
∂
∂t
((
φ′
c2
− α′
)
∂H
∂t
+ (µ′i − γ′i)
∂H
∂xi
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
(µ′i − γ′i)
∂H
∂t
+ (φ′δij − βij)∂H
∂xj
)
+
∂
∂t
(
∂α
∂t
H + α′
∂H
∂t
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
∂βij
∂xj
H + β′ij
∂H
∂xj
)
(5.30)
Some terms involving α and βij in the above equation cancel, and the following
identity can be used to replace the terms involving γi, leaving Equation 5.22.
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∂
∂t
(
−γ′i
∂H
∂xi
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
−γ′i
∂H
∂t
)
≡ ∂
∂t
(
∂γi
∂xi
H
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
∂γi
∂t
H
)
(5.31)
At this point, it is important to recall the discussion following Equations 5.11
and 5.12, which argued that the physical interpretation of the source terms of an
aeroacoustic analogy can be looked at from two different perspectives. These two
different perspectives also provide two different ways of interpreting the differences
between the FW-H and new methods.
The first perspective is that the source field should be conceived as the addition
of extra mass and momentum to an acoustic fluid, rather than the imposition of the
underlying extra density and stress fields. The new method was shown to split the
source field in terms of the extra mass and momentum, and hence neglecting the
external half represents ignoring the effects of the mass and momentum added in
the external part of the flow. A similar approach can be used to investigate how
the FW-H method splits the source field. Instead of splitting the RHS of Equations
5.11 and 5.12 in terms of the added mass and momentum, they are split in terms
of the underlying extra density and stress fields and the associated wave equation
constructed, as given below.
1
c2
∂φ
∂t
+
∂µi
∂xi
=
∂
∂t
(αH(−f) + αH(f)) + ∂
∂xi
(γiH(−f) + γiH(f)) (5.32)
∂µi
∂t
+
∂φ
∂xi
=
∂
∂t
(γiH(−f) + γiH(f)) + ∂
∂xj
(βijH(−f) + βijH(f)) (5.33)
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1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ =
∂2
∂t2
(αH(−f))− ∂
2
∂xi∂xj
(βijH(−f))
+
∂2
∂t2
(αH(f))− ∂
2
∂xi∂xj
(βijH(f)) (5.34)
It is clear that the external volume source field of Equation 5.34 is the same as
the equivalent term in Equation 5.29. This demonstrates that the FW-H method
can be understood as splitting the internal and external source fields in terms of the
underlying extra density and stress fields, rather than the extra mass and momentum
sources. As already discussed, this is not physically intuitive as it is difficult to
conceptualise “adding” density and stress to a fluid.
An alternative criticism of the physical interpretation of the FW-H method comes
from the second perspective discussed in the previous section. This perspective
highlighted that the acoustic fluid knows nothing about the physical laws of the
realistic fluid, and hence any source field in the acoustic fluid should be understood
in terms of the acoustic fluid, not the realistic one.
As described in its derivation, the FW-H method applies the discontinuity to the
realistic fluid, not the acoustic one. As a result, the surface source terms represent
the mass and momentum sources required to satisfy conservation in the realistic fluid,
not the acoustic one. Hence, these surface sources have no physical interpretation
in the context of the acoustic fluid. This is made clear by noticing that the surface
terms of the FW-H equation defined in Equation 5.29 are defined entirely in terms
of the properties of the realistic fluid, i.e. ρ, mi and sij. An interesting consequence
of this is that the surface terms are entirely unaffected by what acoustic fluid is
chosen, i.e. they are the same regardless of how φ and µi are defined. This explains
why previous research has struggled to adjust the FW-H equation to avoid density
perturbations.
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Moving on to the Kirchhoff method, its derivation begins by applying the discon-
tinuity directly to the wave equation rather than the underlying mass and momentum
conservation equations. This means all source terms are defined in terms of φ.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ =
1
c2
∂
∂t
(
φ′
∂H
∂t
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
φ′
∂H
∂xi
)
+
1
c2
∂φ
∂t
∂H
∂t
− ∂φ
∂xi
∂H
∂xi
+
(
1
c2
∂2φ
∂t2
− ∂
2φ
∂x2i
)
H (5.35)
Clearly, the first two terms of the above equation are monopole and dipole terms
respectively, and hence can be conceptualised as mass and momentum source terms.
However, the other terms are not so easy to interpret physically, as will be discussed
shortly. Demonstrating that this equation is mathematically equivalent to Equation
5.22 is a little more involved than for the FW-H comparison. The first step is to
substitute for the derivatives of φ using Equations 5.11, 5.12 and 5.13. This leads to
the following equation.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ =
1
c2
∂
∂t
(
φ′
∂H
∂t
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
φ′
∂H
∂xi
)
+
(
∂α
∂t
+
∂γi
∂xi
− ∂µi
∂xi
)
∂H
∂t
−
(
∂γi
∂t
+
∂βij
∂xj
− ∂µi
∂t
)
∂H
∂xi
+
(
∂2α
∂t2
− ∂
2βij
∂xi∂xj
)
H (5.36)
The second step uses the following identity involving µi, which can be easily
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proven by expanding the derivatives on the RHS.
(
∂µi
∂xi
∂H
∂t
)
−
(
∂µi
∂t
∂H
∂xi
)
≡ ∂
∂xi
(
µi
∂H
∂t
)
− ∂
∂t
(
µi
∂H
∂xi
)
(5.37)
This identity can be used to replace the terms involving µi in Equation 5.36 as
below.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ =
1
c2
∂
∂t
(
φ′
∂H
∂t
+ µi
∂H
∂xi
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
µi
∂H
∂t
+ φ′
∂H
∂xi
)
+
(
∂α
∂t
+
∂γi
∂xi
)
∂H
∂t
−
(
∂γi
∂t
+
∂βij
∂xj
)
∂H
∂xi
+
(
∂2α
∂t2
− ∂
2βij
∂xi∂xj
)
H (5.38)
It should be clear that the above equation can be rearranged into Equation 5.22
by noting the following results.
∂α
∂t
∂H
∂t
+
∂2α
∂t2
H =
∂
∂t
(
∂α
∂t
H
)
(5.39)
∂γi
∂xi
∂H
∂t
− ∂γi
∂t
∂H
∂xi
=
∂
∂t
(
∂γi
∂xi
H
)
− ∂
∂xi
(
∂γi
∂t
H
)
(5.40)
∂βij
∂xj
∂H
∂xi
+
∂2βij
∂xi∂xj
H =
∂
∂xi
(
∂βij
∂xj
H
)
(5.41)
This shows that the Kirchhoff method is just a rearrangement of the new method,
and hence also the FW-H method. The split between internal and external source
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fields in the Kirchhoff method can be understood in a similar manner to the other
equations. However, this time it is the source terms of Equation 5.13, rather than
Equations 5.11 and 5.12, that are split into internal and external contributions, as
given below.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φ =
(
∂2α
∂t2
− ∂
2βij
∂xi∂xj
)
H(−f) +
(
∂2α
∂t2
− ∂
2βij
∂xi∂xj
)
H(f) (5.42)
The above equation shows that the Kirchhoff method splits the internal and
external contributions to the source field in terms of fundamental sound sources. By
comparing the Kirchhoff method of Equation 5.38 with the new method of Equation
5.22, it is clear that the difference between the two is whether the middle line of
Equation 5.38 is considered part of the internal (Kirchhoff) or external (new method)
source fields.
Again recalling the first perspective for understanding aeroacoustic analogies,
these terms cannot be conceptualised as mass and momentum sources by them-
selves, they represent the sound generated by the boundary of the external mass and
momentum volume sources. Hence, it is unphysical to assign them to the internal
source field, as this means neither the internal nor external source fields can be con-
ceptualised in terms of mass or momentum. In other words, when the external source
field is neglected, the remaining surface sources do not conserve mass or momentum.
Turning to the second perspective, all the source terms of the Kirchhoff method
are defined by the choice of φ, i.e. the choice of µi makes no difference. This means
that the Kirchhoff method has no concept of a fluid at all as it has no concept of
momentum, and so cannot be understood in terms of an acoustic fluid.
In summary, the new method has been shown to be more physically intuitive
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than the FW-H and Kirchhoff methods from two different perspectives. The first
perspective shows that the new method represents splitting the internal and external
source fields in terms of the physically intuitive addition of mass and momentum,
whereas the FW-H method splits the source field in terms of the physically unintuitive
imposition of extra density and stress fields, and the Kirchhoff method in terms
of fundamental noise sources which are incapable of being conceived as mass and
momentum sources. The second perspective shows that the new method splits its
source terms based on conservation in the acoustic fluid, which is in keeping with
the basic principle of an aeroacoustic analogy, whereas the FW-H method splits its
source terms based on conservation in the realistic fluid, which has no meaning in
the acoustic fluid, and the Kirchhoff equation has no concept of representing a fluid
at all. It is important to emphasise that the three methods have been shown to
have identical overall source fields, with the only difference being how the methods
split the source field between internal and external contributions. This only matters
because the external part is neglected from all methods in realistic applications, and
the objective of this chapter is to understand and mitigate the errors that result from
this neglection.
5.3 Semi-Analytical Test Case
The previous sections have derived a new method for incorporating a surface dis-
continuity into an aeroacoustic analogy and compared it to the FW-H and Kirchhoff
methods. It has been shown that it is easily formulated to avoid density pertur-
bations in the surface source terms, something which is believed to be a significant
source of neglection error, and it has been shown that the new method has a much
clearer physical interpretation than either the FW-H or Kirchhoff methods. All of
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these results are important and give the new method fidelity in terms of it being
clearly understood, but it is critical to investigate which method is least sensitive to
neglection error, i.e. which method is most stable as the extent of the integration
surface is varied.
This section addresses this need by using a semi-analytical flow solution to com-
pare the different methods. It is semi-analytical in that analytical solutions for α,
γi and βij are defined which must then be numerically integrated to get the solu-
tion for φ. Because the source terms are known exactly, there are no input errors,
but discretisation still needs to be handled. It is also important to understand that
these flow solutions cannot be interpreted as realistic fluids, as they will not respect
conservation of energy in the realistic fluid.
In order to investigate the difference between pressure and density analogy ver-
sions of the methods, it is useful to note the following relationship between the source
fields, which is obtained by comparing Equations 5.14 and 5.15 with Equations 5.16
and 5.17. Note that an extra subscript to denote which analogy is being used is
introduced.
αρ = 0 (5.43)
βρ,ij = βp,ij − c2αpδij (5.44)
Hence, defining αp and βp,ij implicitly defines the corresponding αρ and βρ,ij.
A moving surface was desired, and so a body-fixed frame, ηi(xi, t) = xi + vit, was
defined for a constant surface velocity vi. An axisymmetric, harmonic source field
was then defined as below, where ηX and ηR are the axial and radial co-ordinates in
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the body-fixed frame, respectively.
Q1(ηX) = 0.5 (1 + tanh(2piηX)) sech(ηX) (5.45)
Q2(ηR) = sech(2piηR) (5.46)
Q3(t) = sin(ωt) (5.47)
αp = Q1(ηX)Q2(ηR)Q3(t) (5.48)
βp,ij = 0 (5.49)
For simplicity, only the contribution of αp is considered, but it should be noted
that its effect on βρ,ij remains, so both monopole and dipole fields are examined to
some extent. The amplitude of αp, which is Q1(ηx)Q2(ηr), is illustrated in Figure
5.1. Clearly, the Q1 and Q2 components limit the extent of the source field in the
axial and radial directions respectively. Again, it should be emphasised that this
source field is not based on a realistic flow.
The partial source fields resulting from retaining only the internal parts of Equa-
tions 5.25, 5.34 and 5.42 are as defined below. The subscripts K, N and F are used
to denote solutions using the Kirchhoff, new and FW-H surface methods respectively,
and subscripts p and ρ are used to denote solutions using the pressure and density
analogies respectively.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φK,p =
∂2αp
∂t2
H(−f) (5.50)
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Figure 5.1: Magnitude of αp for semi-analytical test case.
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φN,p =
∂
∂t
(
∂αp
∂t
H(−f)
)
(5.51)
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φF,p =
∂2
∂t2
(αpH(−f)) (5.52)
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φK,ρ = c
2∂
2αp
∂x2i
H(−f) (5.53)
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φN,ρ = c
2 ∂
∂xi
(
∂αp
∂xi
H(−f)
)
(5.54)
(
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
− ∂
2
∂x2i
)
φF,ρ = c
2 ∂
2
∂x2i
(αpH(−f)) (5.55)
The equations above can be solved by convolving the source fields with the ap-
propriate Green function. This leads to separate volume integrals for each solution,
with any derivatives encapsulating the step function being initially left out of the
convolution before being “moved” from the observer to the source in a similar man-
ner to the derivation Formulation 1A. The process for deriving each solution is very
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briefly summarised below, with the manipulations required to move derivatives from
source to observer being omitted for the sake of brevity. A slightly different notation
is used in order to allow convective derivatives of source properties to be clearly
distinguished from stationary derivatives, and two kinematic properties are defined
for ease of notation.
D
Dτ
=
∂
∂τ
∣∣∣∣
ηi
(5.56)
K1 = c(Mr −M2) (5.57)
K2 = c(M
2
r −M2) (5.58)
φK,p =
1
4pi
∫
V
[
∂2αp
∂τ2
r(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dV (5.59)
φN,p =
1
4pi
∂
∂t
∫
V
[
∂αp
∂τ
r(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dV (5.60)
=
1
4pi
∫
V
 DDτ
(
∂αp
∂τ
)
r(1−Mr)2 +
∂αp
∂τ
K1
r2(1−Mr)3

g=0
dV (5.61)
φF,p =
1
4pi
∂2
∂t2
∫
V
[
αp
r(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dV (5.62)
=
1
4pi
∫
V
[
D2αp
Dτ2
r(1−Mr)3 +
Dαp
Dτ
(2K1 +K2)
r2(1−Mr)4
+
αpK1(2K1 +K2)
r3(1−Mr)5 +
cαpK2
r3(1−Mr)4
]
g=0
dV (5.63)
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φK,ρ =
1
4pi
∫
V
 c2 ∂2αp∂y2i
r(1−Mr)

g=0
dV (5.64)
φN,ρ =
1
4pi
∂
∂xi
∫
V
[
c2 ∂αp
∂yi
r(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dV (5.65)
=
−1
4pi
∫
V
c DDτ
(
∂αp
∂yi
)
rˆi
r(1−Mr)2 +
c2 ∂αp
∂yi
(rˆi −Mi)
r2(1−Mr)2
+
c∂αp
∂yi
K1rˆi
r2(1−Mr)3
]
g=0
dV (5.66)
φF,ρ =
1
4pi
∂2
∂x2i
∫
V
[
c2αp
r(1−Mr)
]
g=0
dV (5.67)
=
1
4pi
∫
V
[
D2αp
Dτ2
r(1−Mr)3 +
Dαp
Dτ
(2K1 +K2)
r2(1−Mr)4
+
αpK1(2K1 +K2)
r3(1−Mr)5 +
cαpK2
r3(1−Mr)4
]
g=0
dV (5.68)
It is clear that φF,p = φF,ρ, though quite a lot of manipulation is required to get to
this result for φF,ρ. A solver was written to calculate these various different solutions
for an observer moving in the body-fixed frame, with all derivatives of αp being
taken analytically. Because αp was harmonic and all other aspects of the integral
were constant in time, a frequency domain approach was used to propagate the sine
and cosine components individually.
The solver was validated for a source field with a forward Mach number of -0.5
(i.e. moving in the negative axial direction), speed of sound 340 m s−1, a frequency
of 600 rad s−1 and an observer 20 m away from the body fixed origin at a range of
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Figure 5.2: Variation of φ with directivity for XD = 6.
directivities. The integration region was cylindrical, with the upstream end of the
volume located at ηX = −2m and the location of the downstream end, denoted XD,
being varied. The radial limit of the volume was ηR = 2m. The discretisation of the
volume was checked to make sure errors were negligible.
Figures 5.3 and 5.2 show the variation of the calculated noise with directivity for
the different methods and analogies for two different values of XD. The fact that all
six methods match closely for XD = 6, i.e. when the external source field is negligible,
confirms that the solver is correctly evaluating the various volume integrals defined
above. However, it is clear from the results for XD = 1 that when a significant part
of the source field is outside the surface discontinuity and is neglected, the different
methods can give very different answers.
In order to more directly investigate the stability of different methods to neglec-
tion errors, Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 show the variation of φ with XD for an axially
upstream, perpendicular and axially downstream observer respectively. Clearly, the
directivity of the observer has a strong effect on the stability of the different methods,
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Figure 5.3: Variation of φ with directivity for XD = 1.
as is expected from previous work. However, the results also show that directivity
affects the relative stability of the different methods, with either the Kirchhoff or
FW-H methods being the most unstable and the new method being somewhere in
between. This is an important new contribution of this thesis, as it raises the possi-
bility of one method being more appropriate than another at different directivities.
The results for the upstream observer show the largest instabilities, as well as
the largest variation between different methods. The FW-H method is the most
unstable, followed by the other methods using a pressure analogy. Surprisingly,
it is the Kirchhoff with density analogy method that is the most stable, almost
completely eliminating the large oscillations which have affected the other signals.
The perpendicular observer has the best correlation between the different methods,
though again the FW-H method has the largest fluctuations. At the downstream
observer it is a little harder to pick the best method. The Kirchhoff and new methods
with a density analogy are quick to approach the correct answer, but are rather more
unstable than their pressure analogy equivalents and the FW-H method.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of different analogies and surface methods for an upstream
observer location.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of different analogies and surface methods for a perpendic-
ular observer location.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of different analogies and surface methods for a downstream
observer location.
In order to better visualise the relative stability of the different methods as a
function of directivity and downstream surface location, Figure 5.7 shows a set of
contour plots. The above observations are clearly supported, in particular that it is
actually the density analogy methods that most effectively mitigate the instabilities
at upstream directivities seen for the FW-H method. This would appear to outweigh
the increased “twitchiness” off the density analogy methods at downstream directiv-
ities, as these appear to be small in comparison to the improvements at upstream
directivities.
The superiority of the density analogy methods is contradictory to the motivation
for the work in this chapter, namely that eliminating density perturbations can give
a stability benefit. It is important to reiterate that the source field these results are
based on is not physically meaningful, and hence it is vital that these methods are
tested on a more realistic test case. It has, however, demonstrated that neglection
errors can vary significantly for a given test case depending on which aeroacoustic
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directivity and downstream integration limit.
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analogy and which surface discontinuity method are used. This underlines the im-
portance of neglection errors and hence the relevance of the work presented in this
chapter in deriving and understanding the new surface discontinuity method and
how it compares to the FW-H and Kirchhoff methods.
5.4 Summary
The fourth objective of this thesis is to find new methods for defining aeroacoustic
analogies that help to mitigate neglection errors while retaining a clear physical inter-
pretation. This chapter has addressed this objective by deriving a generic version of
an aeroacoustic analogy. This generic notation has demonstrated two different ways
of understanding the physical interpretation of the source field in an aeroacoustic
analogy. Firstly, the source field should be thought of in terms of addition of mass
and momentum, rather than imposition of density and stress. Secondly, any source
field should be understood in terms of its relationship to the acoustic fluid, not the
realistic one.
With these perspectives in mind, a new method for introducing a surface discon-
tinuity into an aeroacoustic analogy has been developed. The key difference to other
methods is that the source field is split in terms of the mass and momentum added
to the acoustic fluid, and hence neglecting the external part of this field has a clear
physical interpretation in terms of ignoring addition of mass and momentum to the
acoustic fluid outside the surface, which is in keeping with the above perspectives. It
has also been shown that the new method allows density perturbations in the surface
sources to be easily avoided by choosing appropriate definitions of the acoustic flow
properties, meaning that this is also achieved with a clear physical understanding of
what avoiding density perturbations represents.
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The new method has been compared to the FW-H and Kirchhoff methods, and all
three have been shown to be mathematically identical when no terms are neglected.
However, all three have been shown to split the internal and external source fields
differently. The FW-H method has been shown to split the source field in terms of the
imposition of extra density and stress fields, and that the resulting surface sources
only have a physical interpretation in the realistic flow, not the acoustic one. The
Kirchhoff method has been shown to split the source field in terms of fundamental
sound sources, not mass and momentum addition. It has also been shown that
the source field cannot be interpreted in terms of an acoustic fluid. This means that
both the FW-H and the Kirchhoff methods are inconsistent with the two fundamental
perspectives and the new method is therefore considered more physically intuitive.
Finally, a semi-analytical flow solution has been used to investigate the relative
stability of the different methods with downstream surface placement. Interestingly,
it has been seen that the relative stability of the methods depends on observer direc-
tivity, which appears to be a new result of this thesis. The results also seem to favour
the Kirchhoff method and the density analogy, both of which are surprising and con-
tradictory to the motivation of this chapter. Because the source field is unphysical,
it is difficult to draw any further conclusions from the results, but they demonstrate
the importance of neglection errors and the potential of the new surface discontinuity
method to provide a viable alternative to the FW-H and Kirchhoff methods. It is
imperative that these different methods are applied to a more realistic test case, in
order to understand how valid the results from the semi-analytical test case are.
The generic notation used in this chapter, the clear way in which this demon-
strates the split between realistic and acoustic fluids, the two perspectives highlighted
as key to understanding aeroacoustic analogies, the new method of introducing a sur-
face discontinuity, the comparisons of and resulting insight into the new, FW-H and
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Kirchhoff methods and the use of the semi-analytical flow solution to investigate
them are all new contributions provided by this thesis.
Chapter 6
Demonstration On Realistic Test
Case
This thesis has presented novel work aimed at mitigating discretisation and neglection
errors in FW-H solvers. The final objective of this thesis is to demonstrate the
importance and validity of this work on a realistic open rotor test case. This chapter
addresses this objective using the Rolls Royce Z-08 open rotor design presented in
Chapter 2. Provided the test case can be considered representative of an open rotor
in general, it can be used to compare different methods, which is the purpose of this
chapter.
The chapter begins with a more detailed discussion of the Z-08 test case, including
some brief examination of the available CFD flow solution. An important problem
with the available CFD is identified, namely that it is not periodic in time in the
rotating frame, which necessitates an unphysical “fix” that is a good compromise
between altering the input flow as little as possible and overcoming the troublesome
effect of non-periodicity. This adjusted flow solution is then used to calculate some
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Variable Description Value Units
MX Forward Mach number 0.218 -
RF Front rotor tip radius 0.305 m
RR Rear rotor tip radius 0.2509 m
NF Number of blades on front row 12 -
NR Number of blades on rear row 9 -
JF Front rotor advance ratio 1.09 -
JR Rear rotor advance ratio 1.52 -
Table 6.1: Key characteristics of Z-08 test case.
initial results that demonstrate that the test case is representative of an open rotor.
Discretisation errors are examined in a simple method study that compares results
for the “industry standard” and “best practice” methodologies from Chapter 4 using
two different flow solution time steps. Finally, neglection errors are examined by
comparing the new source term formulations derived in Chapter 5 with the original
FW-H terms for a range of directivities and downstream integration limits.
6.1 Test Case
As described in Chapter 2, the test case chosen for this thesis is an uninstalled run
of the Rolls Royce “Z-08” design, which is itself a descendant of the previous “Rig-
140” [50] and “Rig-145” [68] designs. The CFD flow solution for the test case was
kindly provided by Sohoni [76, 77]. While the full operating point of the test case
is not in the public domain, some parameters are given in Table 6.1. These can
be compared with those of Table 4.2 to show that the analytical test case used in
examining different solver methodologies was representative of a realistic open rotor.
A basic illustration of the CFD domain is given in Figure 6.1. The mesh con-
tained two sliding planes to account for the counter-rotation of the blades. A key
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Figure 6.1: Illustration of CFD domain reproduced from Sohoni [77], showing sliding
planes and boundary conditions.
motivation in the development of the CFD methodology was the accurate propa-
gation of the front rotor wakes across the sliding plane between the blade rows, in
order to accurately calculate its interaction with the rear rotors and the resulting
interaction noise. The entropy contours across the sliding plane given in Figure 6.2
show no obvious discontinuity at the sliding plane, and it appears that the wakes
are being propagated well. Sohoni defined a metric for measuring the quality of
this propagation, K, which is defined as the ratio of the strength of a given wake
harmonic just downstream of the sliding plane to just upstream of it. This metric is
compared for the “fine” mesh used in Figure 6.2 and a “coarse” mesh in Figure 6.3.
It is clear that the fine mesh is significantly better at preserving the wakes across the
sliding plane, and this impressive result should not be underestimated.
In order to examine the effect of different integration surface placements on the
calculation, several different downstream cut planes were extracted. The positions
and naming convention for these cuts are plotted in Figure 6.4 and the locations of
each cut are defined in Table 6.2.
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Figure 6.2: Entropy contours across inter-row sliding plane and wake comparison
locations, reproduced from Sohoni [77].
Name Type Location
U1 Upstream Axial x/RF = −0.213
D1 Downstream Axial x/RF = 0.807
D2 Downstream Axial x/RF = 0.925
D3 Downstream Axial x/RF = 1.044
D4 Downstream Axial x/RF = 1.163
D5 Downstream Axial x/RF = 1.282
R1 Radial r/RF = 1.013
Table 6.2: Cut plane locations for Z-08 test case.
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Figure 6.3: Plot of wake harmonic propagation quality across the inter-row sliding
plane for two different mesh resolutions, reproduced from Sohoni [77].
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Figure 6.4: Plot of cut plane locations and names, as well as Z-08 geometry notation.
The Turbostream flow solution was converted using fwh ts2fwh as described in
Chapter 3. In order to check that this conversion was correct, and to assess the
validity of the underlying CFD, some basic checks of the flow solution were made.
Contours of the pressure perturbation and entropy on D1 for t = 0 are plotted
in Figures 6.5 and 6.6. This clearly shows that the pressure field is dominated
by the rear tip vortices, where as the entropy plot highlights more flow features,
including the front tip vortices, both sets of wakes and the hub interaction. To give
an impression of the acoustic source field, contour plots of Q and the magnitude of
Fi are given in Figures 6.7 and 6.8.
All four contour plots highlight a mesh line and two points on the line, A and B,
which will be used for further analysis below. Point A is close to one of the rear tip
vortices, while point B is at a midspan location. The mesh line also cuts across the
rear wake and hence is considered a reasonably onerous choice in terms of flow field
complexity.
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Figure 6.5: Contour plot of pressure perturbation on D1 cut plane, as well as mesh
line and point sample locations.
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Figure 6.6: Contour plot of entropy on D1 cut plane, as well as mesh line and point
sample locations.
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Figure 6.7: Contour plot of Q on D1 cut plane, as well as mesh line and point sample
locations.
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Figure 6.8: Contour plot of F on D1 cut plane, as well as mesh line and point sample
locations.
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Figure 6.9: Radial plot of stagnation pressure on U1 and D1 cut planes.
The radial variation of stagnation pressure for the mesh line is compared with
the equivalent for a mesh line on the U1 plane in Figure 6.9. This demonstrates that
the stagnation pressure boundary condition is being maintained on the U1 plane,
with the exception of the hub boundary layer, and that the stagnation pressure on
D1 quickly returns to this value in the freestream. The “wiggles” in the D1 profile
are due to the mesh line cutting across a wake, as discussed above.
A similar plot to judge the acoustic linearity of the flow on the upstream and
downstream planes is given in Figure 6.10 by plotting p′ − c2ρ′ for the same mesh
line. It is clear that the upstream plane satisfies the p′ = c2ρ′ condition everywhere
except in the hub boundary layer, as would be expected, while the downstream plane
only linearises in the freestream.
Thus far, only a single time step of the input CFD solution has been investigated.
While the results are encouraging as they appear to respect the boundary conditions
and give plausible acoustic source fields, it is important to examine the time history
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Figure 6.10: Radial plot of p′ − c2ρ′ on U1 and D1 cut planes.
of the flow solution and confirm that it is sufficiently well converged. This uncovers
a problem with the periodicity of the flow solution that is examined in the next
section.
6.2 Periodicity Problem
As has already been discussed in Chapter 2, the uninstalled nature of the test case
means that the flow solution is expected to be periodic in the rotating reference
frames for each blade row. The expected periodicity is given by Equation 2.71, but
is repeated below for clarity (note that NHCF = 3 due to the blade numbers).
TP =
2pi
3(ΩF + ΩR)
(6.1)
The CFD flow solution covered a time history of 2TP , with a time step of ∆t =
TP/667, i.e. 1334 steps in total, and hence the time history should repeat itself twice.
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Figure 6.11: Plot of Q for points A and B on the D1 cut.
This periodicity in time needed to be taken advantage of in order to generate a time
history in the non-rotating frame that was long enough to accurately resolve the
frequency content. Hence the flow solution needed to be extrapolated past t = 2TP
(it was found that 8TP was sufficient), requiring the solution to “wrap around” to
the t = 0 point. The resulting time histories of the acoustic source term Q for points
A and B from the previous section are plotted in Figure 6.11. It is clear that there
is a large discontinuity in the time history for point B, and though point A seems
much more periodic there is in fact a very small discontinuity there as well. These
discontinuities led to large spikes in time derivatives, as shown in Figure 6.12.
This step discontinuity between the start and end of the time history was a
significant problem for the proposed solver methodology. When the flow solution
was interpolated as is, large discontinuities were created in the interpolated flow
solution at integer multiples of 2TP . These were seen as extremely loud noise sources
by the FW-H solvers and the resulting errors polluted the entire frequency content.
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Figure 6.12: Plot of Q˙ for points A and B on the D1 cut.
In an ideal world, the available CFD would be perfectly converged and this prob-
lem could be entirely avoided. However, this is not a realistic solution, as all CFD
inevitably has some imperfections. A more practical solution could be to extract
a longer time history from the CFD, but this was not available to this author and
would also require significantly longer CFD run times. Hence, the decision was taken
to attempt to extract the periodic content from the flow solution and discard the
non-periodic content causing the issues.
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the signal for point B around t = TP and t = 2TP ,
as well as the equivalent for two different methods of filtering. The first method
was to simply perform LSSA on the signal with only the harmonics of the periodic
frequency, 2pi/TP , as input. Unfortunately it is clear from the plots that this only
succeeded in splitting the discontinuity into two smaller discontinuities at t = TP
and t = 2TP .
The second method adjusted the time history to remove the step discontinuity
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Figure 6.13: Plot of Q for point B compared to the results of the two filtering
methods.
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Figure 6.14: Plot of Q˙ for point B compared to the results of the two filtering
methods.
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before the LSSA was calculated. The adjustment was as defined below, and corre-
sponded to removing a sawtooth wave of the correct magnitude from the signal. It
is clear from Figures 6.13 and 6.14 that this has eliminated the discontinuity and
guaranteed a smooth, periodic signal for interpolation.
ψnew(t) = ψold(t) +
t
2T0
(ψold(2T0)− ψold(0)) (6.2)
In order to understand the effect of this adjusted method on the frequency con-
tent, the FFTs of the three signals are given in Figure 6.15. It is clear that the
effect of the original LSSA method is to remove the odd harmonics from the origi-
nal FFT, while perfectly preserving the even tones, which are the tones which are
periodic across TP . While this forces the filtered signal to be periodic across TP , the
remaining tones are the same as for the FFT of a signal of length TP , and hence dis-
continuities can exist in the result, and the LSSA has included some in order to get
the best fit to the original signal. By removing the sawtooth content, the adjusted
method prevents the LSSA from introducing the discontinuity, but also changes the
periodic frequency content retained from the original signal.
Figure 6.16 shows the residual signal for each filtering method and the difference
between the two. It is clear that this difference is a perfect square wave, i.e. the
two methods remove the same non-periodic content except that the original method
also removes a square wave of content that leads to the splitting of the original
discontinuity between t = TP and T = 2TP . The reason that the difference is
a perfect square wave is that the difference in input to the LSSA is a sawtooth
wave, hence the difference in residuals is the odd harmonics of a sawtooth wave’s
FFT, which can be shown to be a square wave of half the magnitude of the original
sawtooth.
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Figure 6.15: Frequency domain comparison of the original signal to the two filtering
methods.
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of the residual signals for the two filtering methods.
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In summary, the provided CFD had small discontinuities between the start and
end of the time history, despite being expected to be periodic. Because the required
time history in the non-rotating flow solution needed to take advantage of this peri-
odicity, these discontinuities needed to be dealt with to avoid significant errors in the
calculated noise. By subtracting a sawtooth wave from the input time histories and
then filtering for periodic content using LSSA, a flow solution was generated that
was both smooth and precisely periodic, while having as similar a frequency content
as possible to the original flow. It is important to recognise that this filtering is un-
physical and will introduce input errors. However, these errors are small compared
to those caused by retaining the discontinuities, and hence have to be accepted. An
important area of future work is to investigate this problem further.
6.3 Surface Interpolation
Having developed a flow solution that was suitable for interpolation, the next decision
was what spatial resolution to set on the non-rotating surface. The datum test case
of Chapter 4 achieved reasonable results for Nλ ≈ 50 and NT ≈ 60 based on the rear
rotor alone tone, but the resolution of the CFD flow solution was much higher, at
Nλ ≈ 180 and NT ≈ 480. Because this value of Nλ was skewed by the coarser mesh
further from the blades, it was decided to aim for Nλ ≈ 280. The resulting values of
Nλ and NT based on different tones are given in Table 6.3.
It is clear from these values that the (2,2) tone is quite close to the Nλ ≈ 50
limit. As will be seen shortly, the frequency content of the realistic case is more
complex than the test case used in Chapter 4, and hence it was considered unlikely
that tones above this frequency will be accurately predicted. Being able to assess
the likely accuracy of a given mesh could be extremely useful when designing CFD
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Tone Nλ NT
(0,1) 277.7 478.7
(1,0) 180.6 311.3
(1,1) 109.4 188.7
(1,2) 78.5 135.3
(2,1) 68.1 117.5
(1,3) 61.2 105.5
(2,2) 54.7 94.3
Table 6.3: Resolution parameters based on different tones.
runs for use with an FW-H solver, and is an example of the power of analytical flow
solutions in supporting such work.
The resulting interpolated flow solution at t = 2.25TP is compared with the
original flow solution at t = 0.25TP in Figures 6.17 and 6.18. Also plotted is a
constant radius line, and the solution along this line is compared in Figure 6.19.
Clearly, the results are excellent and demonstrate that the flow solution has been
correctly interpolated to the non-rotating frame, and that the calculation of the flow
solution outside of the original time history has been handled correctly.
6.4 Initial Results
An initial set of results using this interpolated flow solution was obtained using the
industry standard methodology from Chapter 4, i.e. the observer dominant solver
fwh ret was used with integral averaging and the time domain flow solution. The
resulting time and frequency domain content for an observer at L = 10m and θ =
pi/2rad using the D1 downstream cut are plotted in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. The time
domain plot shows that the interpolated signal is not periodic and demonstrates the
need to interpolate a long time history from the original rotating flow solution.
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Figure 6.17: Q on D1 downstream cut in original flow solution at t = 0.25T0.
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Figure 6.18: Q on D1 downstream cut in interpolated flow solution at t = 2.25T0.
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Figure 6.19: Q on D1 downstream cut in the original and interpolated flow solutions.
The frequency domain plot shows the FFT of the calculated signal and the asso-
ciated LSSA and residual FFT, with the loudest tones labelled for clarity. The LSSA
used 80 tones constructed from the first 9 and 12 front and rear rotor alone tones
respectively, the first three positive interaction tones of each of these rotor alone
tones (i.e. adding multiples of the other row’s blade passing frequency), the first
two harmonics of the rotating frame periodicity frequency (i.e. 2pi/TP and 4pi/TP ),
and the (1,-1), (2,-2) and (-1,2) negative interaction tones. The remaining residual
content was found to be primarily made up of other negative interaction tones, but
including them in the results would have required a significantly longer interpolated
flow solution and had a negligible effect on the louder tones that are further investi-
gated in this chapter. However, it is important to acknowledge that the residuals are
significantly louder than those seen for the analytical test cases of Chapter 4. This
means that frequency content is being missed by the LSSA and this is an important
area for future work.
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Figure 6.20: Time domain plot of initial results for the (U1,R1,D1) surface.
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Figure 6.21: Frequency domain plot of initial results for the (U1,R1,D1) surface.
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Figure 6.22: Directivity plot of initial results for the (U1,R1,D1) surface and industry
standard methodology.
The variation of the (1,0), (0,1) and (1,1) tones with directivity is plotted in
Figure 6.22. As expected, the rotor alone tones are only significant at close to per-
pendicular directivities, while the interaction tone is present at a much wider range
of directivities. This is excellent validation that the right physics is being represented
in the solutions, making them useful for studying the method improvements from
previous chapters.
The same plot is presented for results based on the best practice methodology in
Figure 6.23. The trends of the tones are clearly very similar, though at close to axial
directivities the instability in the rotor alone tones is slightly different. This confirms
that the best practice methodology also produces plausible results, but that there
are noticeable differences between the methodologies which need to be investigated.
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Figure 6.23: Directivity plot of initial results for the (U1,R1,D1) surface and best
case methodology.
6.5 Discretisation Errors
Having developed a best practice methodology that significantly reduces discretisa-
tion errors compared to an industry standard methodology in Chapter 4, this section
presents a simple demonstration that this superiority is also present for a realistic
open rotor test case. As discussed in Chapter 4, it is expected that a key benefit of
the best practice methodology is that it can be used with much longer time steps than
methods based on a time domain flow solution, while still giving accurate results. In
order to demonstrate this with the realistic test case of this chapter, a second set of
interpolated flow solutions that only used every eighth time step of the original CFD
flow solution (i.e. reduced the values of NT given in Table 6.3 by a factor of eight)
was calculated, and the corresponding results for both methodologies was compared
with those for the original time step.
The best practice runs used the same frequency components in the LSSA as
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Figure 6.24: Variation of the (1,0) interaction tone for different solver methodologies
and time steps.
Figure 6.21. The resulting variation of the (1,0) and (3,3) tones with downstream
surface placement for each methodology/time step combination are given in Figures
6.24 and 6.25. Clearly, the results for the (1,0) tone are very consistent the different
time steps for each solver, with the maximum variation across the different cases for
a given downstream integration limit being about 1 dB. This is to be expected as
the resolution of this tone is still quite high for the longer time step case.
However, the (3,3) tone is significantly less well resolved, leading to much larger
differences both between the solvers and between the time steps. The differences
between the solvers underlines how important discretisation errors are in realistic
test cases, as the solution varies by up to 15 dB between the two solvers. The
industry standard methodology varies by up to 10 dB for the two different time steps,
whereas the best practice methodology only varies by up to about 3 dB. This clearly
demonstrates the superiority of the best practice methodology in terms of its ability
to handle significantly longer time steps than an industry standard methodology.
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Figure 6.25: Variation of the (3,3) interaction tone for different solver methodologies
and time steps.
In summary, it has been clearly demonstrated that different solver methodologies
can have a large effect on the calculated noise, demonstrating the importance of
selecting a solver that is well suited to the given problem and ensuring that discreti-
sation errors are mitigated as much as possible. The superiority of the best practice
methodology has been demonstrated in terms of its ability to handle longer time
steps than the industry standard methodology.
6.6 Neglection Errors
It was seen in Chapter 5 that observer directivity had a significant effect on the
relative stability of the different methods as downstream surface location was varied
for a semi-analytical flow solution. A more surprising result was that the density
analogy appeared to give better stability than the pressure analogy, demonstrating a
need for investigating whether this was also seen in a realistic test case. This section
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uses the best practice methodology and the short time step flow solution to demon-
strate the importance of neglection errors in realistic test cases, and the usefulness
of the work presented in Chapter 5 in mitigating these errors. Unfortunately, the
Kirchhoff method could not be tested as its source terms contain spatial derivatives
of flow properties, which were not given in the available CFD. However, the FW-H
method and the new method using both pressure and density analogies could all be
calculated and compared.
A similar study to that for the semi-analytical case was performed for the realistic
test case, and the results for the (1,2) interaction tone at three different observer
locations are presented in Figure 6.26. As for the semi-analytical flow solution, it
is clear that the largest instabilities are seen at upstream observer locations, where
predictions varied by up to 15 dB. Conversely, the downstream observer is the most
stable, with predictions only varying by about 3 dB.
Moving on to comparing the different surface discontinuity methods, it is clear
that the three methods are roughly similar in terms of stability for the downstream
observer, and that the FW-H and new with pressure analogy methods are correlated,
with the new with density analogy method following a different trend. For the
perpendicular observer, the two new methods correlate very closely, with the FW-H
method showing a slightly more extreme, less stable trend. Finally, the upstream
observer clearly shows the new with pressure analogy method to be the most stable,
as it varies by about 5 dB while the FW-H method varies by 10 dB and the new with
density analogy method varies by 13 dB. This is a clear demonstration that density
perturbations introduce significant instability to FW-H solvers, and that the new
with pressure analogy method can, as intended, provide significant stability benefits
compared to the FW-H method.
The above observations are all consistent with the results for the semi-analytical
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Figure 6.26: Variation of the (1,2) interaction tone for different source constructions
at a) θ = pi/10, b) θ = pi/2 and c) θ = 9pi/10.
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case (see Figures 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6) except for the instability of the new with density
analogy method at the upstream observer. For the semi-analytical case, this method
was significantly more stable than both the FW-H and new with pressure analogy
methods, and this was the key surprising result of Chapter 5. The fact that the
results for the realistic test case so clearly contradict this result while much of the
rest of the results are very consistent suggests that the semi-analytical case captures
much of the physics of a realistic case, but is missing something fundamental to the
instability caused by density perturbations. Remembering that many simplifications
were made to the acoustic source field in the semi-analytical case (e.g. setting αp = 0),
it is possible that a different semi-analytical test case could be constructed that would
more accurately represent a realistic test case. This is an important area for future
work.
In summary, it has been shown that neglection errors are significant in a realistic
open rotor test case, justifying the motivation for the work in Chapter 5. As ex-
pected from previous research, it has been confirmed that density perturbations can
introduce significant instabilities in FW-H solvers, and that the new with pressure
analogy method can significantly mitigate these instabilities. The surprising result
from the semi-analytical test case of Chapter 5 that seemed to favour density analogy
methods has been contradicted in the realistic test case, but many other aspects of
the two sets of results were shown to be consistent. This suggests that the basic
approach of the semi-analytical test case has merit, but that the particular source
field needs to be made more realistic in order to better represent the physics of the
problem.
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6.7 Summary
As per the fifth and final objective of this thesis, this chapter has demonstrated the
importance of the method improvements to conventional FW-H solvers developed
in the previous chapters on a realistic open rotor test case. A significant problem
with the periodicity of the available CFD was encountered and mitigated by using a
simple but unphysical adjustment of the signals that removed large steps across the
ends of the available time history. The initial results were shown to be representative
of an open rotor, and hence the test case was confirmed to be useful in assessing the
method improvements.
A simple method study examining the effect of increasing the time step in the
interpolated flow solution was conducted to confirm a key point from Chapter 4,
namely that using a frequency domain flow solution allowed significantly larger time
steps to be used without detrimental effect on the accuracy. The fact that the results
for the two different methods differed so much clearly demonstrated the importance
of discretisation errors in realistic open rotor test cases. It was shown that higher
frequency tones were affected exactly as expected, and that the best practice method-
ology did indeed handle the longer time steps significantly better than the industry
standard methodology.
In addition, the new method of including a surface discontinuity into an aeroa-
coustic analogy that was developed in Chapter 5 was compared with the normal
FW-H terms for both a pressure and a density analogy by varying the downstream
extent of the integration surface. This demonstrated three important aspects of the
work in Chapter 5. Firstly, it was seen that the new method using the pressure anal-
ogy gave the most stable predictions of the three methods, and that the new with
density analogy was the least stable. This confirms that it is possible to mitigate
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neglection errors by avoiding density perturbations in aeroacoustic analogies while
maintaining a clear physical interpretation. Secondly, it was also confirmed that
observer directivity greatly affects both the absolute and relative stability of the dif-
ferent methods, with upstream observers being the most unstable and hence onerous.
Finally, it was seen that much of the behaviour of the different methods had been
accurately predicted by the semi-analytical test case, with the important exception
that the instability of density perturbations had not been seen in the semi-analytical
case. This suggests that the semi-analytical case could be refined to better represent
a realistic source field and then be used for further investigation of neglection errors.
The large differences seen between different solver methodologies and source term
constructions has confirmed that discretisation and neglection errors need to be very
carefully managed in FW-H solvers, and that it is not sufficient to simply concentrate
on the accuracy of the input CFD solution. The benefits in mitigating these errors
provided by the best practice methodology and the new with pressure analogy source
terms clearly demonstrate the value of the work presented in this thesis. Hence, the
final objective of this thesis has been satisfied.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Further Work
This chapter summarises the main results and contributions provided by this thesis,
and identifies important areas for future work. This thesis has presented relatively
separate pieces of work in understanding and mitigating both discretisation and
neglection errors in FW-H solvers, and hence this chapter is divided along the same
lines.
7.1 Discretisation Errors
7.1.1 Conclusions
The first objective of the thesis was to define the sources of discretisation error
and the phenomena which affected them. This led to the definition of geometric,
observer and flow resolution, and the associated metrics NP , NL, Nλ and NT used to
parametrise each error source. In addition, surface motion was shown to significantly
affect the sensitivity of a solution to discretisation error.
The second objective of this thesis was to define a standard process by which
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dimensional analysis could be used to investigate discretisation errors. Two different
types of study were identified and it was shown that the dimensional analysis needs
to be performed subtly differently in each case.
The third objective of the thesis was to use the above process to develop a “best
practice” methodology that minimises discretisation errors as much as possible. An
analytical test case consisting of two rows of counter-rotating acoustic monopole
sources was developed and shown to be representative of an open rotor, with ro-
tor alone tones vanishing at axial directivities and interaction tones present at all
directivities.
A method study was performed using the above test case that began with a solver
methodology that represented a current industry standard. This was gradually im-
proved upon until arriving at a best practice methodology that reduced discretisation
errors by over 90%.
The fifth objective of the thesis was to demonstrate any method improvements on
a realistic open rotor test case. For the above work, this was achieved by comparing
the industry standard and best practice methodology results using two CFD flow
solutions for a modern open rotor design: one using every step and one using every
eighth step of the CFD.
Differences between the two methodologies were up to 15 dB depending on surface
location and the tone compared, but were less than 5 dB in most cases. This shows
that discretisation is a significant effect in realistic test cases, justifying the work
done in this thesis to understand and mitigate them. The variation of time step
produced believable results, with low frequency tones being less affected than higher
frequency ones. The best practice methodology was noticeably more stable as time
step was varied than the industry standard, giving good confidence that the best
practice methodology represents a significant improvement. However, more detailed
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investigation of the methodologies is required to confirm this finding.
7.1.2 Future Work
Beginning with opportunities to improve the presented work, there are three key
concerns which this author wishes to raise. All three relate to the application of the
work of Chapter 4 to the realistic open rotor test cases in Chapter 6.
Firstly, a detailed method study was undertaken in order to select the best prac-
tice methodology, but no formal problem study was conducted in order to decide the
resolution of the interpolated surface for the realistic test case. The analytical open
rotor test case should be used in a problem study to calculate a plot similar to Figure
4.4. It should then be used to assess what limits the resolution of the available CFD
places on the frequencies that can be accurately predicted.
Secondly, the selection of the best practice solver methodology was based entirely
on the results of an analytical test case. This is a simplification compared to the
more realistic/complex CFD test cases actually used and could mean important
effects have been ignored. In particular, the LSSA was found to be significantly
more accurate at representing the analytical flow solution than the realistic one.
Hence the findings of this study should be confirmed with a realistic test case. A
high resolution CFD solution should be used in order to eliminate input errors as
much as possible, and this flow solution should then be coarsened and refined to
perform a method study similar to the one given in this thesis.
Finally, it must be acknowledged that there has been no careful coupling of
the FW-H solver and input CFD methodology, i.e. the input errors have not been
investigated. In particular, the noise results have not been validated against any
other data, so it is difficult to know whether the results are accurate or not. The
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results should be compared to experimental data, as this will improve the fidelity
of the solvers. It should be noted that it would not be expected to change the
conclusions of this thesis, as they are based on the variation of prediction across
different methods, rather than the accuracy of one specific method.
Moving onto potential extensions of the work, there is huge scope for applying this
work to other areas. The general approach is agnostic to the type of solver being used
and the underlying problem of interest, and hence can theoretically be applied to all
of them. In terms of other solvers that could be examined, different formulations of
solution such as Farassat’s Formulation 1 or collapsing sphere formulations could be
tested, as could the Kirchhoff method, and other interpolation methods or numerical
schemes. In terms of applying it to different problems of interest, there are many
other aspects of open rotors that are of interest, such as noise at cruise, broadband
noise and installation effects, and many other technologies that FW-H solvers are
used for, such as helicopters and wind turbines.
7.2 Neglection Errors
7.2.1 Conclusions
By using a novel generic notation that is agnostic of the form of both the realistic and
acoustic conservation equations, a generic aeroacoustic analogy has been derived of
which Lighthill’s so-called “density” analogy and Morfey’s similar “pressure” analogy
are specific versions.
It was shown that the source terms in the acoustic fluid could be understood
from two different physical perspectives. The first perspective is that the source
field should be understood in terms of addition of mass and momentum, rather than
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density and stress or other source fields. The second perspective is that the acoustic
fluid has no concept of what the realistic fluid is, and hence the source field should
be understood in the context of the acoustic fluid, not the realistic one.
With these perspectives in mind, a new surface discontinuity method was derived.
The source field was shown to be split in terms of the mass and momentum sources
required in the acoustic fluid. Hence, neglecting the external part of the source
field represents neglecting the addition of mass and momentum to the acoustic fluid
outside the surface. This is a clear physical interpretation that is in keeping with
the above perspectives, and hence it is concluded that this method is the way of
introducing a surface discontinuity that is most in keeping with the basic principles
of an aeroacoustic analogy.
The generic notation allowed the new method to be directly compared to the
FW-H and Kirchhoff methods in a novel manner. All three were shown to have the
same overall source field, and only differed in how that source field was split at the
discontinuity. It was shown that only the new method applied the discontinuity in a
physically meaningful manner with respect to the above perspectives.
It was shown that avoiding density perturbations in the new method is simply a
case of selecting an appropriate acoustic fluid to base the aeroacoustic analogy on.
Hence, the new method appears to not only be the most physically intuitive way
of introducing a surface discontinuity, but also of formulating that discontinuity to
mitigate neglection errors.
In order to confirm whether the new surface discontinuity method provided any
benefit compared to either the FW-H or Kirchhoff methods, a semi-analytical flow
solution (where the mass and momentum source fields were analytically defined but
the resulting solution needed to be numerically integrated) was used.
The contour plots of Figure 5.7 clearly show that the FW-H method suffers from
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significant instabilities at upstream directivities that are mitigated somewhat by the
new method and almost entirely eliminated by the Kirchhoff method. The reverse
is true for downstream directivities, but this effect is less significant than for the
upstream cases. Surprisingly, the density analogy methods seem to be more stable
for the new and Kirchhoff methods than their pressure analogy counterparts. This
underlines the importance of demonstrating the different methods on a realistic test
case. Nevertheless, the test case has clearly demonstrated that the new method
can mitigate these errors compared to the FW-H method while providing a superior
physical basis for the source field.
In order to demonstrate the new method on the realistic test case of Chapter 6,
the FW-H, new with pressure analogy and new with density analogy methods were
applied to five different downstream surface locations and three observers. In some
cases, the neglection errors were found to cause over 10 dB of oscillation as surface
extent was varied, confirming that this is an important effect in realistic cases and
hence justifying the work in this thesis towards understanding and mitigating them.
It also demonstrated the strong dependence on observer directivity seen in the semi-
analytical test case, with upstream cases being shown to be much less stable than
downstream ones, which were quite stably predicted. The comparison of the different
source term constructions was less conclusive, though for the upstream, most onerous
case the new with pressure analogy method was noticeably more stable than the other
methods. While this is very encouraging, it is important to acknowledge that these
are only initial results based on a small number of surface locations.
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7.2.2 Future Work
It is clear from comparing the results for the semi-analytical and realistic test cases
that the semi-analytical test case is incorrectly favouring density analogy methods.
The semi-analytical case is very simple, in that βp,ij = 0 and hence only some
source terms were examined. In addition, the construction of the αp source field
is rather simple and does not incorporate any rotating motion. It could well be that
investigating more complex source fields that are more representative of a realistic
fluid will enable the semi-analytical case to give far more relevant results. Hence this
is an important area for future work.
Another opportunity arises from the Kirchhoff method not being examined for
the realistic test case, due to spatial gradients not being available in the CFD. These
gradients should be extracted to enable a Kirchhoff method to be compared to the
others.
As for the discretisation error work, there is huge scope for applying the work of
Chapter 5 to other problems. The adjusted methods of Morfey et al [59] and Spalart
and Shur [78] and other variants of the new method using different aeroacoustic
analogies could be investigated. The semi-analytical test case could be tailored to
other problems of interest such as jet or helicopter noise. In particular, the detri-
mental effect of retaining density perturbations in surface source terms is believed to
be especially important in hot jets, where temperature changes lead to significantly
larger fluctuations in the density field than in the associated pressure field. Applying
the new method with various underlying analogies to these other problems could
present even more significant benefits than those seen for open rotor noise in this
thesis.
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